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Art road is a new aspect in the study of Transcarpathia’s 
painting of the twentieth century. It is new because it is 
literally about the roads - about geography, places where the 
paintings were created. When it comes to the phenomenon 
ăä�vĝ³þġË³ĝĚ³ħèé³ͻġ�ŋþÓ�³ĝħġ�ăä�ħèÓ�ħĽÓþħéÓħè�ËÓþħĪĝĿ�³þÏ�éħġ�
ÏÓŋþéþå�ø³þÏġË³ĚÓ�åÓþĝÓ͚�éħ�ĪġĪ³øøĿ�éýĚøéÓġ��vĝ³þġË³ĝĚ³ħèé³ͻġ�
landscape painting in general, the style of one artist or 
another, the features that certify belonging to the artistic 
tradition of the region. However it is interesting to consider 
³øø�ăä�ħèÓ�ġĚÓËéŋË�Ěø³ËÓġ�Ͱ�ħèÓ�ļéøø³åÓġ͚�ļ³øøÓĿġ͚�ýăĪþħ³éþ�
passes. These are some of the painting motifs that became 
incentives for artists to create a gallery of landscapes and 
to shape Transcarpathia’s artistic image. Some of them even 
became places of constant interest and sources of painting 
energy. Telluric forces acted invisibly, attracting to such 

a place, and one still had to reach it (often on foot), and 
then - to plunge into the environment, to catch the pace and 
the rhythm of these invisible earthly forces, to surrender to 
their gravity. The results were impressive. There were whole 
series of picturesque images, and even more - there was an 
artistic comprehension of integrity, including the surrounding 
nature, the people’s way of life, the language they spoke, 
ornamentation, songs, rites.

When a large-scale artistic study of Transcarpathia  
began in the 1920s, artists sought out those special places 
that inspired creativity. The place factor mattered. Uzhanska 
Valley (together with the valley of the Uzh tributary - the 
Turia River) was the main center of plein air painting of 
Transcarpathia’s artists. It was not only the proximity to 
Uzhhorod that attracted them... but also the poetry of 

Introduction
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cozy landscapes, the variety of motifs and their enchanting 
beauty, the richness of the scenes provided with foreground, 
middleground and background, and a variable set of objects 
(houses, churches, mills, bridges, trees, fences, haystacks, 
etc.), which naturally formed ideal compositions on their 
own. It was Uzhanska Verkhovyna that became the local 
Barbizon, where the new Transcarpathia’s art was formed. 
Adalbert Erdeli and Joseph Bokshay’s students played an 
important role in this process - the second generation of 
artists were the ones who created the phenomenon of 
Transcarpathia’s painting. Their duty brought them to the 
villages of the upper Uzh, between the Beskids, in the early 
1930s: Andriy Kotska became a teacher at a public school 
in Tychy, Ernest Kontratovych taught in various villages of 
�ÓĝÓņþĿ³þġèËèĿþ³͚�yņèăö�Ľ³ġ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�Ěø³ËÓ�ăä�ġÓĝļéËÓ�
of the artist and priest Zoltan Sholtes, and only Adalbert 
�ăĝÓħġöĿ�ĽÓþħ�³ġ�³�ħÓ³ËèÓĝ�ħă�ħèÓ�Ó³ġħ�Ͱ�³ħ�ŋĝġħ�ħă��ÓøĿö³�
Kopana, and later - to Velyky Bychkov in Rakhiv region. Then 
the independent creative work of young artists unfolded 
in these villages, their formation took place there, and the 
villages Uzhok, Volosyanka, Sukhy, Tykhy, Stavne, Zhornava, 
Kostryno, Sil, Chornoholova and others became the plein air 
painting centers - fellow artists and teachers were coming 
to paint Uzhanshchyna. The Uzhansky Barbizon operated 
throughout the twentieth century. Artists also stopped 
³ħ�Ë³ýĚ�ġéħÓġ͚�éþ�ĝĪĝ³ø�ġËèăăøġ͟�vèÓĿ�ĽÓĝÓ�ăäħÓþ�ġ³ħéġŋÓÏ�
with the villages closest to Uzhhorod, such as Domanyntsi, 
Onokivtsi, Orikhovtsi, Nevytske, Kamyanytsia and their 
environs - it was here that a lot of masterpieces were created 
by Erdeli, Bokshay, Kashshay, Habda and other colleagues in 
the shop.

Volovetsko-Mizhhirska Verkhovyna was another region 
äăĝ�³ĝħéġħéË�Ěéøåĝéý³åÓ͟�:ħġ�ýăĪþħ³éþġ�³þÏ�äăĝÓġħġ�ÏéŊÓĝÓÏ�
from the nature of the Uzhanska valley. This region also 
provided many chamber scenes, rural motifs, that included 
picturesque huts covered with shingles or straw (which were 
ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�äĝăý�ħèÓ�ĝÓġéÏÓþħé³ø�ÊĪéøÏéþåġ�ăä��ÓĝÓņþé³þġèËèĿþ³͚ͬ�
ĽăăÏÓþ�ËèĪĝËèÓġ�ăä�³�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�ġħĿøÓ͚�³þÏ�ġăýÓ�þÓĽ�
landscapes: epic panoramas of the valleys of the Borzhavskyi 
ridge, from Volovets to Mizhhiria, the Gorgan massifs in 

Art road is a new aspect in 
the study of Transcarpathia’s 

painting of the twentieth
century.
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the upper reaches of the Tereblia, a view of the majestic 
mountain theaters from the Veretskyi, Volovetskyi, and 
Synevyrskyi mountain passes.

The third main picturesque region, Rakhiv region, was 
even more monumental: Hutsul villages, valleys of the 
Czorna and Bila Tysa rivers, and Chornohora with Hoverla 
and Petros, Svydovets, Yablunetskyi mountain pass, Shchaul, 
Kozmeshchyk, Zymyr tracts, which are the highest and the 
most exotic massifs and peaks in the Ukrainian Carpathian 
Mountains. All of this natural wealth turned into the wealth 
of art. It gained artistic embodiment on canvas.

Almost all of the artists from Transcarpathia worked 
in these three most popular districts. However, there 
were many others - the villages of Irshavskyi, Svalyavskyi, 
Khustskyi, Tyachivskyi, Mukachivskyi and Uzhhorodskyi 
districts, the cities of Khust, Mukachevo with its medieval 
castles, and Uzhhorod itself, with a castle as well, and 
with picturesque old streets. Sometimes artists chose their 
favorite places where they painted best, sometimes they 
returned to these places throughout their artistic careers 
(Uzh near Uzhhorod in the works of Erdeli, Bokshai, Habda; 
Skalka, Uzhhorod Castle and the city park - permanent 
motifs in the works of Bokshai; Tereblia valley - in the works 
of Ilko).

Transcarpathia’s art road is an attempt to study the 
geography of Transcarpathia’s painting, usually called 
the Transcarpathia’s school of art or the phenomenon of 
Transcarpathia’s painting of the twentieth century. The 
geography and sometimes the topography of painting can 
be traced in landscapes. Accordingly, the study includes the 
works of artists who worked mainly in the landscape genre, 
and whose works can be traced to this geography. Vasyl 
Habda and Anton Kashshai belong to the third generation, 
and Ivan Shutiev and Ivan Ilko to the fourth. The review 
does not include the outstanding artist Fedir Manailo, an 
independent art planet in the Transcarpathian space. His 
landscapes are a symbolic generalization of the Carpathian 
Mountains, they are the poetry of the mountains or even 
legends, but, with some minor exceptions, they are not tied 
ħă�ħèÓ�³ĝÓ³͟�M³þ³éøă�ÏéÏ�þăħ�Ë³ĝÓ�³ÊăĪħ�ħèÓ�ġĚÓËéŋËġ�ăä�ħèÓ�

Telluric forces acted invisibly, 
attracting to such a place, 

and one still had to reach it 
(often on foot), and

then - to plunge into the 
environment, to catch the 

pace and the rhythm of 
these invisible earthly forces, 
to surrender to their gravity.
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place, creating primarily a work of art, rather than witnessing 
the environment. For the same reason, the works of Anton 
Shepa, Volodymyr Mykyta, Viacheslav Prykhodko and other 
famous artists are not overviewed here. They did attend 
most of the plein air centers that are mentioned here, but 
ħèÓéĝ�éþħÓĝĚĝÓħ³ħéăþ�ăä�ħèÓ�éý³åÓ�ÏéÏþͻħ�ġèăĽ�ħèÓ�ġĚÓËéŋËéħĿ�
of the places.

:ħ�éġ�ÏéŊéËĪøħ�ͫ³þÏ�è³ĝÏøĿ�ĚăġġéÊøÓͬ�ħă�ħ³öÓ�éþħă�³ËËăĪþħ�
all, or at least the vast majority of works by Transcarpathia’s 
artists, who belong to the glorious painting tradition of 
the twentieth century. Although such accounting could 
also be an interesting study itself. Not many works are 
öÓĚħ�éþ�ýĪġÓĪýġ͟�9ăĽÓļÓĝ͚�ħè³þöġ�ħă�ħèÓ�ġéåþéŋË³þħ�
support of the regional authorities that constantly funded 
publications dedicated to the art of Transcarpathia, over 

the past two decades, decent albums of almost all of the 
most important artists of the region have been published. 
These albums number from several dozen to several hundred 
reproductions. This greatly helps to judge and analyze the 
work and ultimately trace the geography of a particular 
artist. Memoirs of artists and stories about them are a 
valuable source for research. Of course, it is not enough to 
limit oneself only, so to speak, to applied geography in the 
creative activity of artists, to the simple naming of places. 
Individual manners, own coloring, stylistics of interpretation 
were developed in interaction with the landscapes. After 
all, Roads of Transcarpathia’s Art is an attempt to outline 
the creative manners of artists of four generations involved 
in the emergence, development and completion of this 
outstanding artistic phenomenon.
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“Art road” are the stories about 
painters, as well as an attempt 
to study the geography of Tran-
scarpathia’s painting, usual-
ly called the Transcarpathia’s 
school of art. 
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Yosyp Bokshai
The founder of the Transcarpathian 
landscape

Yosyp Bokshai is an outstanding Ukrainian artist. He is 
one of the two (together with Adalbert Erdeli) founders of 
new art, art education, and creative unions in Transcarpathia. 
Everything that was created by Bokshai was new in the art 
of the region. His work was highly professional, and the 
accuracy of painting, the color solutions, and the veracity of 
the image were enchanting. Bokshai’s realism was based on 
deep faith, on the belief that God created a perfect world, 
and the main task of the artist is to truly convey its beauty 
by painting. He created a pictorial version of this world. 
9Ó�Ľ³ġ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ăþÓ�ħă�ĚĝÓġÓþħ�éħ�éþ�ġĪËè�èéåè�ĜĪ³øéħĿ�äăĝ�
everybody to contemplate and enjoy. Bokshai’s paintings 
have genre plots - scenes from people’s lives and they show 
how much he admired this land. There are both portraits 

(which are the best examples of the genre in regional art) 
and luxurious colorful still-life paintings. There are also 
solemnly sublime religious plots: silent icons for the altars 
and altarpieces, and majestic frescoes - painted temple 
walls, plafonds… The unprecedented power of monumental 
painting, new sacred art in the history of Transcarpathia. And 
ŋþ³øøĿ͚�ø³þÏġË³ĚÓġ�Ͱ�ħèÓ�ä³ËÓ�ăä�ħèÓ�þ³ħéļÓ�ø³þÏ�éþ�èĪþÏĝÓÏġ�
of landscape paintings: from panoramas containing entire 
Carpathian ridges to chamber scenes, where streams, 
riverbanks, rock formations, trees, bushes are the main 
characters. All of it is a colorful hymn... everything is for 
the creation of beauty, for understanding beauty, and for 
educating the human soul. This was the artist’s fascination 
with God’s world, this was his service to the Creator.
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All of it is a colorful hymn... 
everything is for the creation 
of beauty, for understanding 

beauty, and for educating 
the human soul. This was 

the artist’s fascination with 
God’s world, this was his 

service to the Creator.

Bokshai presented a new view on the nature of the region 
and adjusted his sense of sight to see its colorful beauty. 
Thanks to Bokshai, Transcarpathia appeared in the history of 
art as an artistically transformed land and as an artistic area 
äăĝ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ħéýÓ͟

To this day, the work of an art critic A. Izvorin (real name 
- Yevhen Nedzelsky, 1894–1961) “Contemporary Artists of 
Rus”, (it was published in the Uzhhorod magazine “Zorya-
9³ôþ³ø�éþ�̪̲̭̫�³þÏ�̪̲̭̬ͬ�è³ġ�þăħ�øăġħ�éħġ�ġéåþéŋË³þËÓ͟�vèÓ�
information about Bokshai in the magazine is presented in 
a skillfull and fresh manner. Izvorin had a direct impression 
of communication with the artist because he talked to him 
many times. Since this brilliant publication is not widely 
known, it is worth quoting some of its fragments here. The 
ŋĝġħ�ăþÓ�ËăþËÓĝþġ�ħèÓ�³ĝħéġħͻġ�Êéăåĝ³ĚèĿ͙

“The Bokshai family comes from the village of Boksha 
in Zemplin, and then its representatives moved to Sabolch 
and Satmar. Yosyp Bokshai was born on October 2, 1891, in 
Kobyletska Polyana. His father was a priest there. The artist’s 
grandfather was also a Greek Catholic priest in Dravtsi, 
and many other relatives served as priests as well. But at 
the same time, there was a penchant for art in the Bokshai 
family. The artist’s father painted well himself, his sister 
got a music education, another relative Ivan Bokshai was a 
priest and a composer, and his brother was an art teacher. 
Yosyp Bokshai didn’t have any special training, but due to his 
interest in painting, he enrolled as a student at the Academy 
of Arts in Budapest, intending to become a professor of 
Ïĝ³Ľéþå͟�9ÓĝÓ�èÓ�ĽăĝöÓÏ�éþ�ħèÓ�ŋÓøÏġ�ăä�³ĝËèéħÓËħĪĝÓ�³þÏ�
ornamentation, but he did not draw anything from life. 
During graduation from high school, Bokshai showed his 
work to Ignatius Roshkovich, a famous artist. He advised 
the young man not to strive for teaching, but to continue to 
improve in painting. However, the advice of “one professor” 
did not change anything in the fate of Bokshai, especially 
since he was mobilized in 1914. He was sent to the front in 
January and captured by the Russians in late March, near 
the village of Turka in Halychyna.”1

̪͟�ǡɧɞɱɳʇɰ�ƶ͟�ǎɶɺɜɴɰʇ�ɳɶɴɿɬʇ�ɹɶɢɱɦɰɨɬɨ͟�ͮ�ǐɦɟɱɳɱɢ�̫̩̪̯͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̬̪̬̫ͮ͟
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̫͟�ǌɳɨɩɯɨɺ�ǉ͟�Ǖɣɳɬɱɞɰɣ�ɲɳɱɸɣɴʇɩɰɣ�ɯɜɮʌɳɴɵɞɱ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɵʌ͟�ͮ�ǐɦɟɱɳɱɢ͚�̫̩̪̰͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̬̮̩̬̮̪ͮ͟

The artist’s youth

The prisoner was sent to Turkestan and later transferred 
to the territory of Ukraine, where he found himself in the 
estate of the landowner N. Hrabovsky in the village of 
Kutsevolivka. Hrabovsky was a cultured man who d he was 
able to appreciate the talent of the newcomer. He provided 
him with a library and oil paints. It was there that Bokshai 
Ě³éþħÓÏ�èéġ�ŋĝġħ�ø³þÏġË³ĚÓġ�³þÏ�Ěăĝħĝ³éħġ͟��ħ�ħèÓ�ġ³ýÓ�ħéýÓ͚�
he became acquainted with reproductions of the works of 
HÓļéħ³þ�³þÏ�mÓĚéþ͚�ĽèéËè�è³Ï�³�ËÓĝħ³éþ�éþŌĪÓþËÓ�ăþ�èéý͟���
year later, Bokshai found himself in Verkhnodniprovsk, where 
he taught children to draw in a children’s home, and there he 
ËĝÓ³ħÓÏ�èéġ�ŋĝġħ�Ě³ġħÓø�Ͱ��éÓĽ�ăä�ħèÓ� þéĚĝă͟

9Ó�Ľ³ġ�èÓøÏ�éþ�Ë³ĚħéļéħĿͤ�ÊĪħ͚�ăþ�ħèÓ�ŌéĚ�ġéÏÓ͚��ăöġè³é�
had an opportunity to discover the Ukrainian world: the 
church tradition was well known, and the language was 
almost the same as in his native land. “This period in the 
work of Y. Bokshai still needs to be studied, but today we 
can assume that it stimulated the development of his self-
³Ľ³ĝÓþÓġġ�³þÏ�éþŌĪÓþËÓÏ�èéġ�ġÓþġÓ�ăä�³ĝħ�³þÏ�³ÓġħèÓħéËġ͟�
And these new features largely determined the development 
ăä�ËèĪĝËè�³ĝħ�éþ�vĝ³þġË³ĝĚ³ħèé³�éþ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�è³øä�ăä�ħèÓ�
twentieth century.2“

In 1918, Bokshai returned to his native land, which was 
already a part of the newly formed country - Czechoslovakia. 
It should be mentioned that Bokshai’s talent was noticed 
in the Mukachevo gymnasium by a drawing teacher Tibor 
Kalmar, and the famous artist Ignatius Roshkovych gave the 
young man recommendations for admission to the Faculty of 
Pedagogy of the Hungarian Royal Institute of Fine Arts. His 
main teachers at the institute were Imre Reves (1859-1945), 
whose work is attributed to naturalism and critical realism, 
and the founder of Hungarian Impressionism Pal Sinei 
Mersche (1845-1920).

�ăöġè³é�è³ġ�äĪøŋøøÓÏ�èéġ�Ěø³þ�äăĝ�³�ħÓ³Ëèéþå�Ë³ĝÓÓĝ�Ͱ�èÓ�
worked at the Uzhhorod Real Gymnasium in 1919-1945. 
Teaching accompanied him in the next years as well. He also 
took part in public life - in the work of the Ruska Narodna 
Rada (or the Ruthenian People’s Council) (1918-1919), in 
the founding of the society “Prosvita” (1920). Together with 

Adalbert Erdeli, his colleague and a like-minded person, 
the “engine” of all new processes in Transcarpathia art, 
Bokshai was an active participant in the exhibitions “Club of 
Artists of Pidkarpatska Rus” (1921), the organization of the 
Public School of Drawing (1927), the Society of Fine Arts in 
Pidkarpatska Rus (1931) and many other artistic events.

At the same time, according to the memoirs of his 
ËăþħÓýĚăĝ³ĝéÓġ͚��ăġĿĚ��ăöġè³é�ÏéÏ�þăħ�ĚĪħ�³ĝħ�ŋĝġħ�éþ�øéäÓ͟�
He was a man of tradition, and his family (his wife Margarita 
Arvoi and their three children) was most important to him. 
He led a calm, balanced life, and life seemed to correspond 
to him in the same way.

Apparently, Roshkovich’s advice was also important. 
5ĝăý�̪̲̪̱��ăöġè³é�éýýÓĝġÓÏ�éþħă�³ĝħ͟��ħ�ŋĝġħ͚�èÓ�Ě³éþħÓÏ�
landscapes and still lifes with pastels (after the war it was 
ÏéŊéËĪøħ�ħă�ŋþÏ�åăăÏ�Ě³éþħġͬ͟�9Ó�ÊÓË³ýÓ�ġă�ä³ġËéþ³ħÓÏ�ÊĿ�
this technique that soon after he reached a virtuoso level 
in it. Later he switched to oil paints, sometimes trying the 
tempera. Improvement is impossible without acquaintance 
with world art, so Bokshai made two trips, visiting Italy, 
Germany, France, Poland, and Yugoslavia (Dalmatia).

vèÓ�³ĝħéġħ�ĽăĝöÓÏ�Ľéħè�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�åÓþĝÓġ͚�³þÏ�èÓ�ý³ÏÓ�èéåè�
achievements in each of them. During the 1920s he painted 
Ěăĝħĝ³éħġ͚�ħăăö�ĪĚ�åÓþĝÓ�³þÏ�ŋåĪĝ³øͰÏÓËăĝ³ħéļÓ�ħèÓýÓġ͚�
revealed his talent in church and religious painting, created 
projects for the construction and ornamental decoration of 
altars, chapels, and iconostasis.

Active exhibition activities of Transcarpathia’s artists took 
place in the 1920s and 1930s. Bokshai’s works were exhibited 
in Prague, Brno, Bratislava, Uzhhorod, Kosice, Mukachevo, 
and Mykhailivtsi. His personal exhibitions took place in 1926 
in Prague and Uzhhorod. The period of Transcarpathia’s 
membership in Czechoslovakia is important for the 
ÏÓļÓøăĚýÓþħ�ăä�vĝ³þġË³ĝĚ³ħèé³ͻġ�ŋþÓ�³ĝħġ͟��ăöġè³é�ħ³Īåèħ�
drawing in high school, Erdeli worked in a teacher’s seminary, 
talented young people were involved in professional art for 
ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ħéýÓ͚�³þÏ�ħèÓ�äăĝý³ħéăþ�ăä�³�å³ø³ľĿ�ăä�ĿăĪþå�³ĝħéġħġ�
was in process. Bokshai and Erdeli were the undisputed 
leaders of art life. Their creative achievements and views 
were talked about in the press, articles about them appeared 
in encyclopedias, and their works were being purchased at 
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̬͟��³ħøăĪö³ø�E͟�y�ļŀħļ³ĝþëöĺ�þ³�jăÏö³ĝĚ³ħġöÔ�mĪġé�ͥ�jăÏö³ĝĚ³ħġö´�mĪġ͟�ͮ��ĝ³ħéġø³ļ³͚�̪̲̬̯͟�ͮ�q͟�̫̬̭͟
̭͟��³ħøăĪö³ø�E͟�y�ļŀħļ³ĝþëöĺ�þ³�jăÏö³ĝĚ³ħġöÔ�mĪġé�ͥ�jăÏö³ĝĚ³ħġö´�mĪġ͟�ͮ��ĝ³ħéġø³ļ³͚�̪̲̬̯͟�ͮ�q͟�̫̬̭͟

̮͟�ǡɧɞɱɳʇɰ�ƶ͟�ǎɶɺɜɴɰʇ�ɳɶɴɿɬʇ�ɹɶɢɱɦɰɨɬɨ͟�ͮ�ǐɦɟɱɳɱɢ͚�̫̩̪̯͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̬̮͟
̯͟�ǌɳɨɩɯɨɺ͟�Ǖɣɳɬɱɞɰɣ�ɲɳɱɸɣɴʇɩɰɣ�ɯɜɮʌɳɴɵɞɱ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɵʌ͟�ͮ�ǐɦɟɱɳɱɢ͚�̫̩̪̰͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̬̮̪͟

exhibitions. Bokshai’s views on life and art were recorded in 
a conversation with a Czech poet and literary critic, head of 
the Club of Friends of Pidkarpatska Rus, Yaroslav Zatloukal 
(1903-1958):

:�ħèéþö�éħͻġ�ăĪĝ�ĝÓġĚăþġéÊéøéħĿ�ħă�ÓÏĪË³ħÓ�ġăËéÓħĿ�ŋĝġħ͟�Năħ�
by using words, but rather with a good example, that is, to 
create honest and good art, as the ancient masters did it. So, 
ŋĝġħ�ăä�³øø͚�ĽÓ�ýĪġħ�øÓ³ĝþ�ħèÓ�Ľ³Ŀġ�ăä�ËĝÓ³ħéþå�ġĪËè�³ĝħ�äĝăý�
the old masters.

The artist is responsible for his work, and not only during 
his life but also in the future. He lives in his works even 
after death, and his people will be proud of his works. The 
works of the greatest artists are a precious treasure of all 
mankind.”3

The high artistic intentions of Yosyp Bokshai are 
evidenced by his words about younger colleagues and visions 
of the future:

“The young Subcarpathian generation should immerse 
itself in thorough professional training, so that great 
masters would come out of our small land in the future, 
and the whole world would watch them with respect. Our 
land provides a lot of material for artistic elaboration: its 
mountains, valleys, and people have no equals in the whole 
world.”

Church painting 

Yosyp Bokshai, in fact, created Transcarpathia’s church 
painting of the twentieth century. Quoting Izvorin: “He has 
made a revolution, although we haven’t realized this yet. In 
fact, before Bokshai, icon painters (including I. Roshkovych) 
used mostly ordinary patterns - a German version of Italian 
patterns. Bokshai had seen the icons of the Eastern Church, 
therefore he wanted to preserve the Byzantine form of 
mysticism and combine it with a less conventional and 
ýăĝÓ�ļéħ³ø�ŋåĪĝ³ø�ġăøĪħéăþ�ăä�ħèÓ��Óġħ͟�5ăĝ�ħèéġ�ĚĪĝĚăġÓ͚�èÓ�
traveled to Italy, in particular to Sicily, Palermo, and Monread 
(perhaps Martorana - a cathedral with Byzantine frescoes in 
Palermo - M.S.), to see the samples of the Byzantine school 

with his own eyes. He was most impressed by the Palatine 
Chapel in Palermo.”

Bokshai’s work can be compared to some of the Western 
European church painters. He is close to the “light and 
powerful Venetian” Giovanni Battista Tiepolo, and the 
inspired theatricality and decorativeness of his compositions. 
And his work also resembles the realistic-impressionist works 
of a German Fritz von Ude, who depicts Christ among the 
common people. Izvorin speaks of two manners of Bokshai’s 
religious art. Paintings, where Christ is among the people of 
Verchovyna, are created in a realistic manner. Bokshai was 
accurately reproducing the environment, the life and clothing 
of mountaineers, their faces and poses, emphasizing the 
festive theatricality of the legendary events. The judgment of 
an art critic Mykhailo Pryimych can be relevant here:

“There is no doubt that during that time (during 
the captivity - M.S.) in Ukraine Yosyp Bokshai had the 
opportunity to get acquainted with the romantic populist 
ideas of Ukrainian intellectuals, which could not help but 
³ŊÓËħ�ħèÓ�ËăþġËéăĪġþÓġġ�ăä�ħèÓ�ý³ġħÓĝ͟͟͟�vèéġ�Ë³þ�ÊÓ�ġÓÓþ�
in works created in the spirit of neo-romanticism with an 
emphasis on populist idealization. Some of the examples 
are “The Sermon on the Mount”, written in 1926 (also known 
as “Christ among the people”) or, for example, “Girls in the 
meadow” 1937».6 When the artist works on a pure icon, 
he combines the image of the entourage in the spirit of 
Byzantine art with the decorativeness of the Baroque. Typical 
examples are images of saints of the Eastern rite (Cyril and 
Methodius, Volodymyr and Olga and others) on the icons of 
“Teachers of the Eastern Ecumenical Church”, “Holy Lands of 
Rus”, “Teachers of the Orthodox Church” (1934-1935) for the 
chapel of the teachers’ seminary in Uzhhorod. Finally, when 
it comes to all-Christian plots that are not directly related to 
the Eastern rite, Bokshai paints compositions in the spirit of 
Tiepolo’s decorativeness.

The artist’s productivity in the genre of church painting 
is surprising.  He created a mural in the episcopal chapel in 
Uzhhorod in 1929. The cathedral in Uzhhorod was decorated 
with altar icons and religious paintings created by Bokshai, 
a stained glass window designed by him, and a solemn large 
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“The young Subcarpathian 
generation should immerse 
itself in thorough professional 
training, so that great masters 
would come out of our small 
land in the future, and the 
whole world would watch them 
with respect. Our land provides 
a lot of material for artistic 
elaboration: its mountains, 
valleys, and people have no 
equals in the whole world.”
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the church in Dorobratovo and there was also an iconostasis 
made according to his sketches.

Art in the background of political 
change

World War II brought quite radical changes. The 
region, which declared itself the state of Carpathian 
Ukraine, was captured by Hortist Hungary in March 1939. 
Everything Ukrainian was persecuted, and Prosvita and 
other Ukrainian organizations were liquidated. At the same 
ħéýÓ͚�ħèÓ�9Īþå³ĝé³þ�³ĪħèăĝéħéÓġ�ý³ÏÓ�³�øăħ�ăä�ÓŊăĝħ�ħă�Ľéþ�
the sympathy of the local intellectuals and contributed 
to the revival of artistic life. The artists themselves tried 
ħă�ġħ³Ŀ�ăĪħ�ăä�ĚăøéħéËġ͟��ĚĚ³ĝÓþħøĿ͚�ħèÓ�ŋþÓ�³ĝħġ�ăä�ħèÓ�
ĝÓåéăþ�Ľ³ġ�ħèÓ�ăþøĿ�ŋÓøÏ�ħè³ħ�ÓġË³ĚÓÏ�ÏÓËøéþÓ�ÏĪĝéþå�ħèÓ�

plafond “Exaltation of the Cross”, made in 1939. The majestic 
frescoes in the church of the Basilian monastery in Uzhhorod 
(St. Basil the Great with monks, 1920s) and in the monastery 
church in Maly Berezny (1932) were destroyed, respectively, 
in the 1960s and 1980s. There are a few preserved ensembles 
of Bokshai’s frescoes on the territory of Slovakia - in Novy 
Ruskov (1929), Chicharovtsi (1935), Matyovtsi (1937), and 
Hungary - in Maria-Povcha (1943). Sets of icons to the 
iconostasis of Bokshai’s work decorated the monastery 
church in Mykhailivtsi (1935, Slovakia), the prayer room of 
the Mukachevo monastery, and the church in Dorobratovo 
(the 1940s). Altar images and altars, designed by him, 
were installed in the churches of the villages of Sasovo, 
Storozhnytsia, Velyki Selmentsi, Rativtsi, Velyki Komyaty, 
Chabanivka, Kalnyk, Barkasovo, and Velyki Geivtsi.

Bokshai’s sacred painting lasted until the establishment 
of Soviet power. His last works in this genre were icons for 
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“The Exaltation of the Holy Cross”, 1939.

Hungarian occupation and war. The former Society of Fine 
Arts was reorganized into the Union of Subcarpathian 
Artists. Teachers of the Budapest Art Institute, led by the 
rector, joined the plain air in July 1939. In the same year, 
an exhibition of Transcarpathia’s artists was held in Kosice. 
As part of the Uzhhorod Art Weeks, Uzhhorod hosted 
exhibitions of leading Hungarian artists Vilmosh Aba Novak, 
Istvan Seni, Aurel Bernat and many others. Yosyp Bokshai 
became a member of the art section of the Pidkarpatske 
Obshchestvo Nauk (or the Subcarpathian Society of 
Sciences) (founded and supported by the Hungarian 
authorities during 1941-1944), the Union of Hungarian 
Artists, and the Tovarystvo Benzur (or the Benzur Society). 
 Īĝéþå�ħèÓ�ÏéŊéËĪøħ�Ľ³ĝ�ĿÓ³ĝġ͚�ħèÓ�³ĝħéġħ�ËăþħéþĪÓÏ�ħă�Ě³éþħ͟�
Most of his works were landscapes - “Mukachevo Castle” 
(1940), “In the village” (1941), “A hut near the village” (1942), 

“Summer Day” (1943). He also made portraits of family 
members. His outstanding works “Huts over the stream” 
(1940), “Khust Castle” (1942) were also created during this 
period.

The end of World War II had also brought some radical 
changes. Following the inclusion of Transcarpathia in the 
USSR, many were threatened with persecution. The Soviet 
propaganda made Bokshai’s ally, Erdeli, a formalist and 
cosmopolitan. Bokshai’s art was accepted as an example of 
ĝÓ³øéġħéË�³ĝħ͚�ĽèéËè�³øýăġħ�ŋħ�éþħă�ħèÓ�Ïăåý³ġ�ăä�ġăËé³øéġħ�
realism, despite the not very “socialist” colors. After the 
war, Bokshai participated in all major exhibitions in Kyiv 
and Moscow. He was crowned with all the laurels that 
an artist could receive in the USSR: in 1958 he became a 
corresponding member of the USSR Academy of Arts, in 1960 
he received the title of People’s Artist of the Ukrainian SSR, 
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express the beauty of the Carpathians and the beauty of 
Carpathian girls in this painting. This beauty carries a sharp 
sense of ephemerality of life, and another primitive, pagan 
ÓøÓýÓþħ�ăä�éħġ�ļéËħăĝĿ͟�:ħ�éġ�ÏéŊéËĪøħ�ħă�éý³åéþÓ�³�ÊÓħħÓĝ�
romantic symbol of the Carpathian land. The plot, entitled 
“On the Polonyna”, was repeated in 1961: it depicted four 
characters, the same gesture of a girl tying a scarf, the same 
Synevyr Polonyna in the background - but there is no force 
ħè³ħ�ŌăĽÓÏ�äĝăý�ħèÓ�Ľăĝö�ăä�̪̲̬̬͟��øăġÓ�éþ�ħèÓ�ËăýĚăġéħéăþ�
is a study “By the Lake” in 1946 (he repeated the gesture of 
tying a scarf). Another thematically related painting “Meeting 
éþ�ħèÓ�jăøăþĿþ³�è³ġ�³øġă�ÏÓļÓøăĚÓÏ�ăļÓĝ�ħèÓ�ĿÓ³ĝġ͟�vèÓ�ŋĝġħ�
ļÓĝġéăþ�ăä�ħèÓ�̪̲̫̩ġ�éġ�³�ø³þÏġË³ĚÓ�Ľéħè�ġÓļÓĝ³ø�ŋåĪĝÓġ�éþ�
the foreground, the work of 1955 is dominated by people 
- men-mowers and girls who carry barrels with cheese on 
horseback; a mountain range with peaks Hoverla and Petros 
unfolds in the background. The artist returned to this plot in 
1957, making it larger (120×189), and then again in 1958 (the 
theatrical component is reinforced in the horizontal panel).

Bokshai likes to return to the previous plots and he 
likes to repeat his favorite plots: in the 1950s and 1960s, 
he devoted several works to the topic of picking apples and 
åĝ³ĚÓġ͟�:ħ�éġ�þăħ�³ħ�³øø�ÏéŊéËĪøħ�äăĝ�èéý�ħă�ġ³ħéġäĿ�ħèÓ�ÏÓý³þÏġ�
of socialist realism: the scenes of agricultural work are 
given the appropriate names (“Hammering in the collective 
farm”, 1952), and “Girls in the polonyna” in front of the same 
mountain range have a rake in their hands - it means that 
they are working, not just enjoying life.

:þ�åÓþĝÓ�Ľăĝöġ͚��ăöġè³é�ĝÓŌÓËħÓÏ�ý³þĿ�ħĝ³Ïéħéăþ³ø�
occupations of people of Transcarpathia. This theme was 
used to create 20 paintings, which were printed as school 
visual material and used in schools in Czechoslovakia.

In Bokshai’s still lifes, the main role is played by objects 
that attract with their own beauty and decoration: fragments 
of antique furniture, fabrics, colorful scarves, vases with 
ŌăĽÓĝġ͟�vèÓ�³ĝħéġħ�è³Ï�ħă�åĝăĪĚ�ħèÓġÓ�ăÊôÓËħġ�³ËËăĝÏéþåøĿ�
and convey the beauty of the composition realistically. And 
Bokshai could easily accomplish this, masterfully conveying 
ħèÓ�ÊÓ³ĪħĿ�ăä�ŌăĽÓĝġ�Ͱ�qħéøø�HéäÓ�Ľéħè�măġÓġ�̪̲̬̩͚ͫͬ�:ĝéġÓġ�
(1939), “Still Life” (1958), and others.

The main principles of Bokshai’s painting are fully present 

̰͟�ǡɧɞɱɳʇɰ�ƶ͟�ǎɶɺɜɴɰʇ�ɳɶɴɿɬʇ�ɹɶɢɱɦɰɨɬɨ͟�ͮ�ǐɦɟɱɳɱɢ͚�̫̩̪̯͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̬̰͟

in 1963 - the title of People’s Artist of the USSR. But nothing 
changed his habits and his moderately paced life and did not 
³ŊÓËħ�ħèÓ�³ĝħ�ăä�ħèÓ�ý³ġħÓĝ͟

Genre painting and portrai

Bokshai’s genre works also have double features. All 
of them are dedicated to rural life and are drawn quite 
realistically (“Winter Dance”, “Carolers”, 1930s, “Watering”, 
“Girls in the Polonyna” 1933), but they have a certain element 
of theatricality. This means that the plot is presented as a 
demonstration of certain festive, ceremonial or agricultural 
actions, with the respective poses of the characters and the 
general composition. At the same time, these works have a 
ġéåþéŋË³þħ�ĚăħÓþħé³ø�äăĝ�ýăþĪýÓþħ³øéħĿ�Ͱ�ħèÓĿ�³ĝÓ͚�éþ�ä³Ëħ͚�
ready-made panels or frescoes of large sizes (some are 
completed with an arch). The artist has been returning to 
certain themes (that symbolically and romantically represent 
the region and the people) for many years. For example, 
ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ļÓĝġéăþ�ăä��ăöăĝ³ġèé�̰̮ͫľ̲̯�Ëý͚�Ë³ĝÏÊă³ĝÏ͚�Ě³ġħÓøͬ�
appeared in 1924, in the 1930s this plot in the form of a 
fresco with tempera decorated the foyer of the newly built 
house of Prosvita , and in 1946-1947 the artist repeated it in 
oil on a huge canvas (200×300 cm).

It is clear that the subject of “Bokorashi” was close to 
him. It inspired him, it symbolized the beauty and youth of 
free people on their land. Izvorin felt this mood well: “Hutsuls 
in colorful folk clothes, among the nature full of strength 
and freedom, transport wood along the stormy water of a 
ýăĪþħ³éþ�ĝéļÓĝ͟�$ýĚè³ġéņÓÏ�ÊĝÓ³Ïħè�ăä�åÓġħĪĝÓ͚�ġéýĚøéŋÓÏ�
to light and shade color, dense forests and proud rocks - 
this is a symbol of the native element. Another version of 
“Bokorashi” was created by the artist in 1961 (canvas, oil, 
120×200).

Similar symbolism is embedded in another favorite 
Bokshai’s plot. This time the greatness and spontaneous 
power of nature are conveyed through a mountain range, 
which is the background for a group of girls, children of 
these mountains. The realistic and romantic work “Girls 
in the polonyna” was painted in 1933. Strong, fresh colors 
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«Bokorashi», 1946–1947

«Bokorashi», 1924

«Bokorashi», 1961
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portraits of family members, the artist uses more restrained 
colors and more traditional poses. Yosyp Bokshai recorded 
self-portraits between the early 1920s and the late 1960s. 
This is, apparently, the largest series of self-portraits among 
Transcarpathia’s artists.

Bokshai’s landscapes

Yosyp Bokshai reached artistic heights in various genres, 
but both in the history of the regional art and in the minds 
of the public, he remains primarily a landscape painter. It 
is as if he deliberately came to the Carpathian region at the 
right time to tell about its beauty in colors, to show how 
realistically and at the same time fascinatingly romantic it is 
possible to convey this beauty. This was Izvorin’s conclusion: 
“The original form of Bokshai’s painting is, of course, the 
landscape. It runs through all of the artist’s work... Bokshai 
considers himself an Impressionist in Landscapes, but 
critics are hesitant - they either notice a realistic tendency 
in him or emphasize the strength of mood, which is a sign of 
Impressionism. No matter who he is, the fact is that Bokshai 
... introduced the nature of his native land into art not just 
as something “interesting”, but as an artistic value… This 
all is the beginning of a search for the “soul of nature”, the 
psychological beauty and the meaning of a picture.”9

Bokshai raised his native Carpathian theme high, he saw 
it not as an outsider, it was his essence. He understood that 
it takes generations to master this theme, and urged young 
artists to work in their homeland. This urge is not only a sign 
ăä�Ě³ħĝéăħéġý͚�éħ�éġ�³øġă�ħèÓ�ÏÓŋþéħéăþ�ăä�³þ�³ĝħéġħéË�ħ³ġö�éþ�ħèÓ�
universal sense.

:ħ�éġ�þăħ�ÏéŊéËĪøħ�ħă�éÏÓþħéäĿ�ħèÓ�³ĝħéġħͻġ�ä³ļăĝéħÓ�
landscapes - mountains, valleys, mountain rivers, forests, 
mills and huts, wooden churches, medieval castles, and 
Uzhhorod motifs, that is - the whole Transcarpathia. 
However, the master does have his own favorite places and 
favorite seasons. Most often he painted in the valley of the 
river Uzh, from Uzhok to Uzhhorod. And he was most excited 
to paint autumn, sometimes - the beginning of winter.

A special role in the development of Transcarpathia’s 

«Skalka», 1946 ̱͟�ǡɧɞɱɳʇɰ�ƶ͟�ǎɶɺɜɴɰʇ�ɳɶɴɿɬʇ�ɹɶɢɱɦɰɨɬɨ͟�ͮ�ǐɦɟɱɳɱɢ͚�̫̩̪̯͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̬̱͟
̲͟�ǡɧɞɱɳʇɰ�ƶ͟�ǎɶɺɜɴɰʇ�ɳɶɴɿɬʇ�ɹɶɢɱɦɰɨɬɨ͟�ͮ�ǐɦɟɱɳɱɢ͚�̫̩̪̯͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̬̮͟

in the portrait genre - realistic image, work with color, great 
attention, and sensitivity to the portrayed person. The artist 
found the necessary types of people mainly among the 
peasants. Skillfully painted portraits truly convey the inner 
world of a human or his mood - “Old Bell Ringer” (1934), 
“Hutsulka”, “Vasylyna” (1956). As a portraitist, Bokshai seeks 
to convey the “bodily face” with all available artistic reality, 
without embellishing or emphasizing anything, because it 
éġ�³�ĝÓŌÓËħéăþ�ăä�ħèÓ�ġĚéĝéħĪ³ø�ġéåþġ�ăä�ý³þͤ�éħ�éġ�þăħ�³�ý³ġö�
ħè³ħ�Ë³þ�ÊÓ�ĚĪħ�ăþ�³þÏ�ħ³öÓþ�ăŊ͚�éħ�éġ�³�þ³ħĪĝ³ø�ý³ħËè͟�
That is why all of Bokshai’s portraits, from the images of 
Verkhovyna’s “bachi” to the faces of the saints, are so alive, 
so personal, so warm in their intimacy.”8 Faces “from the 
people” appear in the iconographic works of Bokshai. In 
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landscape of the twentieth century was played by the 
Uzhanska Valley - “Transcarpathia’s Barbizon”. This valley 
and, in particular, the village of Uzhok was especially 
important for Bokshai. It is in his “uzhotski” works that the 
miracle of the transformation of the rural landscape into 
a richness of color is observed. It is there that a mature, 
professional artist extracts his colors, his manner of 
éþËĝÓÏéÊøÓ�Ě³éþħéþå�øéåèħþÓġġ�ĽèÓþ�³�ġý³øø�ÊĝĪġèġħĝăöÓ�ŌăĽġ�
like air, gains sunlight on the treetops, plays with a mosaic 
ăä�ġèéþåøÓÏ�ĝăăäġ͚�ĚÓþÓħĝ³ħÓġ�ŌÓÓħéþå�ġħĝÓ³ýġ͚�ÏĝÓ³ýéøĿ�
freezes on mountain ridges of the background. “Uzhotsky 
cycle” and more broadly - “cycle of Uzhansky valley” - can 
be considered the “standard” in the works of Bokshai. This 
is Transcarpathia’s page of Impressionism in the history 
of art. Bokshai’s palette of the Transcarpathia’s landscape 
was worked out there. He seemed to take his colors directly 
from the centuries-old virgin forests, damp carpets of moss, 
meadows freshly washed by rain, overcast polonyna’s, 
suddenly illuminated by the sun. He saw those colours in 
the patina of old log cabins and blackened thatched roofs, 
decocted on mountain grass, borrowed from the striped 
stockings, from embroidered shirts and woven carpets. 
No wonder that in the most complete album of his works 
“Yosyph Bokshai”, which was published in Uzhhorod in 
2016, Uzhanska Dolyna is represented by about 50 works, 
including - “Village Uzhok” (1937), “Uzhok” (1938), “Autumn in 
Orikhovtsi” (1934) , “The Old Mill in Uzhhorod” (1936), etc.

�ħ�ħèÓ�ġ³ýÓ�ħéýÓ͚�ý³åþéŋËÓþħ�ø³þÏġË³ĚÓġ�ÏÓÏéË³ħÓÏ�
to the Mizhhirska Verkhovyna (Synevyr, Kolochava, 1934, 
Church in Izky, the 1930s) were created by Bokshai. The 
Rakhiv region, apparently, was noticed by the artist later, 
mainly in the 1950s (“Bohdan Village”, 1953, “Shchaul”, 1954, 
“Yasinya Village”, 1956). All of these achievements show that 
the 1930s were a period of prosperity for the landscape 
painter Bokshai. It is interesting to get acquainted with an 
assessment of the artist’s works, published in the December 
issue of the newspaper “Karpatorussky Holos” in 1933:

“On the 22nd of this month, an exhibition of paintings 
by the Union of Artists opened in Ruthenia. Rus in three 
halls of the men’s urban school in Uzhhorod. The traditional 

ÓľèéÊéħéăþ�ͫäăĝ�ħèÓ�ŋäħè�ħéýÓ�éþ�yņèåăĝăÏͬ�ăþËÓ�³å³éþ�ħÓġħéŋÓġ�
to the serious work of our artists and deserves the attention 
of the public. In terms of quantity - about 100 paintings 
are presented, in terms of quality - all kinds of painting are 
presented. Generally speaking, painting in Pidk. Rus is at a 
high level and belongs to the best represented branches of 
art.

�ăöġè³é�ġèăĪøÏ�ÊÓ�ýÓþħéăþÓÏ�éþ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�Ěø³ËÓ�³ýăþå�ħèÓ�
representatives of the exhibition. He exhibited 11 paintings, 
mostly landscapes from our Verkhovyna. Nobody can portray 
nature as accurately as he does. Impressionists paint nature 
as they see it or as they feel it in their souls. Bokshai, on 
the contrary,  paints it as it really is and as everyone sees 
it with their own healthy eyes. He is adding only one thing 
that we, ordinary people, do not see - the beautiful colors of 
nature. He is the only one who sees it and this makes him a 
great artist. There is no need to think of or add anything to 
his paintings, that are fragments of nature, shown through 
the prism of the artist’s soul. To enjoy Bokshai’s paintings, 
you do not need to be familiar with all areas of painting, 
nor does a person have to have an “artistic soul”. They will 
immediately captivate everyone with their beauty and true 
image of nature. A person does not see Bokshai’s paintings 
as a mystery - everything presented in the painting is 
immediately visible, and it has a form ennobled by the soul 
of the artist».10

Bokshai also repeatedly returns to his favorite subjects 
in landscapes. Motifs of Uzhok and surrounding villages 
appear on his paintings almost every year during the 1930s, 
as well as from the 1940s to the 1960s. Over the years, cycles 
ăä�Ľăĝöġ�ÏÓÏéË³ħÓÏ�ħă�ġĚÓËéŋË�Ěø³ËÓġ�è³ļÓ�ÊÓÓþ�ËăýĚéøÓÏ�
- Vorochiv Rocks, Horiany, Uzhhorod Park, Uzhhorod, 
Mukachevo, and Khust Castles, Uzhhorod city plots. The 
artist has his own dialogue with the place - whether it is a 
wide panoramic landscape or a seemingly inconspicuous 
nook - everything can be a start, a reason for the appearance 
of a work of art. Many of these works are “distinguishing 
marks” of certain places or monuments, which are changed 
or lost today - “Market in Uzhgorod” (1925, 1927), “Old 
Bridge” (1927), “Bridge Construction” (1948), “Church in 
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Transcarpathian Regional Art Museum named after Yosyp Bokshai

Saldobosh ”(1936), as well as all canvases with wooden 
buildings of villages. Many of them are “canonized” as 
general concepts - “Bokshai’s autumn”, “Bokshai’s stream” or 
“Bokshai’s mountains”.

Yosyp Bokshai died on October 19, 1975, and found 
eternal peace in the Calvary Cemetery, where the ashes 
of his ally and associate Adalbert Erdeli had already been 
buried for 20 years. The name of Bokshai was given to the 
Transcarpathia’s Art Museum, and in 1994 a monument to 
the founders of the new Transcarpathia’s painting Erdeli and 
Bokshai was unveiled in the rock garden near the museum.

This essay about the outstanding master can be 
completed with the memoirs of the artist Ivan Ilko, who 
repeatedly painted with him in nature:

“In 1960, we were painting in Kvasy. Yosyp Bokshai chose 
a simple plot - the road, huts, fences against the mountains 
in the background. He was painting quickly: he drew the 

composition with charcoal or a pencil, made a sketch with 
a large brush, then - Mars brown or kaput mortuum in dark 
places. He did not use green paints, he got green by mixing 
Neapolitan yellow and black, later cobalt green appeared, 
he used sienna and strontium. Then he worked with small 
ÊĝĪġèÓġ͟�9Ó�ËăĪøÏ�ĝĪÊ�ħèÓ�Ě³éþħ�Ľéħè�èéġ�ŋþåÓĝ�éþ�ħèÓ�ĝéåèħ�
place, and wipe his hands to the apron. But when there was 
þă�³Ěĝăþ͚�èéġ�ô³ËöÓħ�ġĪŊÓĝÓÏ͟�9Ó�ŋþéġèÓÏ�ħèÓ�ĚéËħĪĝÓ�éþ�ħèÓ�
plain air and put his signature.”

 Bokshai noticed that Ilko had begun to experiment 
with colors, and after a while, he approached him with 
a hornbeam leaf in his hand: “Do you see, Ivan, this leaf 
that God created? Look, what a perfect form, what a clear 
rhythm, how this correlates with the mountains, with the sky 
- all this was created by God, is it really possible to do better 
than God?” His art was based on deep faith and belief that 
the Lord created a perfect world. 
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«The Mukachevo castle», 194048.43008, 22.68697
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«The Khust castle», 1942 48.16649, 23.27701
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“Do you see, Ivan, this leaf 
that God created? Look, what 
a perfect form, what a clear 
rhythm, how this correlates with 
the mountains, with the sky -
all this was created by God,
is it really possible to do better 
than God?”
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Modernist Transcarpathian painting

Adalbert Erdeli

Adalbert Erdeli and Yosyp Bokshai started a century-long 
artistic process. This process was called “the phenomenon 
(or school) of Transcarpathia painting.” Erdeli and Bokshai 
ĽÓĝÓ�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ͚�ÊĪħ�ħèÓĿ�ĽÓĝÓ�Ïăéþå�ħèÓ�ġ³ýÓ�ħèéþå�³þÏ�
complemented each other in many ways. Erdeli was a 
dynamic and ambitious person. He was always restless and 
keen on contemporaneity. Bokshai, on the other hand, was 
balanced and prudent, conservative and loyal to the old 
masters.

Adalbert Erdeli was an idealist and an almost perfect 
artist. He subordinated all aspects of his life to the service of 
art and derived a formula of ideal harmony for himself: “God, 
art, love.” Erdeli distinguished a category of “artistic souls” 
among artists. These were the people who didn’t consider 

art just an activity, but it was the meaning of their life. He 
studied in Budapest, and worked in the largest art centers 
of Europe - Munich and Paris, but he always returned home. 
Thanks to him Uzhhorod gradually became a city of artists, 
and Transcarpathia’s art reached a high level, developing 
world art trends.

Erdeli was enthusiastic about the future and made 
ÓļÓĝĿ�ÓŊăĝħ�ħă�Óġħ³Êøéġè�³�Ěĝéļ³ħÓ�³ĝħ�ġËèăăø�éþ�yņèèăĝăÏ͟�
He attracted talented young people among the students of 
the teacher’s seminary where he taught and Bokshai was 
doing the same in the gymnasium where he taught. Thanks 
to Erdeli and Bokshai, an artistic environment emerged and 
active exhibition activities began in the city.
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Erdeli’s biography contains everything that fate usually 
prepares for an artist, and everything that the twentieth 
century has brought. His thoughts and experiences are 
recorded in the texts thanks to his other talent of writing. 
He is grateful to the Lord for the miracle of life and for his 
talent. But he also argues with him in the pages of diaries, 
reproaching him for the imperfection of the world and the 
èĪý³þ�ÊÓéþå͚�äăĝ�ħèÓ�éþÓļéħ³ÊøÓ�ġĪŊÓĝéþå�ăþ�ħèÓ�Ľ³Ŀ�ħă�
comprehension of beauty, for the ephemerality of beauty 
and love.

He has long remained an unproven story. His paintings 
tell us about the things that were not allowed to be talked 
about. His literary works are currently published. We have 
access to the whole of Erdeli. His artistic universe is the 
Carpathian region, his life is amazing in tension and capacity, 
and his works are the artistic glory of our region and all of 
Ukraine.

Adalbert (Beila) Erdeli was born on May 25, 1891 in the 
village of Klymovytsia in the Irshava region into the family 
of a village teacher, a Rusyn (Ukrainian) Mykhailo Hryts, 
and a Swabian (German) Ilona Tsaiski. By the end of the 
century, the Hryts family had already lived in the settlement 
of Palanok near Mukachevo Castle. Beila spent his childhood 
there. At that time Transcarpathia was part of Austria-
9Īþå³ĝĿ�³þÏ�éħ�Ľ³ġ�ÓľĚÓĝéÓþËéþå�³�ĚÓĝéăÏ�ăä�éþħÓþġéŋÓÏ�
Hungarization (Transcarpathia was adopting Hungarian 
language and culture). At that time Hungary was celebrating 
the “millennium of gaining a new homeland”. In 1901, 
Mykhailo Hryts went to Budapest and changed the surname 
of the family with 11 children to the Hungarian “Erdeli” 
(from the Hungarian name of Transylvania - Erdeli). Beila 
spoke German with his mother and the local dialect with his 
neighbors, but the main language was Hungarian. It was the 
language of his studies and the language of his literary work. 
After the region was annexed to Czechoslovakia, the Czech 
language was added to Erdeli’s language arsenal. Later, 
ÏĪĝéþå�èéġ�ġħ³Ŀ�éþ�5ĝ³þËÓ͚�èÓ�³øġă�ÊÓË³ýÓ�ŌĪÓþħ�éþ�5ĝÓþËè͟�
vèéġ�ø³þåĪ³åÓ�Ě³øÓħħÓ�ĝÓŌÓËħÓÏ�ħèÓ�ËăþġËéăĪġþÓġġ�ăä�ħèÓ�
artist to some extent. He was an intellectual, his senses were 
extremely developed, he was always thinking on a universal 
scale. It wouldn’t be wrong to say, that he felt like a citizen of 

Adalbert Erdeli was
an idealist and

an almost perfect artist.
He subordinated all aspects 

of his life to the service
of art and derived a formula 

of ideal harmony for himself: 
“God, art, love.”
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the universe, as described in the pages of his diaries:
I was a “Hryts”,
What to object to?
From a Rusyn into an “Erdeli” ...
Who is Hryts?
Who is Erdeli?
I still don’t know.
We are IMENs.
Words-rascals,
Decorations of clouds ... »
$ĝÏÓøé�ġħĪÏéÓÏ�³ħ�ħèÓ�MĪö³ËèÓļă�6Ŀýþ³ġéĪý�äăĝ�ŋļÓ�

years, and graduated from the gymnasium in 1911 in Sihet 
(now Sighetu Marmatiei, Romania). He was a very successful 
student and has shown musical talent. He even played the 
cello in the orchestra of the institution. The same year he 
entered the Budapest Academy of Arts. We know about 
Erdeli’s stay in Budapest only as much as what he later 
mentions in his autobiographical emotional-fantasy novel 
Dimon (1922). During his student years, the author, who acts 
under the name of Jacks, is an already formed personality. 
He is immersed in art, paints in the vicinity of Budapest, 
ġħĪÏéÓġ�øéħÓĝ³ħĪĝÓ�³þÏ�ĚèéøăġăĚèĿ͟��9Ó�ýÓÓħġ�èéġ�ŋĝġħ�øăļÓ�
there - a girl with bronze hair named Dido.

Erdeli was lucky enough to study with prominent 
Hungarian artists Imre Reves, Adalbert Ivani-Grunwald, and 
Ferenc Olgyay, but he always put Karoly Ferenczi in the 
ŋĝġħ�Ěø³ËÓ͟�F³ĝăøĿ�5ÓĝÓþËņé�ËăþħéþĪÓÏ�ħèÓ�ħĝ³Ïéħéăþġ�ăä�ħèÓ�
Holloshi plein air school and the Nodban school, and in 1912 
èÓ�ăĝå³þéņÓÏ�³þ�³ĝħ�ËăøăþĿ�éþ�FÓËġöÓýÔħ͟�vèÓ�äăøøăĽéþå�ĿÓ³ĝ�
èÓ�éþļéħÓÏ�$ĝÏÓøé�ħèÓĝÓ͟�5ÓĝÓþËņéͻġ�éþŌĪÓþËÓ͚�³ġ�ĽÓøø�³ġ�èéġ�
acquaintance with Hungarian plein air centers (it started in 
Impressionism and developed along the lines of “pure art”) 
Ľ³ġ�³�ġħĝăþå�ġħéýĪøĪġ�éþ�$ĝÏÓøéͻġ�ËĝÓ³ħéļÓ�ÓļăøĪħéăþ͟�:ħ�ŋħ�
organically into his restless nature, that was thirsty for new 
horizons.

Mukachevo - Munich
   
However, before coming to the opening of new horizons, 

and after completing his studies in Budapest in 1916 he had 

to return to Mukachevo. Erdeli got a job as a drawing teacher 
at the Mukachevo Teachers’ Seminary and at the same time 
as a teacher and director of the Mukachevo Civic School.

He began his teaching career and quickly gained the 
respect of students. He fully responded to his parents’ 
ideas of a stable respectable life: their imagination already 
depicted a happy marriage and family life in the future of 
ħèÓéĝ�ÊÓøăļÓÏ�ġăþ͟�9ăĽÓļÓĝ͚��Óéø³�è³Ï�ËăýĚøÓħÓøĿ�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�
plans, and adjustments were made by the First World War 
or, more precisely, its results. As a result of the collapse of 
the Austro-Hungarian Empire, Transcarpathia was ceded 
to the newly created Czechoslovak Republic in 1919. Erdeli 
was confused: he was brought up in Hungarian culture, he 
felt himself a political Hungarian - and then such a radical 
change came. At that point he hadn’t yet known that two 
decades of Czechoslovak rule would be the best in his life 
and work.

In the meantime, he was happy to intensify the art 
movement. In 1921, together with senior artists, he set about 
ËĝÓ³ħéþå�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�³ĝħ�³ġġăËé³ħéăþ�Ͱ�ħèÓ��øĪÊ�ăä��ĝħéġħġ�ăä�
Pidkarpatska Rus, and organized exhibitions in Mukachevo, 
Berehove and Košice. Together with Erdeli and Bokshai, 
Samuel Beregi, Julius Virag, Julius Iias, Karel Izai and Teodor 
Mousson took part in these exhibitions. At the same time, 
Erdeli, a student and colleague of Hungary’s best artists, 
was skeptical of the conservative views of older artists. He 
ĪþÏÓĝġħăăÏ�ħè³ħ�èÓ�Ľ³ġ�ŋĝġħ�³þÏ�äăĝÓýăġħ�³þ�³ĝħéġħ͚�³þÏ�èéġ�
ËĝÓ³ħéļÓ�³þľéÓħĿ�³þÏ�Ïéġġ³ħéġä³Ëħéăþ�Ľéħè�ħèÓ�ġħ³ħÓ�ăä�³Ŋ³éĝġ�
was growing. Erdeli had ambitious plans to improve his art 
and join the European art process. The plan has already 
matured: he chose Munich, because the famous Sihet native, 
Simon Hollosy, was teaching there, and Transcarpathia’s 
artists Ignatius Roshkovych and Yulii Virag were studying 
there. Erdeli’s goal was to improve his portrait painting; it 
was his preferred genre.

The Munich period, which lasted from 1922 to 1926, 
was full of important events and largely determinative for 
Erdeli as an artist. He raised his professional level in one 
of the studios and gained great authority as a portraitist. 
ôăĪĝþ³øéġħġ͚�ÏăËħăĝġ͚�èéåèͰĝ³þöéþå�ăŊéËé³øġ�³þÏ�ħèÓéĝ�ĽéļÓġ�
ĽÓĝÓ�èéġ�ËøéÓþħġ͟�:þ�̪̲̫̭͚�$ĝÏÓøé�ËĝÓ³ħÓÏ�³�ý³åþéŋËÓþħ�
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Self-portrait, 1950
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portrait of Mr. Jurinek - the editor-in-chief of one of the 
ýăġħ�éþŌĪÓþħé³ø�6Óĝý³þ�þÓĽġĚ³ĚÓĝġ͚�ħèÓ��ĪåġÊĪĝåÓĝ�
Abendzeitung. Mr. Jurinek later sent him as their newspaper 
³ĝħéġħ��ħă�ħèÓ�9éħøÓĝͰHĪÏÓþÏăĝŊ�ħĝé³ø͚�³þÏ�èÓĝÓ�$ĝÏÓøé�ġöÓħËèÓÏ�
the future Fuhrer. In 1923, Jurinek helped organize the Erdeli 
exhibition at the prestigious Glaspalast. The Munich cycle 
includes the Royal Square in Munich (1923), Portrait of Miss 
Jurinek, E. G. Interior, Portrait of E.G., another Portrait of 
$͟6͚͟�jăĝħĝ³éħ�ăä�6͟�măħè͚�jăĝħĝ³éħ�ăä�9ăŊý³þ͚�SøÏ�̪̲̫̭͚ͫͬ��Ëħ�
(1925) and a very interesting Self-portrait.

All Munich works demonstrate casual, highly 
professional brush work. The portraits are sculpted with 
precise light strokes. Both in composition (characters are 
depicted in “democratic”, loose poses), and in the manner 
of performance, these are excellent examples of realistic 
painting. Unfortunately, it is not possible to assess the color 
- these works have survived only in black-and-white high-
quality photographs (nothing is known about other works).

But Erdeli’s self-portrait tells us so much!We see a young, 
elegantly dressed artist in front of us. He stares at the 
canvas on the easel - he was all immersed in contemplation, 
éþ�ġÓ³ĝËè͟�vèÓ�ġÓ³ħÓÏ�ŋåĪĝÓ�éþ�ħèÓ�ËăþħĝÓͰôăĪĝ�ăËËĪĚéÓġ�³ÊăĪħ�
a third of the format, the rest is the entourage: on both sides 
of the window, that lays light on the easel we see heavy 
curtains. The window contrasts with the mysterious semi-
darkness in the room. Erdeli in Munich seems to be such an 
impulsive and romantic young man.

After all, his Munich years were very busy. Full of thirst 
for life and art, he was painting and writing. He wrote the 
“Munich Diaries” and two phantasmagoric novels “Dimon” 
and “IMEN”. He was in love with Lilet, and perhaps he 
ËĝÓ³ħÓÏ�ħèÓġÓ�þăļÓøġ�ħè³þöġ�ħă�èÓĝ͚�ĽèéøÓ�ÊÓéþå�ŋøøÓÏ�Ľéħè�
thirst, love, and “colorful and fast-paced thoughts. The artist 
enjoyed opera and classical music concerts. He traveled to 
Germany, Italy and Switzerland. In Italy he visited Venice, 
Florence, Rome, Naples, Milan, Pisa, Padua and other cities, 
and got acquainted with countless masterpieces of world art.

In Munich, Erdeli experienced the happiness of creativity 
and passionate love. He encoded his ideal in the word IMEN, 
composed of the letters of the Hungarian words “god, art, 
øăļÓ͚�éþŋþéħĿ͟�9Ó�Ľ³ġ�ý³öéþå�ýăþÓĿ�Ľéħè�èéġ�³ĝħ͚�ÊĪħ�èÓ�³øġă�
went through periods of complete lack of money. He was an 
elegant gentleman, and even a dandy. Having received money 
äăĝ�³�Ěăĝħĝ³éħ�³äħÓĝ�³þăħèÓĝ�ĚĝÓÏéË³ýÓþħ͚�ŋĝġħ�ăä�³øø�èÓ�ħăăö�³�
taxi and went to pick up his 26 shirts from the laundry.

Living in Munich helped the artist to orientate in the 
³ĝħéġħéË�ĚĝăËÓġġ͚�ħă�ĪþÏÓĝġħ³þÏ�ħèÓ�ĚĝéËÓ�ăä�èéġ�ÓŊăĝħġ͚�
his painting. This is what he wrote in his diary: “The artist 
is not the one who can create small with the richness of 
materials, but the one who creates without any means to 
create!”. He saw his Carpathian land from a distance, saw its 

«Nearby Nevytske», 1950s
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provinciality, but also felt how strongly he was attached to 
it, and realized that his art was there, in the Carpathians. No 
wonder “IMEN” has a subtitle - “a novel about the life of a 
Subcarpathian artist in Munich.”

Uzhhorod-Paris

In 1926 Erdeli returned to Mukachevo, but soon after 
he moved to Uzhhorod, the main city of Pidkarpatska Rus. 
At that time Uzhhorod, with a population of 25,000, was 
gradually becoming a dynamic administrative and cultural 
ËÓþħÓĝ͟�vèÓ��ņÓËèăġøăļ³ö�³ĪħèăĝéħéÓġ�³øøăË³ħÓÏ�ġéåþéŋË³þħ�
funds for the construction of new city quarters, for the 
development of various infrastructure throughout the 
region. Czech specialists were usually highly educated 
and interested in regional culture. Czech artists stayed in 
Uzhhorod temporarily or for a longer period of time - it 
was them who initiated the creation of an association of 
professional artists in 1931.

In September 1927, Erdeli began working as a teacher 
at the Uzhhorod Teachers’ Seminary. He noticed artistically 
gifted students and encouraged them to be creative. In 
the same year, Erdeli and Bokshai organized a private 
Public School of Drawing, where the young generation of 
Transcarpathia’s artists began to gain strength - Andriy 
Kotska, Andriy Dobosh, Adalbert Boretsky, Ernest 
Kontratovych, Zoltan Sholtes, Vasyl Dvan-Sharpotoki and 
many others.

vÓ³Ëèéþå�³þÏ�ĚĪÊøéË�³Ŋ³éĝġ�Ïă�þăħ�èéþÏÓĝ�ËĝÓ³ħéļéħĿ͟�
vèÓ�³ĝħéġħ�ËĝÓ³ħÓġ�ŋĝġħͰËø³ġġ�Ěăĝħĝ³éħġ�Ͱ�jăĝħĝ³éħ�ăä�³�qéġħÓĝ͚�
Portrait of Bishop Vasily Tokach (1927), Portrait of a Cousin 
and His Daughter (1928) and a masterpiece Young Artist 
(1928). We can see how a wealth of luxurious colors, applied 
freely and strongly, competes with the richness of the corner 
of the room and its furnishings. He also painted landscapes 
with water - this motif was already his favorite.

But the artist did not stay long in Uzhhorod. The spirit of 
search pushed him into a new journey, this time to France. 
He was guided by infallible intuition: an artist for whom 
modernity is important cannot escape France. It is still the 

capital of world art, a grand laboratory of new artistic trends, 
experiments and discoveries.

The Ministry of Education granted Erdeli a three-month 
creative leave, from April 1 to the end of June 1929, but the 
maestro converted it to three years: at his request, his stay 
abroad was extended several times, until the summer of 
1931. He traveled to France with Budapest’s and Munich’s 
³ĝħéġħéË�Ê³åå³åÓ�³þÏ�ÏăĪÊħÓÏ�ĽèÓħèÓĝ�èÓ�ĽăĪøÏ�ŋþÏ�
anything more valuable there than the painting of Ferenczi 
³þÏ�ăħèÓĝ�9Īþå³ĝé³þ�³ĝħéġħġ͟�9éġ�ŋ³þËÔÓ��åø³é³�qÓĝÓþé�
remained in Uzhhorod.

Paris stunned the artist. He did not perceive much, he 
ħĝéÓÏ�ħă�ŋþÏ�³ĝħ�ËøăġÓ�ħă�èéý͙�:�³ý�³äĝ³éÏ�ħă�³Ïýéħ�ħă�ýĿġÓøä�
that I am in despair, because I am nowhere here. I was 
waiting for something that would take me to the depths 
of my soul - but now that I have looked at everything, I 
came to the conclusion that I am beyond all this...” He later 
admits that a “world direction” is being formed in Paris, 
that “expressionism is an intellectual trend.” He will refer to 
èéýġÓøä�³ġ�³þ�ÓľĚĝÓġġéăþéġħ͚�³þÏ�Ľéøø�Ë³øø�j³Īø��Ôņ³þþÓ�ħèÓ�
“culmination of magical art.”

In the summer of 1929, Erdeli’s Parisian comrade Pierre 
Jame, a harpist and artist, invited him to a “creative base” 
in the artists’ village of Gargiles. Erdeli dedicated a diary-
story to the events of those few carefree creative months, 
calling it “The Best Experiences of My Life”. In Gargiles, 
Erdeli gained a good reputation among colleagues as a 
portraitist, and became close to the Jame family, and the 
artist Alan Osterlind. He painted landscapes in the valley of 
the river La Creuse, and in the evenings listened to Pierre 
E³ýÓ��Ěø³Ŀéþå�ħèÓ�è³ĝĚ͟�9Ó�ÏÓļÓøăĚÓÏ�³�Ě³ġġéăþ³ħÓ�øăļÓ�³Ŋ³éĝ�
Ľéħè�6ÓþÓļéÓļÓ�6ăô³ĝ�ħèÓĝÓ͚�³þÏ�ħèÓ�øÓéħýăħéä�ăä�ħèéġ�³Ŋ³éĝ�
runs through his diary. Erdeli’s paintings were exhibited in 
galleries on the Champs Elysees and in Brussels, and despite 
his success, the artist plunged into depression. His Parisian 
diary of 1930 is a continuous cry of the soul, a hellish 
torment on the way to self-awareness and the realization 
of his art: “Will there ever be a time for the knowledge, that 
:�³ËĜĪéĝÓÏ�³ħ�ħèÓ�Ëăġħ�ăä�ġĪËè�åĝÓ³ħ�ġÓøäͰġ³ËĝéŋËÓ͚�ħă�ÊÓ³ĝ�
fruit?” He struggled with imaginary demons that tempt him 
with the charms of “normal” life, “but what will happen in this 

̪͟�ƻɜɳɦʇɮɣɴͮƽɰɢɳ͚�ǒɳɜɰɻʇʌ͚�̪̲̫̲�ͥ�ƽɳɢɣɮʇ�ƶ͟�ǡɯɣɰ͟�ͮ�ǐɦɟɱɳɱɢ͚�̫̩̪̫͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̬̫̫͟
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case to the heart, the soul, which is always thirsty for color 
and form?”.

Staying in France was important for understanding the 
creative challenges of the era and for designing his own 
painting style. In the 1930s, Erdeli had already developed a 
form for the embodiment of his ideas, he created modern 
Transcarpathia painting. From the mid-1920s, all subsequent 
decades were the pinnacle of his work. What was extracted 
in France, matured on the banks of the Uzh and the streets 
of Uzhhorod, in mountain villages and valleys.

Erdeli is a recognized portraitist. His brilliant still lifes 
embody the artist’s love for the play of light and color, and 
his landscapes are a special Erdelian expressionism. Erdeli’s 
paintings are exhibited in Prague, Brno, Bratislava and 
Budapest. His name appears in Czech and Hungarian art 
encyclopedias. All art periodicals approve of his work. This is 
what the Czech poet and art critic Jaroslav Zatloukal wrote 
about Erdeli’s art in 1936:

9ÓĝÓ�ĽÓ�ýÓÓħ�³�öéþÏ�ăä�³ĝħ͚�ĽèéËè�ħÓġħéŋÓġ�ħă�ħèÓ�
temperamental work of the brush. Landscapes are sustained 
mainly in cold colors, mostly in green and blue. The contours 
in the foreground are clearly distinguished. Expressionism 
received an artist of great artistic power in the person of 
$ĝÏÓøé͟�9éġ�Ě³éþħéþåġ�ĝÓŌÓËħ�³�äÓļÓĝéġè�ËăýĚÓħéħéăþ�äăĝ�èéġ�
own artistic language.  There are visible traces of the search 
for his own means of expression on each canvas. Erdeli’s 
work is characterized by drama, as well as rapid work with 
colors, and this dynamic hides the passionate sense of the 
artist».

Zatloukal also recorded Erdeli’s words about his art: “My 
³ĝħéġħéË�Ľăĝö�ĝÓŌÓËħġ�ħèÓ�ĽèăøÓ�ÓġġÓþËÓ�ăä�ýĿ�ÓľéġħÓþËÓ͟�
Constant anxiety and eternal feeling of being moved. And 
I  want to express this in art. The way and harmony of 
expression changes. Everything around me is changing, so 
:ͻý�Ëè³þåéþå�ħăă͟�vè³ħͻġ�èăĽ�:�Ľ³þħ�ħă�ŋþÏ�ýĿġÓøä�éþ�ħè³ħ�
constant boiling and anxiety. I believe that I myself am the 
subject of what is happening in nature and humanity. I am 
always looking for a new perspective, always a new spirit. I 
would like to grasp, comprehend, depict and simplify these 
inner deep goals and complex states of mind. That’s why I 

want to say more with less. “
Another contemporary of Erdeli, art critic A. Izvorin (E. 

Nedzelsky) dedicated a brilliant essay to the artist in the 
Ľăĝö�MăÏÓĝþ�mĪġ��ĝħéġħġ͙�:þ�̪̲̬̪�$ĝÏÓøé�Ľ³ġ�ÓøÓËħÓÏ�ŋĝġħ�
and then almost permanent chairman of the Society of Fine 
Artists in Pidkarpatska Rus. Except being an organisator 
here, he was also the driving factor. He brought the 
demands of the jury of the regular exhibitions to extreme 
rigor, he absolutely did not want to consider the taste of 
the provincial public. At the openings he acted as a tribune 
of new art. And he was so passionate and decisive about 
this that some of his articles condemning social stagnation 
wouldn’t even be published. New art is an axiom for Erdeli.”

A period of masterpieces

Erdeli’s work is an intensive artistic process with many 
high-quality works in all genres, and many of them can be 
described as masterpieces of painting. It is probably worth 
looking at the period when Erdeli’s style was already formed 
in the conditions of creative freedom, although he was 
also creating wonderful works in the conditions of Soviet 
censorship. The 1930s and, to a lesser extent, the 1940s 
were incredibly productive, despite the fact that the artist 
approached each new work as a new discovery that required 
³�øăħ�ăä�ÓŊăĝħ͟

Erdeli is a well-known master of portraiture. He witnessed 
Transcarpathia under the rule of various authorities and 
³øýăġħ�³øø�èéåèͰĝ³þöéþå�ăŊéËé³øġ�³þÏ�ä³ýăĪġ�ĚÓăĚøÓ�ăä�ħèăġÓ�
various periods posed for him. “When painting portraits, I 
try to express the character in the composition. I convey the 
character in simple colors. So far, I have painted portraits of 
³øø�ħèÓ�øÓ³Ïéþå�ŋåĪĝÓġ�éþ�jéÏö³ĝĚ³ħġö³�mĪġ͟�M³þĿ�ĚÓăĚøÓ�éþ�
Paris, Prague and Munich.”

The gallery of portraits is quite evenly replenished. The 
year 1930 is opened by the Paris Portrait of the artist Alan 
Osterlind. This is a typical Erdeli portrait - restrained colors, 
äĝÓÓ͚�ËăþŋÏÓþħ�Ľăĝö�Ľéħè�³�ÊĝĪġè͚�ÏĿþ³ýéË�ËăýĚăġéħéăþ�
ͫħèÓ�ŋåĪĝÓ�éġ�ġèéäħÓÏ�Ïé³åăþ³øøĿ�ħă�ħèÓ�ĝéåèħͬ͟�:þ�̪̲̬̪͚�$ĝÏÓøé�

̫͟��³ħøăĪö³ø�E͚͟� ĝ͟�y�ļŀħļ³ĝþëöĺ�þ³�jăÏö³ĝĚ³ħġöÔ�mĪġé�ͥͥ�jăÏö³ĝĚ³ħġö´�mĪġ͟��ĝ³ħéġø³ļ³͚�̪̲̬̯͟�ͮ�q͟�̫̬̭͟ ̬͟��³ħøăĪö³ø�E͟� ĝ͟�y�ļŀħļ³ĝþëöĺ�þ³�jăÏö³ĝĚ³ħġöÔ�mĪġé�ͥͥ�jăÏö³ĝĚ³ħġö´�mĪġ͟��ĝ³ħéġø³ļ³͚�̪̲̬̯͟�ͮ�
S. 234–235.
̭͟�ǡɧɞɱɳʇɰ�ƶ͟�ǎɶɺɜɴɰʇ�ɳɶɴɿɬʇ�ɹɶɢɱɦɰɨɬɨ͟�ͮ�ǐɦɟɱɳɱɢ͚�̫̩̪̯͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̬̲̭̩ͮ͟
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created a masterpiece - Portrait of A.S. A.S. is Aglaia Sereni, 
ħèÓ�³ĝħéġħͻġ�øăļÓ�éþ�yņèèăĝăÏ͚�èéġ�ŋ³þËÔÓ͚�Ľèă�ÏéÏ�þăħ�
become his wife because she demanded the impossible - the 
renunciation of artistic activity in favor of the respectable 
profession of teaching. Her portrait is an ode and at the 
same time an elegy to a woman and love, embodied in 
paints by the artist’s perception of a woman as a precious 
diamond surrounded by wealth and beauty. The beauty 
is emphasized by the diagonal composition of a casual 
aristocratic pose. Wealth is provided by a noble, elegant 
color to the picture. The delicate and mature beauty of the 
body is shaded by a very dark green color of the dress and 
a white color of a loose cape. The background is made with 
ĽéÏÓ�ÓþÓĝåÓħéË�ġħĝăöÓġ�ăä�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�ġè³ÏÓġ�ăä�åĝÓÓþ�Ͱ�ħèéġ�
äĝÓÓ�Ïĝ³ý³ħéË�ÓøÓýÓþħ�ÓýĚè³ġéņÓġ�ħèÓ�ôÓĽÓø�ăä�ħèÓ�ŋåĪĝÓ͚�
supported by accents - red lips and a bracelet, jewelry on the 
dress. The woman is in a condition of a light contemplation, 

a temporary alienation from the environment, and hidden 
eroticism. The work shows every piece of Erdeli, who is 
devoted to beauty and love, and unable to give up his artistic 
freedom. It also contains his whole philosophy, which is 
concentrated in a short formula - IMEN.

The main realistic portraits include Portrait of a Lady 
in Black, Portrait of a Woman (1930s), Man with a Dove 
(early 1940s), Portrait of a Woman (1941). Portraits (and 
ġăýÓħéýÓġ�ĽèăøÓ�ŋåĪĝÓġ͚ͬ�ħè³ħ�ĽÓĝÓ�þăħ�ĝÓø³ħÓÏ�ħă�ħèÓ�
customer, were made more freely: Portrait of Abkarovych 
(1930), Poor Children (1937), Portrait of an Old Jew, Hutsul 
(early 1940s) , The Old Stableman (1942), and Hutsul with a 
Pipe, Portrait of an Old Jew (1930s), Old Gypsy (1940) - this 
is pure expressionism with a noticeable deformation of the 
éý³åÓ͟�vèÓ�ġ³ýÓ�ÏÓäăĝý³ħéăþ�éġ�Ëè³ĝ³ËħÓĝéġħéË�ăä�ŋåĪĝ³ø�
Ľăĝöġ͚�ĽèÓĝÓ͚�äăĝ�Óľ³ýĚøÓ͚�äÓý³øÓ�ŋåĪĝÓġ�³ĝÓ�ÓøÓýÓþħġ�ăä�
composition on the same level with mountains and trees - 

«The village of Uzhok», 1950 

̮͟��³ħøăĪö³ø�E͚͟� ĝ͟�y�ļŀħļ³ĝþëöĺ�þ³�jăÏö³ĝĚ³ħġöÔ�mĪġé�ͥͥ�jăÏö³ĝĚ³ħġö´�mĪġ͟��ĝ³ħéġø³ļ³͚�̪̲̬̯͟�ͮ�q͟�̫̬̮͟
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«Huts by the river», 1930s.ͳvèÓ�$ĝÏÓøéͻġ�³ħÓøéÓĝ�éþ�6³ĝņèéøÓġʹ͚�̪̲̫̲�ɳ͟

Rest, Baths (1930s), Nude among the trees (1937) and so on.
$ĝÏÓøéͻġ�ġħéøø�øéäÓġ�³ĝÓ�³�ġĚÓËé³ø�ŋþÓ�³ĝħͻġ�ħèÓýÓ͟�:þ�ħèÓ�

Ľăĝöġ�ăä�ħèéġ�åÓþĝÓ͚�ħèÓ�³ĝħéġħ�ļéļéÏøĿ�ĝÓŌÓËħÓÏ�èéġ�³ħħéħĪÏÓ�ħă�
ħèÓ�ÊÓ³ĪħĿ�ăä�6ăÏͻġ�ĽăĝøÏ�³þÏ�ŋÏÓøéħĿ�ħă�ħèÓ�:M$N͟�9Ó�ġÓÓöġ�
to convey this beauty with “clay paints”, usually choosing its 
most amazing manifestations - the play of the sun on the 
ĚÓħ³øġ�ăä�ŌăĽÓĝġ͚�ħèÓ�ĝÓäĝ³Ëħéăþ�ăä�ĝ³Ŀġ�éþ�³�åø³ġġ�ăä�Ľ³ħÓĝ͙�
Still Life, Still Life with Flowers (1930s), Still Life with Apples 
̪̲̬̲͚ͫͬ�qħéøø�HéäÓ�Ľéħè�³��ĪĚ�³þÏ��ÓøøŌăĽÓĝġ�̪̲̭̯ͫͬ�³þÏ�ý³þĿ�
others.

If you make simple calculations only on the basis of 
albums dedicated to the work of Erdeli (and this is not 
all his work), it turns out that during the 1930s the artist 
created 25 portraits and as many still lifes. He also created 
120 landscapes during this time. Famous portraitist and 
ħèÓ�ý³ġħÓĝ�ăä�ġħéøø�øéäÓġ�Ľ³ġ�³�ËăþġéÏÓĝ³ÊøÓ͚�éä�þăħ�ËèéÓŌĿ�

a landscape painter. And it’s not about quantity. Erdeli 
managed to transfer the discovery of modern European 
trends into the Transcarpathia landscape, inventing his 
own form and color. “In Erdeli’s understanding a landscape 
is a portrait of nature. And here he removes everything 
éþġéåþéŋË³þħ�äĝăý�ħèÓ�Ľăĝö͟�9Ó�éġ�øăăöéþå�äăĝ�èéġ�ăĽþ�äăĝý�ăä�
his forest, of his mountains. If the gardens of Versailles, the 
trees of Boulogne and the mountains of Brittany were given 
special forms of expression by the French Expressionists, the 
nature of Pidkarpattia has a claim to the same right!”

Erdeli is not excited about the majestic panoramic views. 
Sometimes he chooses a more distant view, and then the 
valley of the river and the mountains that form it fall into 
the “frame” - Summer Landscape, Autumn.Landscape with a 
river (1930s), Landscape in the Carpathians (1936), Village 
(1940). However, his favorite motif is a closer look, when the 
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mountains only close the background, and the main “heroes” 
are the trees on the shores and, most importantly - water, 
one of Erdeli’s symbols both in still lifes and landscapes. 
Water seems to symbolize Erdeli’s favorite thesis about 
eternal change, the variability of all things. 60 paintings 
of all of the 120 landscapes of the 1930s reproduced in 
the albums, are paintings with rivers. Usually the water 
Ľéħè�³�ĝÓŌÓËħÓÏ�éý³åÓ�äăĝýġ�ħèÓ�äăĝÓåĝăĪþÏ͟�qĪËè�ýăħéļÓġ�
accompany the whole creative path of the artist.

$ĝÏÓøé�ăŊÓĝÓÏ�èéġ�Ëăøăĝ�ăä�ħèÓ��³ĝĚ³ħèé³þ�ø³þÏġË³ĚÓ�
- shades of green, blue with a touch of gray, and brown 
created a special silver range. The picturesque planes 
acquired a noble elegance, a dim, platinum-like sheen. The 
form is always expressionistic - fast lines rush in a certain 
direction, forming the appropriate composition, bring out a 
dynamic weaving of trees and branches. These are “Erdeli’s” 

trees. Landscape with a Wooden Church (1940s) is one of 
them.

The tone of the paintings can shift to the blue or green 
side, and contain pink, purple and brown shades. Light 
“spraying” of warm tones illuminates the entire surface 
of the work. It “turns on” that special Erdeli’s light that 
scatters from the picture. One example is Huts by the river 
(1930s). The motif could become even more dynamic due to 
contouring and rapid application of colored batches - Near 
the Mill, Magnolia Blooms, Slow water (1930s), Rest (1937). 
Bridge in Derry (1943) is considered the apotheosis of Erdeli’s 
expressionism. Here a few almost pure colors seem to be 
scattered in a crazy rhythm.

“The secret of the charm of Erdeli’s landscapes lies in 
their emotionality and sharp lyricism. Banal “views” have 
always been contraindicated for the artist. He sought to 

«Autumn in the Carpathians», 1954 «Rest»,1930s

̯͟�ǡɧɞɱɳʇɰ�ƶ͟�ǎɶɺɜɴɰʇ�ɳɶɴɿɬʇ�ɹɶɢɱɦɰɨɬɨ͟�ͮ�ǐɦɟɱɳɱɢ͚�̫̩̪̯͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̭̬͟
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express the most complex and subtle movements of the 
human soul through color, light, composition, and through all 
the decorative and aesthetic organization of the canvas.”

The artist, the war and the USSR

Around 1933, Erdeli asked one of the high school 
ġħĪÏÓþħġ�ħă�ŋþÏ�èéý�³�ýăÏÓø͚�³þÏ�ġăăþ�̪̯ͰĿÓ³ĝͰăøÏ�
Mahdalyna Slyvka appeared before him. She posed for a 
øăħ�ăä�èéġ�Ľăĝöġ�Ľéħè�þ³öÓÏ�äÓý³øÓ�ŋåĪĝÓġ͟�vèÓ�³ĝħéġħ�³þÏ�
the model became close, and soon the girl settled at the 
ý³Óġħĝăͻġ�Ěø³ËÓ͟�$ĝÏÓøéͻġ�Ě³ĝÓþħġ�³þÏ�äĝéÓþÏġ�ĽÓĝÓ�Ïéġġ³ħéġŋÓÏ�
Ľéħè�ħèéġ�ýÓġ³øøé³þËÓ�ͫÓļÓþ�ħèăĪåè�þăħ�ăŊéËé³ø͙ͬ�ýăĝÓ�ħè³þ�
one beauty from his social stratum admired the elegant 
popular artist, and Mahdalyna came from a family with no 
special education or profession. However, the young girl 
managed to keep Erdeli close, and take over the household, 
including the priming of the canvases. She was close to 
the artist until the end of his days, survived him for 49 
years and preserved his painting and literary heritage. But, 
unfortunately, she could not understand the importance of 
preserving Erdeli’s house, in the form of a state-protected 
museum. It was robbed twice. Mahdalyna died during the 
second robbery in 2004, and the heirs completely rebuilt 
Erdeli’s house and courtyard - a cherished place where all 
the Transcarpathia’s art of the twentieth century came from. 
This is an unforgivable loss for Uzhhorod and for Ukraine in 
general.

But let’s go back to the 1930s. At that time the popularity 
of the Society of Artists was growing, and exhibitions in 
Uzhhorod, Mukachevo, Mykhailivtsi, Kosice were held one 
after another. The exhibition of Subcarpathian artists in 
Bratislava moved to Brno in 1936. Then it was shown in 
Olomouc, Zlin, Ostrava, Prague. Erdeli, the author of about a 
thousand works, is a recognized leader of the painting guard. 
His paintings are bought by museums. In 1937 the artist 
made long creative trips to Italy and Poland. A year later 
he was planning to travel to London. But 1938 was already 
on the threshold, and it brought the annexation of part 

of Czechoslovakia by Germany. Hungary occupied part of 
Pidkarpatska Rus, and later - the whole region.

The war started in 1939, and although by 1944 the 
hostilities were far away, Erdeli reacted painfully to yet 
another world madness and was skeptical of the fate of man 
and the possibilities of the Lord. Art, as always, brought 
relative balance to its unfailing adept. During the war, 
ý³åþéŋËÓþħ�Ľăĝöġ�ÏÓÏéË³ħÓÏ�ħă�yņèèăĝăÏ��Ͱ��èĪĚ³þ³ħ�³þÏ�
Uzhhorod Castle and the Bishop’s Residence (1942), and, of 
course, still lifes and landscapes appeared. The artist lived in 
a house given to him by a Czech engineer Jan Gruza when he 
left Uzhhorod in 1938. Friends and students gathered there 
around the friendly Erdeli, and an amateur “small academy” 
was functioning.

With the end of the war and the accession of 
Transcarpathia to the USSR, even more radical changes 
took place. Initially, the new government inspired some 
ăĚħéýéġý͚�ËĝÓ³ħéþå�ġËéÓþħéŋË�³þÏ�ËĪøħĪĝ³ø�éþġħéħĪħéăþġ͟�:ħ�Ľ³ġ�
not possible to establish an art academy, as Erdeli dreamed, 
but in 1946 an art and industrial school was organized. 
$ĝÏÓøé�Ľ³ġ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ÏéĝÓËħăĝ�ăä�ħèÓ�ġËèăăø�³þÏ�ħèÓ�èÓ³Ï�ăä�
ħèÓ�øăË³ø�Êĝ³þËè�ăä�ħèÓ��ĝħéġħġͻ�yþéăþ͟��Īħ�³øø�ħèéġ�Ľ³ġ�Ōéĝħéþå�
and waiting on the part of the communist authorities. 
Soon they began to look for “enemies” and act according to 
the usual repressive scenario. Erdeli became the object of 
ġø³þÏÓĝ͟�vèÓ�ăĪħġħ³þÏéþå�³ĝħéġħ�Ľ³ġ�ĪþôĪġħéŋ³ÊøĿ�ËĝéħéËéņÓÏ͚�
accused of formalism and cosmopolitanism, dismissed 
from the post and chairman of the union - in fact, deprived 
of means of subsistence. The primitiveness, the savagery 
ăä�ħèÓ�³ËËĪġ³ħéăþġ͚�ħèÓ�ġĪŊăË³ħéþå�ġăËé³ø�³ħýăġĚèÓĝÓ�
were destroying his health. The artist was treated in the 
sanatorium Syniak several times.

However, Transcarpathia painting has already won many 
fans in the artistic circles of Kyiv and Moscow. At the end 
of 1945, Transcarpathia’s artists exhibited their works in 
Kyiv, and in January 1946 - in Moscow. In the late 1940s and 
early 1950s, during the last decade of his life, Erdeli created 
a lot of remarkable works, including masterpieces from 
1947, such as Shelestovo (a classic Erdeli landscape with 
water and trees), and Phloxy (luxurious game of shapes and 

̰͟�ǋɴɵɳɱɞɴɿɬɨɩ�ƹ͟�ǋɝɳɜɧɱɵɞɱɳɺɣ�ɯɨɴɵɣɻɵɞɱ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɵʌ͟�ͮ�ǆ͚͟�̪̲̰̭͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̯̬͟
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«Autumn. Landscape with the river», 1930 
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colors), Still life with a red cup (where the light from under 
ħèÓ�ËĪĝħ³éþġ�éġ�ĝÓŌÓËħÓÏ�äĝăý�ħèÓ�ġèéþĿ�ġĪĝä³ËÓ�ăä�ħèÓ�ħ³ÊøÓ�
and refracted in a vase with water), Mukachevo Castle (color 
saga, sustained in blue and green).

The artist tried to live in peace with his superiors and 
painted portraits of communist secretaries G.P. Pinchuk 
and I.I. Turyanitsa and Group Portrait of Uzhhorod Artists 
(all 1947). The portrait classics of Transcarpathia include 
Portrait of the pianist Khosroyeva (1950), Portrait of 
Yablonska, Portrait of the choreographer Clara Balog (1951), 
Portrait of the composer D. Zador, Portrait of the art critic 
N. Znamenska (1953). The names of the works used for 
ideological correctness are heartbreaking. Some examples 
are Komsomolka (a wonderful portrait of a girl from 
Verhovyna with a sickle in her hands, 1949) and Komsomolka 

in the process of writing (a woman in a folk costume at the 
table) with the reserve title Young Collective Farmer. Also 
the second version of a large double portrait of the Engaged, 
which became Young Collective Farmers (1954).

His self-portraits tell an interesting story about the 
artist. He always looks  serious and focused on them. In a 
self-portrait in 1930, almost in black and white, Erdeli is a 
ġÓøäͰËăþŋÏÓþħ�ý³Óġħĝă͚�èÓ�éġ�ħèÓ�ĚÓĝġăþéŋË³ħéăþ�ăä�ġħĝÓþåħè�
and artistry, as evidenced by the bizarre position of the 
hand. From the Self-Portrait of 1950, we are looked at by an 
³ĝħéġħ�äăËĪġÓÏ�ăþ�Ľăĝö͚�èÓ�ËăþŋÏÓþħøĿ�åăÓġ�èéġ�ăĽþ�Ľ³Ŀ�éþ�
spite of deception and disgrace. Erdeli cannot be despised 
or silenced. Here are his works, and here are the works of 
èéġ�ġħĪÏÓþħġ͚�³þÏ�ħăåÓħèÓĝ�ħèÓĿ�äăĝý�³�ġéåþéŋË³þħ�³ĝħéġħéË�
phenomenon. In 1954 he managed to organize a personal 

«September», 1954 «Beneath the Radvanka forest», 1950
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«The Bridge», 1943

exhibition, which exhibited about 60 of his works. At its 
opening on December 4, a whole report on the artist’s work 
was delivered by his friend and colleague Yosyp Bokshai.

Unfortunately, the treatment in the sanatorium did 
þăħ�èÓøĚ͟�jèĿġéË³ø�ġħĝÓþåħè�Ľ³ġ�øăġħ͚�$ĝÏÓøéͻġ�èÓ³ĝħ�ġĪŊÓĝÓÏ�
too much from anxiety. He has repeatedly experienced 
the happiness of love and most importantly for him the 
happiness of creativity. “The highest reward for an artist 
is a painting that he painted well.” He is also aware of the 
importance of his art. “Freed from the Earth, I live in new 
colors.”

Erdeli was aware of his health. He told Mahdalyna, “I 
have to go, I won’t be here at this time tomorrow.” Then 
he added: “I will salute the Lord and I will paint all sorts 
of pictures there.” He took the last noble step - two weeks 
ÊÓäăĝÓ�ħèÓ�ÓþÏ�ăä�èéġ�Ó³ĝħèøĿ�ôăĪĝþÓĿ͚�èÓ�ăŊéËé³øøĿ�ý³ĝĝéÓÏ�
Mahdalyna. She inherited Erdeli’s house and paintings and 
literary works and became the custodian of these riches.

Beila Erdeli died on September 19, 1955. Uzhhorod has 
never seen such a funeral. The funeral ceremony was held in 
Tseholnyanska Church, and the next day there was a farewell 
in the walls of the art school. It seemed the whole city came 
ħă�ħÓøø�èéý�åăăÏÊĿÓ͟͟͟͟�vèÓ�ËăŊéþ�éþ�ħèÓ�ĝéħĪ³ø�Ë³ĝĝé³åÓ�Ľ³ġ�
taken to the cemetery. Bells rang in all the churches, and 
the gypsy ensemble performed the artist’s favorite melodies, 

including a song reminiscent of “the best experiences of his 
life”:

Good summer in Paris,
6ĝ³þÏ��ăĪøÓļ³ĝÏ�éġ�ŌăăÏÓÏ�Ľéħè�øéåèħ͟
The bank of the Seine is waiting for a walk ...

 The magnetically attractive Erdeli’s yard and house 
remained intact for a long time. The walls with frescoes 
by Boretsky and Kontratovych could be seen between the 
phloxes and lilac bushes. You could just look into that yard 
and feel your spirit rise and the creative nerve begin to work. 
That is how the Erdeli factor works even after his earthly 
life. Unfortunately, everything is over, and no one will be 
able to experience this incomparable feeling. Through the 
ÓŊăĝħġ�ăä�ħèÓ��ăøøÓåÓ�ăä��ĝħġ͚�³þÏ�ø³ħÓĝ�ħèÓ��Ë³ÏÓýĿ͚�ħèÓ�
memory of the great artist was preserved outside the house 
and the yard. In 2007, the director of the college (now the 
rector of the Transcarpathia Academy of Arts) Ivan Nebesnyk 
ĚĪÊøéġèÓÏ�³�ý³åþéŋËÓþħ�ýăþăåĝ³Ěè�ăþ�ħèÓ�øéäÓ�³þÏ�Ľăĝö�ăä�
Adalbert Erdeli. In the same year, a large album dedicated 

«A.Kotska’s court-yard», 1953 
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ħă�$ĝÏÓøéͻġ�Ě³éþħéþå�Ľ³ġ�ĝÓøÓ³ġÓÏ�ħèĝăĪåè�ħèÓ�ÓŊăĝħġ�ăä�
college teacher Anton Kovach. In 2012, at the expense of the 
³Ë³ÏÓýĿ�³þÏ�ħèÓ�ÓŊăĝħġ�ăä�ħèÓ�ÓÏéħăĝé³ø�Êă³ĝÏ�Ëăþġéġħéþå�ăä�
Ivan Nebesnyk, Pavlo Balla (unfortunately, deceased at the 
time of publication), who translated Erdeli’s legacy, and the 

author of these lines, all available literary works of the artist 
were published. We received the whole of Erdeli. He exists in 
what was most important to him - in the preserved paintings 
³þÏ�ŋĝġħ�ĚĪÊøéġèÓÏ�øéħÓĝ³ĝĿ�Ľăĝöġ͟

«Beneath the Radvanka forest», 1950
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$ĝÏÓøé�ăŊÓĝÓÏ�èéġ�Ëăøăĝ�ăä�ħèÓ�
Carpathian landscape - shades
of green, blue with a touch of gray, 
and brown created a special silver 
range. The picturesque planes 
acquired a noble elegance, a dim, 
platinum-like sheen. The form is 
always expressionistic - fast lines 
rush in a certain direction, forming 
the appropriate composition, bring 
out a dynamic weaving of trees and 
branches. These are “Erdeli’s” trees. 
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Andrii Kotska belongs to the second generation of 
Transcarpathia artists who created a local artistic tradition. 
Artists of the second generation come from Erdeli and 
Bokshai’s Public School of Drawing. All of them are 
Ěĝ³ËħéË³øøĿ�ĚÓÓĝġ͟��þÏ�Ó³Ëè�ăþÓ�ăä�ħèÓý�éġ�³�Êĝéåèħ�ŋåĪĝÓ͚�
each has his own character and his own style of painting, 
and together they have achieved a comprehensive pictorial 
interpretation of their native land.

�þÏĝéé�Făħġö³�ÓļăøļÓÏ�ĪþÏÓĝ�ħèÓ�éþŌĪÓþËÓ�³þÏ�åĪéÏ³þËÓ�
of Adalbert Erdeli. But just like other students of the Public 
qËèăăø�ăä� ĝ³Ľéþå͚�èÓ�ý³þ³åÓÏ�ħă�ŋþÏ�èéġ�ăĽþ�ļÓĝġéăþ�ăä�
the picturesque interpretation of the region from the very 
ŋĝġħ�éþÏÓĚÓþÏÓþħ�ġħÓĚġ�éþ�Ě³éþħéþå͟�9Ó�ÏéġËăļÓĝÓÏ�þăħ�ăþøĿ�
Verkhovyna landscapes but also the people of this land. He 
obtained boundless material for his work, and it was enough 

Andrii Kotska

for his whole life. His painting brought him great success and 
placed him next to the founders of the new Transcarpathia 
painting. Born to paint, he thought with color, built with 
Ëăøăĝ͚�³þÏ�Ěø³ĿÓÏ�ăþ�éħġ�ħăþ³ø�ĚĝăĚăĝħéăþġ͟�9Ó�äĪøŋøøÓÏ�ħèÓ�
“oath of allegiance to the Carpathians”, created “Kotska’s 
landscape”, and included his vision of the land in the region’s 
landscape Pinacotheca. However, the artist became famous 
äăĝ�èéġ�Ěăĝħĝ³éħġ�ͫĚĝéý³ĝéøĿ�ăä�ĽăýÓþͬ�³þÏ�ýĪøħéͰŋåĪĝÓ�
compositions. A lot of them became generalized images of 
the region and its people, a kind of artistic signs that make 
Transcarpathia recognized.

Andrii Kotska was a man of culture and intellect. He 
was faithful to the artistic fraternity, treated his profession 
responsibly, followed art events, and subscribed to almost 
all available art magazines. He loved music, played the violin 

“Accurate colors as well as accurate words”
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and sang well. Painting in the studio was accompanied by 
classics (in particular, the beloved Edvard Grieg, Solveig’s 
song from the Peer Gynt suite).

There are many legends about Kotska’s peculiar humor 
- it was paradoxical and sometimes ominous. He adapted to 
ħèÓ�ĝÓ³øéħéÓġ�ăä�ħèÓ�yqqm͚�ÊĪħ�ÏéÏ�þăħ�ŋħ�éþħă�ħèÓéĝ�äĝ³ýÓġ�Ͱ�þă�
matter how much the Soviets were trying to squeeze him into 
them. In the end, he survived the “deaf” years and received 
honors, titles and fame. Kotska’s art was appreciated by 
famous artists and critics, it has always been an exhibition 
event. His fame is the fame of Transcarpathia’s painting.

Andrii Kotska was born on May 23, 1911 in Uzhhorod 
in the family of a bishop’s coachman Andrii Kotska and 
Elyzaveta Hural, who had eight children. His school 
education lasted from 1917 to 1925 in public and urban 
schools of Uzhhorod. This is what the artist recalled about 
his childhood:

“I had a passion for art as a child. We lived in Uzhhorod. 
My father worked in a factory, and in his spare time he 
carved wood. He would either make a salt shaker, or a box 
decorated with a whimsical pattern. I was watching him 
work, holding my breath. I became interested in drawing at 
school, but our family was not rich, so at the age of 14 I had 
to stop studying. I worked as a carpenter, a messenger, a 
handyman.

I don’t know what my fate would have been if it 
weren’t for my mother. In her dreams, she saw her children 
educated and insisted that I continue my studies. I entered 
the teacher’s seminary, where I met the famous artist and 
teacher A.M. Erdeli.”

Kotska became a student of the Uzhhorod Teacher’s 
Seminary in 1927. Adalbert Erdeli was a teacher at a drawing 
school, and Andrii soon began attending classes at the Public 
School of Drawing, headed by Erdeli and Bokshai. After 
graduating from the seminary, Andrii Kotska started working 
as a teacher in Uzhanska Verkhovyna in a two-grade school 
in the village of Tykhy. Here are some of his memories:

  “It was then that I asked myself the question about 
whether I should become an artist. But it’s easy to say... 
After the seminary I was sent to work as a teacher in Tykhy, 

a remote village in Verkhovyna. Poverty, diseases, darkness 
and eighty pairs of children’s eyes in front of me. I thought I 
wouldn’t make it. And then I got used to it, I looked around, 
and decided that I was lucky. In fact, I love teaching, and 
paints are always at hand. And how beautiful it is there! I 
è³ļÓ�øéļÓÏ�éþ�vĿöèĿ�äăĝ�ŋļÓ�ĿÓ³ĝġ�³þÏ�:�Ľ³ġ�Ëăþġħ³þħøĿ�è³ĚĚĿ͟�
It seems even my soul was singing. That place opened the 
artist in me.”

The passion for photography was added to the passion 
of painting - Kotska’s photo library has been replenishing all 
his life, starting with his work in the villages of Verkhovyna. 
Teaching lasted from 1931 and until 1935. Then the young 
man was called up for military service in the Czechoslovak 
Army, and he rose there to the rank of lieutenant of the 
cavalry. In 1937 he returned to Uzhhorod and until 1939 
taught in the village of Kamyanytsia. In 1933, Andrii 
Kotska became a member of the Society of Fine Artists of 
Pidkarpatska Rus and in the same year together with the 
artist Adalbert Boretsky he organized a joint exhibition in the 
House of Legionnaires (apparently in the Bohumil Purma’s 
cafe, where Uzhhorod artists regularly exhibited their works).

:þ�qÓĚħÓýÊÓĝ�̪̲̬̮͚�Făħġö³ͻġ�ŋĝġħ�ġăøă�ÓľèéÊéħéăþ�ħăăö�
place, where he exhibited thirty oil works. The exhibition 
became very resonant - it was responded to by leading art 
experts of the time. Erdeli’s judgments about the young 
³ĝħéġħ�ͫĚĝăÊ³ÊøĿ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ĚĝăäÓġġéăþ³ø�³ġġÓġġýÓþħ�ăä�èéġ�
work) in the article “Carpatho-Rus Painting” published in 
the Russophile almanac Vozrozhdenie in 1936 (apparently 
Erdeli wrote the text in Hungarian and someone translated it 
for the almanac into the terrible “paganism” from which the 
Ukrainian translation is made) was pretty interesting:

�þÏĝéé�Făħġö³�éġ�ħèÓ�ħèéĝÏ�ø³ĝåÓġħ�ŋåĪĝÓ�ăä�ħèÓ�ĿăĪþåÓġħ�
generation. He sees landscapes of Carpathian virgin forests 
in silver colors. It is most powerful in images performed 
in the soft tones. He portrays a Rusyn from Verkhovyna 
like no one else, almost in a Puritan way. There is a lot of 
nature, a lot of patriarchal power, and a lot of eternity in his 
paintings. The surrounding world is widely perceived.  He 
sees important characters and great integrity everywhere. 
This is what gives originality to his Verchovynian plots, 
ĽèéËè�ĝÓŌÓËħ�ħèÓ�ýĪøħéËăøăĝ�þ³ħĪĝÓ�ăä�ħèÓ�ýăĪþħ³éþġ͚�ħèÓ�

̪͟�ƶɰɢɳʇɩ�ǆɱɻɬɜ�ͫɜɮɿɝɱɯͬ͟�ǐɦɟɱɳɱɢ͚�̫̩̩̫͟�Ͱ�ǎ͟�̫̬͟
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“Andrii Kotska is the third largest 
ŋåĪĝÓ�ăä�ħèÓ�ĿăĪþåÓġħ�åÓþÓĝ³ħéăþ͟�
He sees landscapes of Carpathian 
virgin forests in silver colors. It is most 
powerful in images performed in the 
soft tones. He portrays a Rusyn from 
Verkhovyna like no one else, almost 
in a Puritan way. There is a lot of 
nature, a lot of patriarchal power, and 
a lot of eternity in his paintings. The 
surrounding world is widely perceived.  
He sees important characters and 
great integrity everywhere.”
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Memorial House-Museum of Andriy Kotska

48.2557, 24.34395
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ăļÓĝŌăĽ�ăä�Ëăøăĝġ͚�ĝÓÏĪËÓÏ�ÊĿ�Êĝă³Ï�ġħĝăöÓġ�ħă�³�Ëăýýăþ�
denominator.”2

The Czech poet and literary critic Jaroslav Zatloukal also 
ļéġéħÓÏ�ħèÓ�ÓľèéÊéħéăþ͙��ħ�ŋĝġħ�åø³þËÓ͚�éħ�éġ�ËøÓ³ĝ�ħè³ħ�ĽÓ�³ĝÓ�
dealing with a sophisticated artist who is trying to develop 
ýăÏÓĝþ�Ě³éþħéþå�ħÓËèþéĜĪÓġ͟�9Ó�éġ�éþŌĪÓþËÓÏ�ÊĿ�ýăÏÓĝþéġý͚�
ÊĪħ�ĝÓħ³éþġ�èéġ�ġéýĚøéËéħĿ�³þÏ�èéġ�Ľ³Ŀ�ăä�ÓľĚĝÓġġéăþ͟�:þŌĪÓþËÓ�
of Bokshai’s school and to a bigger extent Erdeli’s school 
can be traceable. Bokshai taught him a wonderful realistic 
perception, the ability to capture the mood of the region and 
how to use the impressionist palette. Erdeli taught Kotska 
to compose, expanded his understanding of modern art and 
encouraged the improvement of technology...

I am convinced that one of the best artists in 
Pidkarpatska Rus is growing up in the person of Kotska. 
That is why we need more discipline and more studios, as 
well as providing economic conditions for further artistic 
achievements.”3

A. Izvorin, an art critic, shows his interest in Andrii 
Făħġö³ͻġ�ŋĝġħ�³ËèéÓļÓýÓþħġ͙�Făħġö³ͻġ�ġăøă�ÓľèéÊéħéăþ�Ľ³ġ�
organized in Uzhhorod in 1935. It aroused the admiration 
of both his former teachers and the public. The artist was 
young, his landscapes and faces were illuminating youth. 
Făħġö³�Ěăĝħĝ³ĿÓÏ�ħèÓ�ä³ËÓġ�³þÏ�ŋåĪĝÓġ�ăä�ħèÓ�ÊăĿġ�ÏéĝÓËħøĿ�
and simply. It was done not out of fascination with the 
synthetic manner, but rather out of a sense of kinship 
and closeness. He blushed the faces of the girls from 
Verkhovyna, highlighted their lips with red, their eyes were 
sometimes blurred, and sometimes they had a sly glow. 
It had a certain sentimentality. Later, Kotska changed his 
manner. ... He began to convey the visible through the pink 
glasses of youth, and what’s more interesting - to create the 
composition (Sunday) and perspective (Home).”

The positive assessment of his art inspired the young 
artist. His works had success at exhibitions in 1936 and 1937 
in Bratislava and Prague. Kotska’s works Rusynka and Winter 
in Tychy attracted the attention of visitors at the exhibition 
Slovakia and Pidkarpatska Rus in 1937 in Prague.5

Changes in Kotska’s personal life occurred in 1937, when 
he married the daughter of a Russian emigrant, Maryna 

«Spring in Yasynia», 1966 

̫͟�ƽɳɢɣɮʇ�Ʒ͟�ǆɜɳɲɜɵɱɳɶɴɴɬɜʌ�ɦɨɞɱɲɨɴɿ�ͥͥ�Ƹɱɧɳɱɦɢɣɰʇɣ͟�ƶɮɿɯɜɰɜɹ�ɱɝɽɣɴɵɞɜ�ɬ͟�ɴ͟�ͮ�ǌɳɜɟɜ͚�̪̲̬̯͟�ͮ�
ǎ͟�̮̬̮̭ͮ͟�
̬͟��³ħøăĪö³ø�E͟�y�ļŀħļ³ĝþëöĺ�þ³�jăÏö³ĝĚ³ħġöÔ�mĪġé�ͥ�jăÏö³ĝĚ³ħġö´�mĪġ͟�ͮ��ĝ³ħéġø³ļ³͚�̪̲̬̯͟�ͮ�q͟�̫̬̬̫̬̭ͮ͟
̭͟�ǡɧɞɱɳʇɰ�ƶ͟�ǎɶɺɜɴɰʇ�ɳɶɴɿɬʇ�ɹɶɢɱɦɰɨɬɨ͟�ͮ�ǐɦɟɱɳɱɢ͚�̫̩̪̯͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̮̰͟
̮͟�ǉʌɴɨɽɣɞɜ�ǋ͟�ǀɨɵɵʌ�ʇ�ɵɞɱɳɺʇɴɵɿ�ɯɜɩɴɵɳɜ�ͥ�ƶɰɢɳʇɩ�ǆɱɻɬɜ͟�Ͱ�ǐɦɟɱɳɱɢ͚�̫̩̪̪͟�ͭ�ǎ̮͟͟
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Losievskaya - this marriage, however, lasted only until 
1945. The year 1938 brought political changes. As a result 
of the Munich Agreement, Hungary occupied the most 
important cities of Pidkarpatska Rus - Uzhhorod, Mukachevo 
and Berehovo, and it destroyed Carpathian Ukraine and 
captured the whole region in March 1939. From the middle 
of 1939, artistic life became somewhat more active. The 
Hungarian authorities were interested in the resumption of 
cultural processes that had previously developed rapidly in 
Czechoslovakia. Artists tried to stay out of politics, focusing 
on art. The former Society of Fine Arts was reorganized 
into the Union of Artists of Pidkarpattia. In the autumn of 
1939, the 5th Hungarian Exhibition of Fine Arts took place 
in Košice, and Andrii Kotska exhibited eight works from the 
life of the peasants of the Turyanska Valley. In December 
1939 and January 1940, the same exhibition with certain 
additions took place in Uzhhorod, where Kotska had 
exhibited fourteen works. Both exhibitions brought the artist 
positive reviews from critics and famous Hungarian artists, 

including Istvan Seni and Agoshton Benkgardt, rector of the 
Art Institute in Budapest. At that time, under the auspices of 
the wife of Hungarian leader Miklos Gorty, events were held 
to encourage talented young people. In 1940, Andrii Kotska 
received a scholarship to study in Rome at the Accademia 
Reale di belle arti, and the famous artist, Professor Ferruccio 
Ferazzi was his teacher. A year later, an exhibition-
competition was held, and 20 foreign students, including 
Kotska, had the opportunity to continue their studies at the 
Accademia reale di San Luca. During the two years spent in 
Rome, the artist got acquainted with the treasures of world 
art, and thoroughly studied the technology of frescoes and 
mosaics.

People and faces

Back in the 1930s, Andrii Kotska discovered two main 
topics of his painting - landscapes and people of Verkhovyna. 

«In the village», 1939 
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vèÓ�ŋĝġħ�³ËèéÓļÓýÓþħġ�éþ�ħèÓġÓ�åÓþĝÓġ�ĽÓĝÓ�³øĝÓ³ÏĿ�
consolidated by the 1935 exhibition and its evaluations. 
The artist himself has always emphasized the importance of 
the environment of Verkhovyna in his life, because this was 
the source of all his work - the initial impulse was enough 
for the whole life. It was there, in Verkhovyna, that the joy 
of discovering the world and the passion of youth formed 
the foundations of his painting. There his own observations 
were added to what he had learned from the teachers - and 
then the path of constant improvement continued. Kotska 
recalled his important artistic discoveries:

:ħ�éġ�þăħ�ÓþăĪåè�ħă�ŋþÏ�³�ÏéġħéþËħ�ħĿĚÓ�ăä�³�ĿăĪþå�
ĚÓ³ġ³þħ�Ľăý³þ͚�ĿăĪ�³øġă�þÓÓÏ�ħă�ŋþÏ�ħèÓ�ø³þåĪ³åÓ�ħè³ħ�Ë³þ�
ħÓøø�³ÊăĪħ�èÓĝ�ä³ËÓ͚�ŋåĪĝÓ͚�ËøăħèÓġ�³þÏ�ġĪĝĝăĪþÏéþåġ͟��ħ�ħèéġ�
point folk art came to the rescue. I noticed that weavers or 
embroiderers usually use only two or three colors. But it’s 
amazing how they make them work! And then I thought. 
What if I build my paintings on the comparison of two or 
three basic colors? No, I did not give up professionalism - 

it was based on the same academic requirements for the 
drawing, composition, and painting. It’s just that a purely 
folk understanding of beauty entered my work.”6

At the beginning of Kotska’s creative path, he was almost 
equally interested in nature and people. Figures appeared 
both as additional elements in his landscape works (Winter. 
Sunday in the village of Tychy, 1933) and as the main 
characters in group portraits of peasants, which often have 
the character of studios (On the old Verkhovyna, 1934, Group 
of children, 1930s, The Village of Tychy. Schoolchildren, 
̪̲̬̰ͬ͟�:ä�5³éĝ�̪̲̬̩ͫġͬ�ÏÓýăþġħĝ³ħÓġ�³�ĝÓ³øéġħéË³øøĿ�ŋľÓÏ�åÓþĝÓ�
scene, the canvas Verkhovyntsi (1935) suddenly appears 
compositionally and tonally perfect and contains all the 
features of future Kotska’s group scenes: picturesque 
combinations of numerous static characters, decoration 
and the planes of an image, a game of colored spots (faces, 
attributes of folk clothing), the format of the paintings is 
close to a square.

At the same time he started his series of Verkhovyna 

«The Hutsul girl», 1940 From the personal archive of Yuriy Nebesnyk

̯͟�ƶɰɢɳʇɩ�ǆɱɻɬɜ�ͫɜɮɿɝɱɯͬ͟�ǐɦɟɱɳɱɢ͚�̫̩̩̫͟�Ͱ�ǎ͟�̫̬͟
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portraits. Some of them are quite realistic (Girl from the 
village of Tychy, Verkhovyna Girl, 1930s, etc.), and marked 
ÊĿ�³�þăħéËÓ³ÊøÓ�éþŌĪÓþËÓ�ăä�$ĝÏÓøé�ͫ6éĝø�äĝăý��ÓĝöèăļĿþ³͚�
̪̲̬̩ġͬ͟��þÏ�ġăýÓ�ăä�ħèÓý�éþÏéË³ħÓ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ġÓ³ĝËè�äăĝ�³�
generalized image of a Verkhovynian (Girl in a keptaryk, 
1930s). The work In the Village (1939) is obviously a predictor 
ăä�äĪħĪĝÓ�Ěăĝħĝ³éħ�ý³ġħÓĝĚéÓËÓġ͙�ħèÓ�äÓý³øÓ�ŋåĪĝÓ�éġ�³øĝÓ³ÏĿ�
almost frontally turned to the viewer, colored spots are 
surrounded by multicolored lines, and the background is 
formed by the Verkhovynian entourage (a group of sketchy 
äÓý³øÓ�ŋåĪĝÓġ͚�èĪħ͚�ýăĪþħ³éþġͬ͟��þÏ�ħèÓ�Ľăĝö�9ĪħġĪø�6éĝø�
̪̲̭̩ͫͬ�éġ�ĚĝăÊ³ÊøĿ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�³ĝħéġħéË³øøĿ�ĚÓĝäÓËħ�Ěăĝħĝ³éħ�Ľăĝö�
in the manner typical of Kotska’s future works. There is a 
perfect balance of forms - the tilt of the shoulders and head 
emphasizes the pensive mood of the girl, and the work as a 
whole is composed of color: the dominant red-brown range, 
ļéļéÏ�åĝ³Ŀ�Ê³ËöåĝăĪþÏ�³þÏ�Ō³ġèÓġ�ăä�Ëăøăĝ�Ͱ�øéåèħ�éħÓýġ�ăä�
clothing, yellowish details of the scarves, pink tassels on the 
keptaryk.

The artist’s interest in double portraits should also be 
noted (Two Girls in Red Scarves, Verkhovynka in the process 
of sewing, 1930s). He was also interested in the theme of 
motherhood, which was embodied in a few works, starting 
with  Mother with Children (1939). Kotska called this work 
the Transcarpathia Madonna.

After returning from Italy, Kotska worked as a teacher in 
the village of Simer in the Perechyn region from 1942 to 1944. 
As the front was approaching Uzhhorod, the artist joined 
a group that protected the city from looters and saved the 
collection of the Uzhhorod Museum. With the accession of 
ħèÓ�ĝÓåéăþ�ħă�ħèÓ�yqqm�éħ�ÊÓË³ýÓ�ÏéŊéËĪøħ�äăĝ�ħèÓ�³ĝħéġħġ�ħă�
adapt to the new government. There is an unexpected turn in 
Kotska’s life - during 1944-1945 he headed the city ‘s public 
militsia. In October 1945, he addressed the People’s Council 
of Transcarpathian Ukraine with a proposal to organize the 
House of Folk Art and became its director, and then - Deputy 
Head of the Arts Department of the People’s Council. From 
1948 to 1950 he worked as a teacher at the Uzhhorod Art 
School.

Despite his loyalty to the new government, the artist later 
came under ideological pressure due to the inconsistency 

of his works with the requirements of socialist realism. 
During the years of silence (the second half of the 1940s 
and 1950s) Andrii Kotska worked hard, he tried to meet 
the requirements of the authorities and at the same time 
relentlessly wrote his Verkhovynian poem. The artist 
avoided possible troubles thanks to Khrushchev’s thaw, the 
patronage of Kyiv artists and the leadership of the Union of 
Artists of the USSR.

The 1940s were marked by a series of portraits of 
Uzhhorod young ladies. Mostly it is a close-up of a face, 
ġăýÓħéýÓġ�³�ÊĪġħ�ăĝ�³�ġéħħéþå�ŋåĪĝÓ͟�vèÓġÓ�³ĝÓ�ħĝ³Ïéħéăþ³ø�
portraits, and a large number of them reminds us of 
the portrait work of Kotska’s teacher - Erdeli, both in 
composition and technique. Such portraits also appeared 
sporadically in the 1960s and 1970s. Another brilliant 
work, created in 1942, is Kotska’s self-portrait, in which the 
author recreated his inside and outside self with an amazing 
³ËËĪĝ³ËĿ͚�ý³åþéŋËÓþħøĿ�Ľăĝöéþå�Ľéħè�ħÓľħĪĝÓ�³þÏ�Ëăøăĝġ͟�
Several still lifes belong to the same period, which were 
obviously a subordinate genre.

The artist was constantly progressing, his painting 
rapidly gaining mature strength, increasingly based on the 
arrangement of sonorous juicy colors. Kotska’s realism 
cannot get rid of the style of expressionism and romanticism. 
Some decorativeness contributes to the generalization of 
Ěø³þġ͚�ŋåĪĝÓġ͚�ËĝÓ³ħéþå�³�ËăýĚăġéħéăþ³ø�éþħÓåĝéħĿ͟�Făħġö³ͻġ�
constant theme of the Verkhovyna woman reaches a new 
artistic level - in 1956 the artist created Verkhovynka, 
which forced the most authoritative artistic circles to talk 
about its author. This work was purchased by the Museum 
of Ukrainian Art, another version was included in the 
Tretyakov Gallery, and the artist presented another one to 
the outstanding poet Pavlo Tychyna in 1966. The 1950s are 
marked by such brilliant works as Hutsul Bride, Verkhovynka 
(1950s), Girl from Kolochava (1952), Girl from the Foothills 
(1954), Sisters (1957) and many others. The highly successful 
exhibition of works by Erdeli, Manailo and Kotska, entitled 
Old and New Transcarpathia, took place in Moscow in 1964 
and in a way protected Manailo and Kotska from ideological 
attacks.

The 1960s and 1970s were a period of creation of new 
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outstanding works:   portrait series, double portraits and  
ý³åþéŋËÓþħ�ýĪøħéͰŋåĪĝÓ�ËăýĚăġéħéăþġ͟�Făħġö³ͻġ�ħĝ³Ïéħéăþ³ø�
portraits - those of rural types include such masterpieces 
³ġ�qĚĝéþå͚�̪̲̯̰�ͫġĚĝéþå�ÓŊÓËħ�ăä�³�þÓĽÊăĝþ�ħÓþÏÓĝþÓġġ�éġ�
ĝÓ³ËèÓÏ�ÊĿ�åĝ³ËÓäĪø�ăļÓĝŌăĽġ�ăä�Ľ³ĝý�³þÏ�ËăøÏ�ýĪħÓÏ�
tones), and Vesnyanka, 1970s (lyrical poetry). And now 
he added a gallery of portraits of prominent people of 
Transcarpathia, heroes of socialist labor (Hanna Ladani, 
̪̲̯̩͚�jăĝħĝ³éħ�ăä�ħèÓ�ýéøöý³éÏ��³ġĿøĿþ³�v³ŋĿ͚�̪̲̯̪͚��ăĝöÓĝ�
ăä�ËăøøÓËħéļÓ�ä³ĝý�ŋÓøÏġ�:ļ³þ�FăÊ³ø͚�̪̲̯̲͚�Méøöý³éÏ�M͟�HĿĚÓĿ͚�
1970). Some of the double portraits are Synevyr Girls, 1958, 
Hutsul Girls, 1982). In the Hutsul Region (1972) is one of the 
best collective images of the rural people. The arrangement 
ăä�ħèÓ�ŋåĪĝÓġ�éġ�ĚÓĝäÓËħ�Ͱ�ħèÓ�Ó³ġÓ�ăä�ĚăġħĪĝÓ�ăä�Ó³Ëè�ŋåĪĝÓ�
and the natural placement of small groups that make up 
the composition. At the same time, we are fascinated by the 
attractive decorative surface in warm colors of folk clothing 
on a cold background, limited from above by the geometry 
of rural houses. The artist created a few versions of the 
successful canvas - with the same name (1975) and with the 
title Weekend (1977). Some paintings acquire the character 
of monumental works - something he learned while studying 
in Rome (Friends, 1970s, Motherhood, 1970s). Some of them 
were supposed to demonstrate the artist’s loyalty to the 
ideals of socialist realism (Combat Fellows, 1970s, Worker of 
ËăøøÓËħéļÓ�5³ĝý�5éÓøÏġ�éþ�ħèÓ�ŋÓøÏ͚�̪̲̱̪ͬ͟�Făħġö³�Ě³Ŀġ�ħĝéÊĪħÓ�
ħă�ħèÓ�³ĪħèăĝéħéÓġͻ�ÏÓý³þÏġ�éþ�ħèÓ�ŋÓøÏ�ăä�³ĝħ͚�³ġ�ÓļéÏÓþËÓÏ�
by his “ideological” articles in Zakarpatska Pravda.

However, the talent takes over. His painting reached 
new heights, and everybody noticed it. After all, an artist 
can paint anything, but only those things that express his 
character and what he chooses. In 1971 the artist turned 60, 
and received the title of an Honored Artist of the Ukrainian 
SSR. It is strange, but his solo exhibition took place in 
yņèèăĝăÏ�ăþøĿ�éþ�̪̲̱̪͚�ħè³ħ�éġ�̭̯�ĿÓ³ĝġ�³äħÓĝ�èéġ�ŋĝġħ�ġăøă�
exhibition in the same city. After that, the art world seemed 
to wake up: in 1983 his solo exhibition took place in Moscow, 
in 1984 - in Trebišov (Czechoslovakia), in 1986 - in Budapest 
(accompanied by carved works by Vasyl Svyda). Here are 
some articles from the press and monographs about Kotska’s 
art:

“Portraits are mostly composed frontally; the models on 
èéġ�Ë³þļ³ġÓġ�ŋħ�éþħă�ħèÓ�Ëø³ġġéË³ø�ËăýĚăġéħéăþ³ø�ġËèÓýÓġ͚�
which best correspond to the state of calmness and 
contemplation that he loves so much in his characters... 
The world of his paintings is a poetic world. Its forms are 
full of life. The color sinks into the space of the painting, 
it shimmers warmly and tremblingly, softened by a barely 
perceptible damp haze, radiating a steady glow ”(V. Zeltner, 
1983).

“Women in his portraits are the bearers of poetic 
principles, harmony, the embodiment of beauty. ... Although 
the faces and poses are static, there is no posing - it is a 
state of self-absorption, pensiveness, but not sadness: we 
observe calmness and contemplation. There is a sense of 
amazing inner looseness, harmony, and integrity in each 
image. In the portraits of the artist, despite the individual 
features, there is a typicality, in each portrait he creates the 
image of a Transcarpathia woman” (O. Romanenko)

It is necessary to talk about the “technology” of Kotska’s 
painting. He is known to have kept pigments brought 
from Italy, and he prepared a casein emulsion from cow’s 
cheese, borax and water for these pigments. He felt the 
material well and opened the possibilities of oil or tempera 
as much as possible in his works - and, perhaps, this is 
particularly true of watercolors. Andrii Kotska’s works in 
this technique are the pinnacle of watercolor painting. In 
the works of the 1930s and 1940s, the artist enjoys playing 
with the possibilities of watercolor: colored water works at 
äĪøø�Ë³Ě³ËéħĿ͚�³þÏ�ËĝÓ³ħÓġ�ġĚøÓþÏéÏ�ÓŊÓËħġ͟�vèÓþ�ħèÓ�³Īħèăĝ�
stops the arbitrariness of the paint in time, and sets it in the 
right direction (Buildings over the river, 1939 , Lake in the 
Mountains, 1930s, Evening Landscape, 1945). Watercolor 
sheets acquire perfect tenderness, glow with light gradations 
of shades in the 1970s and 1980s. It is a high culture of color 
and a game of scattering and folding colored transparent 
touches. Kotska allows watercolor’s main property to work 
at full capacity. We’re talking about transparency: sometimes 
almost the whole plot is applied with slightly colored water. 
In other cases, he combined watercolor and pastel, retained 
a distinct interaction with the drawing of pencil, charcoal, 
and became more documentary, depicting wooden churches. 
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They are often shown at exhibitions: in particular, there 
were seven of his watercolors at the All-Union Exhibition of 
�³ħÓĝËăøăĝġ�éþ�̪̲̰̪�Ͱ�Ěăĝħĝ³éħġ�³þÏ�ýĪøħéͰŋåĪĝÓ�ËăýĚăġéħéăþġ�
Mariyka, In the Winter, Conversation, Olena and Olenka, 
Hutsul family, Girls and In the Vineyard.

Kotska’s words summarize the portrait epic of his creative 
path:

“There is no painting without painting... “Exact colors 
³ĝÓ�ôĪġħ�øéöÓ�ħèÓ�Óľ³Ëħ�ĽăĝÏ͟�vă�ŋþÏ�³�ĚÓĝġăþ�Ľéħè�èéġ�ä³Ëé³ø�
expression, delve into the spiritual world. To put a person in 
an artistic image, and not just document his face. To create 
an image... You have the color, the rhythm of the lines, and 
a single turn or look captured... And you can not choose any 
random background... You need the one that complements, 
and helps the image to unfold!”7

Kotska’s Verkhovyna

Andrii Kotska created his version of the Carpathian 
landscape in the 1930s. Its main features are the simplicity 
of the plot and the conciseness of the painting. The 
Verkhovynian landscapes of that time are very accurate in 
the author’s feelings. They preserve the freshness of a young 
man’s perception who found himself in the environment 
of nature and rural life (which is inseparable from nature), 
faced the materiality of this world and combined it with 
romantic sublimity. Yaroslav Zatloukal noted this at one time: 
“Kotska worked in Verkhovyna for several years, and there 
he learned about the plight of people and the primitiveness 
of their lives. He was very fond of the romantic landscape 
around Uzhok. Here Kotska’s dark, even gloomy landscapes 
in saturated earthy colors appeared.”8

As for the dark landscapes, they are not just dark or 
åøăăýĿ͚�ħèÓĿ�³ĝÓ�ÏéĝÓËħ�éýĚĝÓġġéăþġ�ăä�³�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�ý³ħÓĝé³øéħĿ͙�
the artist lives in the village, he sees that the snow cover in 
winter is not simoly lush white - snow is also trampled by 
people and cattle, it is “old” on the roofs and a little “tired” 
of regular melting and freezing. He manages to create a 
picturesque manner to convey this knowledge and these 
feelings. For the depiction of other seasons, a meager palette 

«Mountain Lake», 1970 ̰͟�ǔɣɰɢɣɩ�ǡ͟�Ƹɨɴɱɬɜ�ɲɱɳɜ�ɯɜɩɴɵɳɜ�ͥͥ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɴɿɬɜ�ɲɳɜɞɢɜ͟�ͮ�̪̲̩̰̪̲̱̪͟͟͟
̱͟��³ħøăĪö³ø�E͟�y�ļŀħļ³ĝþëöĺ�þ³�jăÏö³ĝĚ³ħġöÔ�mĪġé�ͥ�jăÏö³ĝĚ³ħġö´�mĪġ͟�ͮ��ĝ³ħéġø³ļ³͚�̪̲̬̯͟�ͮ�q͟�̫̬̮͟
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of mostly earth colors was also used: as the “weavers and 
embroiderers usually used only two or three colors,” so 
were his canvases built “on the juxtaposition of two or three 
basic colors.” However, all the materiality of the rural world, 
éħġ�³ĪħăËèħèăþĿ�éġ�ġèĝăĪÏÓÏ�éþ�ħèÓ�Ō³éĝ�ăä�ĝăý³þħéËéġý͚�
which comes from its author’s soul and is provided by the 
composition. And, of course, it is also shrouded in the 
painting technique, bold “expressionist” application of the 
paint - the author loves the paint, tastefully smears it at 
the right angle, without smoothing areas of color, without 
worrying about the smoothness of transitions (Evening. 
Village of Tychy, Church of the XVIII century in Uzhok 
village, 1935, Near the church, 1937, Verkhovyna during 
Winter, Tychy village, Huts in the mountains, 1930s). This 
is especially evident in the sketch works (Huts on the 
Verkhovyna, Sketch of the Landscape, 1939, Winter in the 
MăĪþħ³éþġ͚�̪̲̬̩ġͬ͟�qăýÓ�Ľăĝöġ�Ľéħè�èĪý³þ�ŋåĪĝÓġ�³øġă�
belong more to the landscape genre (Winter. Sunday in 
the village of Tychy, 1933, Sisters from the village of Uzhok, 
1937).

A fellow artist, Yulii Stashko, wrote about the features of 
Kotska’s landscapes of that time: “He depicts the nature of 
his native Carpathians in the painting Winter in Tychy (the 
village where he worked as a teacher). Thanks to the skillful 
use of silver and gray tonal relations, he managed to convey 
the mood of a calm winter day in a deep valley, among the 
snowy Carpathian mountains. The landscape is enlivened by 
a group of Verkhovynians in national costumes. The integrity 
of color, lightness and softness of the painting interpretation 
ħÓġħéŋÓÏ�ħă�ħèÓ�³ĝħéġħͻġ�ý³ħĪĝéþå�ħ³øÓþħ͟9

The valuable statements of the artist himself shed light 
on the basic principles of his painting, which developed at a 
young age: “The nature of Transcarpathia played a decisive 
role in my becoming a landscape painter. I found that almost 
every river valley is sustained in its own color palette. One 
river jumps in a gloomy gorge, and the other is soaked with 
the sun. But the most striking thing is that the inhabitants 
ăä�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�ļ³øøÓĿġ�³ĝÓ�þăħ�ġéýéø³ĝ�ħă�Ó³Ëè�ăħèÓĝ͙�ĚÓăĚøÓ�
with darker skin live in the shady valleys, people with gold 
blond hair - in the light valleys. And traditional clothes are 
ÏÓŋþéħÓøĿ�éþ�ħĪþÓ�Ľéħè�ħèÓ�ø³þÏġË³ĚÓ͟�:ý³åéþÓ�èăĽ�ý³þĿ�

«Spring in Yasinya», 196648.2557, 24.34395̲͟�ǎɵɜɼɬɱ�ǥ͟�ǉɜɩɴɵɣɳ�ɲɱɳɵɳɣɵɜ�ͥͥ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɴɿɬɜ�ɲɳɜɞɢɜ͟�ͮ�̪̲̰̪͟�ͮ�ΰ͟�̪̫̩͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̭͟
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Polonyna Runa

«Beneath Polonyna Runa», 1950 

Plain-air
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tasks an artist needs to solve!”10

Kotska painted landscapes throughout all stages of his 
creative path. His landscapes of the 1930s and 1940s are 
strong in their freshness of perception, their “raw” colors, 
and their limited palette. In the second half of the 1940s and 
for the most part of the 1950s, Kotska seemed to be at a 
crossroads - the old style no longer worked, it was a thing of 
the past, and a new one was still being formed. The period of 
èÓġéħ³ħéăþ�éġ�ĝÓŌÓËħÓÏ�éþ�ħèÓ�Ľăĝöġ�ăä�ħè³ħ�ħéýÓ͙�ħèÓ�Ë³þļ³ġ�
Winter in a  Village of  Verkhovyna (1947) is made in the 
style of the 1930s, View of Uzhhorod (1947) is a neat realistic 
landscape, Erdeli’s Garden (1948) was painted in Erdeli’s 
style, View of Uzhhorod (1947), Under the Rivna Plain, 
In Rakhiv Region (1950s) and several other are diligently 
realistic. Works of the period of probable uncertainty in due 
course concede to pictures, strong perfection of decorative 
interpretation of planes. The paintings acquire the character 
of optimistic realism, which only partially takes into account 
the requirements of socialist realism, but it is mainly its 
own creative evolution. This is the history of the 1960s - 
clear and at the same time muted colors, wide contours of 
planes, light-bearing without chiaroscuro construction, rich 
narrative by laconic means: Autumn in the mountains (1960), 
Landscape with huts, In the valley of Turia (1963), Spring in 
Yasinya (1966). Laconism grows in the works Yasinyanska 
Church (1968), Winter in the Village (1960s), Over Uzh 
(1966). This style strengthened in the 1970s (On the 
Mountain Pass, 1978, Village under the mountains, Winter 
in the mountains) and especially in the series of 1970s, 
dedicated to the wooden churches of Transcarpathia.

The big game of velvet colors continues, the paint-
covered plane in harmony with other planes turns the 
surface of the work into a picturesque treasure. The language 
of the works is universal in artistic qualities, and therefore 
immediately understandable and attractive. Their simplicity 
looks like unattainable higher matter. The restrained palette 
makes light color accents sound in full force (Lake in the 
mountains, Autumn over the lake, 1970s, River Uzh during 
spring, 1975, May in the Carpathians, Winter morning, 1975, 
In the Carpathians, 1979), reaching its quintessence in the 
1980s, when the artist places spots of color as accurately as 

if following ready-made samples. These are delicately dreamy 
paintings Over Kolochava (1981) and On the Rohneska Plain 
(1980s) and exquisite color paintings - Over Kostrino (1984), 
Lumshory (1982).

Looking at the landscapes and other works of Kotska, 
you remember his words: “Without painting there is no 
painting ... Exact colors are just like the exact word.” There 
is nothing to add here. The artist knows best the price of his 
art and will determine it most accurately. In the end, it was 
obvious to everyone. Art magazines published reproductions 
of his works quite often, many of them became the face of 
Transcarpathia, and this happens on its own, you can’t invent 
or impose this.

In 1977, Kotska was elected a member of the board of 
the Republican and Soyuz Artists’ Unions. The 1980s were 
ý³ĝöÓÏ�ÊĿ�þĪýÓĝăĪġ�ÓľèéÊéħéăþġ͚�³þÏ�ŋļÓ�ăä�ħèÓý�ĽÓĝÓ�
his solo exhibitions. The artist is surrounded by attention, 
in 1982 he was awarded the title of People’s Artist of the 
Ukrainian SSR. However, the 1980s were also the last decade 
ăä�èéġ�øéäÓ͟�SþËÓ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ÊĪĝġħ�ăä�ĚăĚĪø³ĝéħĿ�ăä�ħèÓ�³ĝħéġħͻġ�³ĝħ�
marked the beginning of his career, and the second came to 
the end of this path. The famous artist Andrii Kotska died 
on November 4, 1987, and was buried in Uzhhorod Calvary 
Cemetery.

The world of his art is pure picturesque joy. State 
museums and private collectors are proud of Andrii Kotska’s 
works. He created the romantic and poetic Transcarpathia, 
tirelessly tried to capture the elusive - the image of the ideal 
Ľăý³þ�Ͱ�ÊĪħ�ăŊÓĝÓÏ�ġă�ý³þĿ�ĽăþÏÓĝäĪø�ăĚħéăþġ͟�9Ó�ĽÓþħ�
out of a mountain village, from the realities, attributes, 
ethnography of that life and came to the universal tone. His 
paintings give a feeling of happy peace, sublime joy.

The atmosphere of Andrii Kotska’s life and work 
is preserved in the memorial house-museum, opened 
in Uzhhorod on May 18, 1990. Its founders were Olha 
Mizun and Olena Myasishcheva, who currently heads the 
institution. It is an invaluable achievement of the city, which 
managed to create two museums of artists (the house-
museum of Fedor Manailo was established in 1981) and 
“exhausted” its cultural potential. Numerous paintings, 
Kotska’s archive, his book collection, paints and brushes 

̪̩͟�ƶɰɢɳʇɩ�ǆɱɻɬɜ�ͫɜɮɿɝɱɯͬ͟�ǐɦɟɱɳɱɢ͚�̫̩̩̫͟�Ͱ�ǎ͟�̫̬͟
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«View of Uzhhorod», 1947 48.2557, 24.34395
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Memorial House-Museum of Andriy Kotska

were donated to the museum by the artist’s sister Anna. His 
personal belongings are exhibited there: a suitcase he carried 
on trips abroad, a violin, and documents that can be seen on 
the stands: a weapon permit (as already mentioned, Kotska 
once served in law enforcement agencies), a description 
of the artist, published by Soviet authorities, and another, 
already very rare document - permission to go to the plein 
air centers beginning with May 15, 1945 and “paint freely 

in nature.” But the greatest wealth is the museum, which 
houses many paintings, sketches, studios and drawings, as 
well as memories of the artist’s youth - the urban scenes of 
Rome, a sketch of the fresco “Deisus” made in Italy, portraits 
of his Roman muse Anna and, of course, the aura of the 
outstanding artist’s presence.
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He created the romantic and poetic 
Transcarpathia, tirelessly tried
to capture the elusive - the image 
ăä�ħèÓ�éÏÓ³ø�Ľăý³þ�Ͱ�ÊĪħ�ăŊÓĝÓÏ�ġă�
many wonderful options. He went 
out of a mountain village, from the 
realities, attributes, ethnography
of that life and came to the universal 
tone. His paintings give a feeling 
of happy peace, sublime joy.
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Ernest Kontratovych belongs to the second generation 
of classics of Transcarpathia painting. Like every one of 
them, he created his own unique way of interpreting the 
landscape of Transcarpathia, his picturesque language and, 
in general, the unique content and form of his world of art. 
This world can be compared to a folk song. It has the same 
sincere open expression, quiet poetry of joy and sorrow, and 
simplicity, which is full of wisdom and depth. It also has the 
same melody and rhythm, a wide view of the whole valley, 
³øø�ħèÓ�ġĪĝĝăĪþÏéþå�ýăĪþħ³éþġ�Ͱ�ĚéåÓăþġ�ŌĿ�ăļÓĝ�³�èéåè�
mountain”, and the transition to an intimate experience - “my 
young summers are passing quickly.” The most delicate notes 
of this eternal singing echoed in Kontratovych’s sensitive 
soul. He saw the undisguised plight of the common people, 
and he was consumed by pity and compassion. At the same 

Painting as a folk song

Ernest Kontratovych

time, the artist was delighted by the joy of folk festivals, was 
enchanted by costumes and rituals, and froze before the 
mystery of ancient customs and the high aesthetics of folk 
art. Only a pure and sincere soul could create such songs 
with color, depicting the disadvantaged in tragic tones, and 
the festive events in harmonious rhythms.  Through the 
pictures of nature, he could convey a huge range of insightful 
feelings, and turn the simplest landscapes into lyrical novels, 
ĽèÓĝÓ�éþÏéļéÏĪ³ø�ħĝÓÓġ͚�ÊĪġèÓġ�ăĝ�ôĪġħ�Ě³ĝħ�ăä�³�åĝ³ġġĿ�ŋÓøÏ�
could be the main characters.

Another dimension of Kontratovych’s personality is his 
deep organic feeling of patriotism. It is obvious that the 
love for his land and people was laid in his family, in his 
native village. Then in the teacher’s seminary under the 
éþŌĪÓþËÓ�ăä��ĪåĪġħĿþ��ăøăġèĿþ�ħèéġ�þăÊøÓ�äÓÓøéþå�ĝÓËÓéļÓÏ�
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a broad national basis and an awareness of belonging to 
the Ukrainian nation. Quoting the artist himself: “I realized 
myself a Ukrainian back in the days when I studied at the 
Uzhhorod Teachers’ Seminary with Augustyn Voloshyn being 
its director... I took that patriotism from the people. It was 
quite natural for me. Later I joined the Ukrainian teachers’ 
community of Pidkarpattia.”1 Another memoir tells us this: 
“Under the rule of Czechoslovakia, all schools had blue 
³þÏ�ĿÓøøăĽ�Ō³åġ͚�ÓļÓþ�ÊÓäăĝÓ�ħèÓ�ËĝÓ³ħéăþ�ăä��³ĝĚ³ħèé³þ�
Ukraine.”2�9éġ�Ě³ħĝéăħéġý�Ľ³ġ�ÓŊÓËħéļÓ͙�øéöÓ�èéġ�ä³ħèÓĝ͚�èÓ�
ËèăġÓ�ħèÓ�ÏéŊéËĪøħ�Ě³ħè�ăä�ħÓ³Ëèéþå�ħă�Ľăĝö�éþ�ĝÓýăħÓ�ļéøø³åÓġ�
of his native Bereznyanshchyna and to bring knowledge to 
the children of Verkhovyna. Kontratovych never betrayed his 
beliefs and his art.

Ernest Kontratovych was born on May 17, 1912 in the 
village of Kalna Roztoka in the Velykobereznyanshchyna 
region (in 1945 the village was ceded to Czechoslovakia) 
in the family of a teacher. His childhood passed in the 
atmosphere of a complete folk life: the seasons were marked 
by cycles of agricultural work, interspersed with ancient 
rites. Both working life and holidays were accompanied 
by songs. The children’s imagination was captivated by 
the stories of the village grandmother-storyteller. Ernest’s 
romantic soul was shaped by the beauty of the surrounding 
nature, as well as reading - the world of books was opened 
to him from an early age. At the same time, there was a 
need to react to the whole wonderful world - both real 
and imaginary. That’s when the boy became interested in 
painting, which captivated him and became his greatest joy. 
Art critic Valentyna Martynenko wrote about Kontratovych’s 
child work in a thorough article about the artist. She was 
lucky to communicate with the master for two weeks in 
the early 1970s, as well as to review most of his works: “In 
the numerous sketches and compositional attempts of 
his childhood, we can already notice the sharp eye of the 
future artist, a certain possession of the line, a sense of 
proportions, and a tendency to rich colors. Independent 
work both from nature and imagination, and copying 
reproductions of works by Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael, 
Rembrandt and Titian was his only art school until his 

“I never asked for anything. 
It came on its own.”

̪͟��ƹɜɞɳɱɼ�ǋ͟�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɴɿɬɣ�ɴɵɱɮʇɵɵʌ͙�ǓǓ�ʇɰɵɣɳɞͻʋ͟�ͭ�ǐɦɟɱɳɱɢ͚�̫̩̩̯͟�ͭ�ǎ͟�̯̩�
̫͟�ǎɬɶɰɻɿ�ǌ͟�Ǐɜɮɜɰɵɶ�ɴɞɱɟɱ�ɰɣ�ɧɳɜɢɨɞͥͥ�ǎɳʇɝɰɜ�ɧɣɯɮʌ͟�̫̩̩̫�Ͱ�ΰ�̫̩�Ͱ�ǎ͟�̪̫͟
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admission to the Uzhhorod Teachers’ Seminary.”3

After attending a civic school in Velykyi Berezny, 
Kontratovych entered the Uzhhorod Teachers’ Seminary in 
1928, and these years of study became determinative for the 
boy. The seminary developed his passion for reading and 
acquiring new knowledge. After Defoe, Dumas and Cooper 
it was Shevchenko, Franko, Gogol, Tolstoi and Chekhov’s 
turn. No wonder the director Augustyn Voloshyn himself 
noticed the talented young man and asked him to tidy up 
the seminary library. Books with bookmarks on the right 
pages surrounded the artist for the rest of his life. The 
Făþħĝ³ħăļĿËè�ä³ýéøĿ�Ěø³ĿÓÏ�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�ýĪġéË³ø�éþġħĝĪýÓþħġ͚�
and Ernest himself played the violin. Therefore music, in 
particular his favorite works of Bach, Beethoven, and Vivaldi 
contributed to his general intellectual and sensual uplift. But 
a meeting with Adalbert Erdeli (he  taught painting at the 
seminary) was the main event. Like other artistically gifted 
seminary students, Ernest was invited to attend the Public 
School of Drawing, founded by Erdeli and Bokshai in 1927. 
The artist’s path has begun, and he will always remember 
his teacher with gratitude. Young people were fascinated 
by Erdeli, his artistic passion captivated, stirred emotions, 
called to follow the teacher, to serve the cause of art. Erdeli 
was a source of knowledge about world culture, about 
contemporary art trends. At the same time, the master paid 
³ħħÓþħéăþ�ħă�Ó³Ëè�ăä�ħèÓ�ġħĪÏÓþħġ͚�èÓøĚÓÏ�ħèÓý�ŋþÏ�ħèÓéĝ�
own way in painting. (The well-known artist Kontratovych 
will also have this valuable skill - the ability to evaluate the 
work of his colleagues and provide them with accurate, 
necessary advice). Yosyp Bokshai directed the attention 
of his students to classical art, to the work of old masters. 
Both areas were important and useful for students. “Such a 
ÏăĪÊøÓ�éþŌĪÓþËÓ�ËăþħĝéÊĪħÓÏ�ħă�ħèÓ�ÓľĚ³þġéăþ�ăä�ħèÓ�³ĝħéġħéË�
preferences of young people, perhaps that is why it became 
quite natural for Kontratovych to combine such sympathies 
in painting as Giotto and Rembrandt on the one hand and 
Cezanne, Gauguin and Rouault on the other.”4 Going on trips 
to nature with his colleagues was very valuable. It was during 
the creation of studies that the ability to draw in the plein 
air and see the landscape, and a sense of a cohesive artistic 
community were born. Kontratovych’s art developed under 

$ĝÏÓøéͻġ�éþŌĪÓþËÓ͟��þÏ�ħèéġ�éġ�ħĝĪÓ�þăħ�ăþøĿ�ăä�èéġ�Ě³éþħéþå�
style, but of philosophical and artistic guidelines as well. 
Gradually, the meaning of Erdeli’s principle was revealed - 
“to strive to say more with less.” The same principle was the 
basis of folk art and songs, that could depict the whole life of 
a person and the whole world in a few verses, wasn’t it?

Paintings of trouble

Four years of studying in the seminary passed quickly. 
During the holidays, Ernest Kontratovych visited Prague 
and Budapest, where he saw a collection of masterpieces 
ăä�ĽăĝøÏ�³ĝħ�éþ�ýĪġÓĪýġ�äăĝ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ħéýÓ͟�:þ�ħèÓ�ä³øø͚�ħèÓ�
graduate has already worked as a teacher in schools of the 
upper reaches of the river Uzh - Luh, Uzhok, and Sukhy. The 
artist Andrii Kotska has been teaching in the neighboring 
Tychy since 1931, and the priest and artist Zoltan Sholtes 
would start serving in Uzhhorod in 1933. A little later, 
another artist came to that region - Shandor Petki from 
Uzhhorod.

Young artists actively communicated with each other. 
They didn’t cut ties with their teachers either: Erdeli and 
Bokshai often visited their students during studies, and 
they gathered in Erdeli’s house or in a city cafe in Uzhhorod 
almost every Saturday and Sunday. This was the beginning of 
the Erdeli Academy. The news and art issues were discussed 
at the meetings, and art magazines were reviewed. An 
important tradition of demonstrating and discussing works 
began here, young people joined the team of artists, and the 
Society of Fine Artists in Pidkarpatska Rus, founded in 1931, 
was being replenished with new members.

Kontratovych’s teaching career lasted longer than that 
of his other colleagues, from 1932 to 1945. Although he 
had time to paint only when he was free from work and at 
the weekends, it was during this period that Kontratovych 
was formed as an artist. Being in a rural environment, in 
the center of people’s lives and surrounded by nature was 
ăä�åĝÓ³ħ�éþŌĪÓþËÓ͟�Sþ�ăþÓ�è³þÏ�éħ�èÓøĚÓÏ�ħèÓ�³ĝħéġħ�ħă�äÓÓø�
his main themes, to develop his own style in the landscape 
genre (which would later become his leading genre), and on 

̬͟�ǉɜɳɵɨɰɣɰɬɱ�Ƹ͟�ƽɳɰɣɴɵ�ǆɱɰɵɳɜɵɱɞɨɺ͟�ͮ�ǆ͙͟�ǉɨɴɵɣɻɵɞɱ͚�̪̲̰̬͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̮͟
̭͟�ǉɜɳɵɨɰɣɰɬɱ�Ƹ͟�ƽɳɰɣɴɵ�ǆɱɰɵɳɜɵɱɞɨɺ͟�ͮ�ǆ͙͟�ǉɨɴɵɣɻɵɞɱ͚�̪̲̰̬͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̰͟
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the other hand it awakened a great sympathy for ordinary 
people in his sensitive soul and provoked a protest against 
injustice, oppression, and poverty. All of this has found a 
way out in art.

In his publication in 1942, an art critic A. Izvorin 
had an opportunity to react only to the pre-war period 
of Kontratovych’s work - the artist began exhibiting his 
Ľăĝöġ�ăþøĿ�éþ�̪̲̬̲͟�9éġ�ŋĝġħ�Ľăĝöġ�ĽÓĝÓ�ħèÓ��ÓĝöèăļĿþ³�
ø³þÏġË³ĚÓġ�ăä�ġĚĝéþå�³þÏ�³ĪħĪýþ͚�ħè³ħ�ÏÓĚéËħÓÏ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�
or the last snow. Some of them are painted in the style 
of impressionism (Autumn, Volosyanka), but in others 
he makes adjustments in favor of the synthetic direction 
of Erdeli, especially in the interpretation of the shape of 
èéåè�ĝăăäġ͚�éþ�ħèÓ�ýăþăħăþĿ�ăä�ħèÓ�Ěăăĝ�Ōăĝ³͟�jăļÓĝħĿ�éġ�
illuminated mostly from all his Verkhovynian landscapes of 
the Uzhanska valley. Recently, the artist has done several 

compositional things. There he expressed poverty in feelings, 
and it received an ideological design, became a direct theme, 
and reached a symbolic meaning. We can say that whatever 
manner Kontratovych used, everything created by him so 
far is imbued with the spirit of realistic truth. He was the 
ŋĝġħ�ħă�ħĝĿ�ħă�ġèăĽ�ħèÓ�ġăËé³ø�ĚăļÓĝħĿ�ăä�ħèÓ�Ëăýýăþ�ĚÓăĚøÓ͚�
which is hidden behind the external color of ‘our picturesque 
homeland’.”5

vèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ÏÓË³ÏÓ�ăä�Făþħĝ³ħăļĿËèͻġ�Ľăĝö�éġ�ø³ĝåÓøĿ�
determinative and valuable for his creative achievements.  
A series of works of social and at the same time poetic 
sound is important for the artist. Its characters are 
pilgrims, beggars, disabled people. To say in general this 
is the world of the disadvantaged Verkhovyna, and it is 
the object of the artist’s love and deep empathy. These 
Ě³éþħéþåġ�ħÓġħéŋÓÏ�ħă�ħèÓ�ÓýÓĝåÓþËÓ�ăä�³�ġħĝăþå�ăĝéåéþ³ø�

«Autumn in Kamianytsa»48.69063, 22.41458

̮͟�ǡɧɞɱɳʇɰ�ƶ͟�ǎɶɺɜɴɰʇ�ɳɶɴɿɬʇ�ɹɶɢɱɦɰɨɬɨ͟�ͮ�ǐɦɟɱɳɱɢ͚�̫̩̪̯͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̮̲̯̩ͮ͟
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painter. The artist does not just record the plight of the 
people. He lives among these people, he is immersed in 
their lives. His sense of civic duty makes him talk about his 
Ě³éþ͚�³þÏ�èéġ�ħ³øÓþħ�ŋþÏġ�³ĚĚĝăĚĝé³ħÓ͚�ġħĝéöéþåøĿ�ġè³ĝĚ�³þÏ�
bold means of expression for the subject. Their strength 
is that the theme does not defeat art, and the artist does 
not stray into banal declarativeness (his talent would not 
allow that). On the contrary, his artistic side reaches the 
maximum power of expression, reinforcing the theme. These 
are unforgettable expressive paintings - the Transcarpathia 
version of expressionism, which comes from Erdeli, but 
acquires an independent form and content here, presenting 
a deep idea embodied through touching human feelings and 
emotionality. They can be compared only with the works of 
Fedir Manailo in the 1930s, but Manailo is dominated by 
the spirit of parables, legends, symbolic generalizations, and 
Kontratovych’s expressionism sounds surprisingly realistic 
and socially acute.

The list of these works is not so big, but each of them 
is an artistic achievement. No wonder Erdeli wrote a warm 
letter of encouragement to Ernest after seeing the painting 
Cellar at the exhibition. Here are these paintings of sympathy 
and protest: Before the thunderstorm, Epiphany, Woman 
with a Goat, Orphan (1930s), Deaf-mute, Young Beggar 
(1930), Beggar in front of a shop window (1935), Poor 
Verkhovyna (1936), The Disabled Beggar (1937), The Beggars, 
The Ruined Hut (1938), The Cellar, The Famine (1939), Sad 
Melodies, The Beggar in front of the Willow, Homeless 
Orphan (1943). The paintings are dominated by dark colors; 
the artist skillfully operates in black, navy blue, purple and 
ħèÓéĝ�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�ġè³ÏÓġ�ħă�³ËèéÓļÓ�ý³ľéýĪý�ÓľĚĝÓġġéăþ͟�vèÓ�
Cellar is an impressive elegy in black. The whole format 
seems to be locked in a dark frame of deaf inconsolable 
grief. Broken jugs and a crooked raft in the foreground (like 
a broken, grief-stricken destiny), drooping black religious 
banners (powerless dumb pity), a community of mountains 
hanging over a house and a lonely group of people (a man 
is lonely in his troubles, and troubles seem universal) - this 
is a talented compositional entourage, but it is also the 
inner state of the people accompanying the deceased. The 
people themselves are faceless, they are not individualized. 

“The law of rhythm is a force 
that can make the viewer 

perceive a work of art in the 
artist’s desired sequence…”
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vèÓĿ�ġĿýÊăøéņÓ�ħèÓ�åĝéÓä͚�ýăġħ�ÓľĚĝÓġġÓÏ�éþ�ħèÓ�ŋåĪĝÓ�ăä�³�
doomed and submissive woman bent under its weight. Other 
works on this subject are similarly closed in the framework 
of blackness - disaster and misfortune are concentrated 
on themselves, a human exists in a limited world of urgent 
needs, the past and the future don’t exist. This is the 
mpressive  expressionism of Transcarpathia! And it is an 
mpressively strong painting!

vèÓ�Ě³éþħéþå� éġ³ÊøÓÏ��Óåå³ĝ�éġ�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�éþ�Ëăøăĝ͙�³�
ĚéÓĝËéþå�ăĝ³þåÓ͚�ġĚéøøÓÏ�éþ�ħèÓ�ġöĿ�³þÏ�ĝÓŌÓËħÓÏ�éþ�ħèÓ�ø³öÓ͚�
éġ�ŋøøÓÏ�Ľéħè�³þľéÓħĿ͚�ĽèéËè�éġ�³ýĚøéŋÓÏ�ÊĿ�ħèÓ�ĝĪååÓÏ�
mountains and bare old willows. The beggar himself is 
standing in the center as a symbol of impending trouble, as a 
silent and voiceless part of this plot. The main formal means 
here is deformation: the whole landscape is a continuous 
disturbance, willows look like ghosts over a crooked orange 
lake, they embody the harbingers of trouble. The beggar 
with long arms and crooked legs, with an expression 
ăä�éþÏéŊÓĝÓþËÓ͚�³ÊġÓþËÓ�ăþ�èéġ�ä³ËÓ͚�éġ�³�ħèéþå�éþ�éħġÓøä͚�
something between a man and an ugly willow - these are the 
limits of neglecting man and the world of humanity. And the 
basis is the attitude of the artist Kontratovych: “Every beggar 
is a saint for me. They were members of the lower class, and 
I always sympathized with the poor. When there were poor 
children in my class, I told the housewife to cook a bucket of 
soup. Then we just sat at school and had lunch together.”6

The artist’s attitude to the poverty of the common 
people is related to the intonations in Taras Shevchenko’s 
poetry. A direct analogy with Shevchenko can be traced 
in the thematic line represented by Orphan, Unbaptized 
Children (children who died unbaptized swaying on the 
withered willow - a sign of trouble in folk mythology) and 
Transcarpathia Kateryna.

In terms of drama and color, this body of works includes 
works that respond to military events - the destruction of 
Carpathian Ukraine by the Hungarian occupiers and the 
outbreak of World War II: The Ghost of War (1938), Old 
Tree with a Bunker (1940), They are being arrested (1942), 
Bunkers (1942–1943), Evacuation in Verkhovyna (1945).

An important feature of Kontratovych’s art can be traced 
äĝăý�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�Ľăĝöġ�Ľéħè�ŋåĪĝÓġ�Ͱ�ħèÓ�éýĚÓĝġăþ³øéħĿ�ăä�ħèÓ�
protagonists: there is no person, there is a people, existence, 
destiny. Even in works where facial features are drawn, they 
are presented neutrally, schematically, without individual 
features as a generalization, as something typical.

Paintings of joy

All of Kontratovych’s main themes and artistic interests 
ĽÓĝÓ�äăĝýÓÏ�éþ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ÏÓË³ÏÓ�ăä�èéġ�³ĝħéġħéË�³ËħéļéħĿ͟�:þ�
addition to those already mentioned, he liked the motifs of 
rural folklore (this love came from his childhood). One can 
ŋþÏ�ħèÓġÓ�ýăħéäġ�éþ�ħèÓ�Ľăĝöġ�ġĪËè�³ġ��ÓġþĿ³þö³�̪̲̭̩ͫġ͚ͬ�
Fortune-teller (1942-1943), several versions of Witches (1939-
1940), and most importantly - deep archetypal plots of rural 
labor, folk festivals and ceremonies, in particular weddings, 
and the plot of a mother with a child (which is especially 
important for the artist, and he would return to this plot 
often for many years).

In these works, expressionism acquires a joyful optimistic 
mood, which is required by the theme itself. At the same time 
the tendency to decorativeness becomes obvious. Active 
pure colors bloom, rhythm becomes very important, uniting 
all objects into a single ensemble: horizontal wavy outlines of 
ýăĪþħ³éþġ͚�ŋÓøÏġ͚�ġöĿ͚�ĝăĪþÏÓÏ�ġè³ĚÓġ�ăä�ħĝÓÓġ͚�ÊĪġèÓġ�Ͱ�³øø�
subdued to the dancing major rhythm, everything seems to 
create a certain pattern. Folk art, weaving, and embroidery 
are best served here. Accordingly, the compositions open - 
the joy should spill in all directions, go beyond the format. 
Kontratovych implemented most of these plots in the Soviet 
period, but “these themes ‘concentrated’ in his soul all his life 
and from time to time ‘broke out’ to absorb all the power of 
his artistic temperament, compositional skills and talent for 
Ëăøăĝ�ĚÓĝËÓĚħéăþ͚�éħġ�ýÓħ³ĚèăĝéË³ø�ŋøéþå͟7

A series of works entitled Madonnas of Transcarpathia 
was opened by Mother with a Child (1939) (the artist 
himself called it Transcarpathia Kateryna) and Knitting 
qèÓ³ļÓġ�̪̲̭̩ͫͬ͟�vèÓ�ŋĝġħ�Ľăĝö�è³ġ�³�ËøÓ³ĝ�éËăþăåĝ³ĚèéË�

̯͟�ƹɜɞɳɱɼ�ǋ͟�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɴɿɬɣ�ɴɵɱɮʇɵɵʌ͙�ǓǓ�ʇɰɵɣɳɞͻʋ͟�ͭ�ǐɦɟɱɳɱɢ͚�̫̩̩̯͟�ͭ�ǎ͟�̯̪� ̰͟�ǉɜɳɵɨɰɣɰɬɱ�Ƹ͟�Ǧɬ�ɰɣ�ɝɜɺɜɵɿ�ʇɰɼʇ�ͥͥ�ǐɬɳɜʈɰɜ͟�ͮ�̪̲̱̲͟�ͮ�ΰ͟�̮̪͟
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Ëăþþăħ³ħéăþ͙�ħèÓ�ŋåĪĝÓ�ăä�³�ýăħèÓĝ�Ľéħè�³�ËèéøÏ�ͫ³�ËÓþħÓĝ�ăä�
peace and harmony) is located in the center of the canvas. 
It is separated and protected from the rugged world full of 
problems by a light stripe of a long shawl thrown over the 
Verkhovynian clothes. The sky also acquires a protective 
meaning, curving a halo over the mother’s head. The woman’s 
face is marked with schematic features. The artist painted a 
generalized eternal image of the Madonna. Knitting Sheaves 
è³ġ�³�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�ġăĪþÏ͟�vèÓ�ËăýĚăġéħéăþ�äăĝýġ�³�ôăĿäĪø�ĝèĿħèý�
of coordinated work. Optimistic dynamics are set by wavy 
bands of sheaves and not yet harvested grain, the sky, and 
äÓý³øÓ�ŋåĪĝÓġ͟���Ëĝ³ÏøÓ�Ľéħè�³�Ê³ÊĿ�³þÏ�èéġ�ýăħèÓĝ�ăļÓĝ�éħ�
are in the center of this rhythmic environment. Everything is 

subject to joyful excitement, because there is a newborn life, 
faith and hope for the future in the middle of everything else.

Here are some more examples of the motherhood theme: 
Spring. Mother and Child, 1968 (peace reigns in this work, all 
components of the composition are coordinated in the tone 
of calmness: snow-capped mountains run along the fresh 
green slopes, evenly spaced houses and blooming trees, a 
young mother is rocking her child), Over the cradle, Madonna 
of Verkhovyna, 1970s (both depict a mother and a cradle 
with a child in a wreath of apples, both on the tree and those 
already harvested).

The optimistic line is continued by paintings of joint 
Ľăĝö�Ͱ��ăĝö�éþ�ħèÓ�ŋÓøÏ�̪̲̮̭͚ͫͬ�jéËöéþå�³ĚĚøÓġ�̪̲̯̲͚ͫͬ�
H³ĪþÏĝĿ�åéĝøġ�̪̲̰̮͚ͫͬ��ăøøÓËħéþå�ġĪþŌăĽÓĝġ�̪̲̰̩ͫġ͚ͬ�³ġ�
well as children’s games - Joyful postwar spring (1968), 
Children’s Games (1980s), Children on a Willow (1990s). 
However, the apotheosis of optimism is the artist’s work on 
wedding themes. Here he unleashes the joyful feeling, the 
ÓľĚÓĝéÓþËÓ�ăä�ăþÓ�ăä�ħèÓ�ýăġħ�ÏÓŋþéþå�ÓļÓþħġ�éþ�ħèÓ�øéäÓ�ăä�
the rural community. Each stage of a village wedding was a 
high and crowded theatrical performance, accompanied by 
the singing of ceremonial songs and the playing of “troisti 
muzyky” (a folk instrumental ensemble). In the Bride with 
�ĝéÏÓġý³éÏġ�̪̲̮̯͚ͫͬ�ħèÓĝÓ�³ĝÓ�ħèĝÓÓ�ý³éÏÓþ�ŋåĪĝÓġ͚�³�Ëè³ġħÓ�
øĿĝéË³ø�ËÓþħÓĝ͚�ġèĝăĪÏÓÏ�éþ�ġăäħ͚�ŌăĽéþå�äăĝýġ�ăä�ħĝÓÓġ�³þÏ�
mountains. The composition Meeting of the Bride and 
Groom (1946), depicting one of the stages of the wedding 
ceremony, was created according to the laws of folk art - 
everything is subject to the rhythm of geometric ornament, 
which is based on the most common rhombus motif. The 
solemn wedding procession in the Wedding (1968) and 
Wedding in Verkhovyna (1980s) captivates the whole world 
with its mood, mountains and the sky join the procession 
with colored ribbons, “mountains and valleys are dancing”. 
Symbolic and ironic Masks summarize the wedding theme 
ͫħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ļÓĝġéăþ�Ͱ�éþ�̪̲̭̮͚�ħèÓ�ġÓËăþÏ�Ͱ�éþ�̪̲̲̩͙ͬ�ħèÓ�³ĝħéġħ�
understands the transformations of life, the meaning and 
price of the theatrical, the unusual.

«The Carpathians», 1973 
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The power of a modest landscape

vèÓ�³ŊéþéħĿ�ăä�Făþħĝ³ħăļĿËèͻġ�ø³þÏġË³ĚÓġ�Ľéħè�ħèÓ�
feelings given by the folk song is not only a metaphorical 
expression - this is what the artist himself thought: “You 
can express yourself only through extremeness, maximum 
condensation of all feelings. Hence, it is necessary to choose 
ÊÓħĽÓÓþ�éÏÓ³øéņ³ħéăþ�³þÏ�ħĝ³åÓÏĿ͟�:þ�ħèÓ�ŋþÓ�³ĝħġ͚�éħ�éġ�
absolutely necessary to use the phenomenon, which is used 
in folk songs: a quick change of a long drawling melody with 
a dance rhythm - sharp and rapid like the mountains.”

Kontratovych’s landscape works are characterized by 
an amazing organic plot, color, form and inner essence. 
This spirit of the place can be expressed only by means of 
painting and the artist’s feelings, because if it is conveyed 
éþ�ĽăĝÏġ�Ͱ�ġăýÓ�ăä�éħ�åÓħġ�ýăÏéŋÓÏ�ăĝ�øăġħ͟�vèÓ�åÓþÓĝ³ø�

motto of Kontratovych’s landscape genre can be formulated 
similarly to the previously mentioned Erdeli’s principle - the 
ability to say more with less. Ernest Kontratovych sets the 
necessary tone (the only one that is correct) and unfolds 
the plot within it. Most often it is a mountain motif: the 
artist always chooses a modest, inconspicuous scene, he 
is not touched by the majestic landscapes, which call for 
the heroization and epic unfolding of the motif. Everything 
that appears in the format is subject to the main principle 
of “small” or “simple” - gentle, unpretentious slopes, lonely 
small trees or groups of trees, and bushes that frame lawns. 
vèÓĝÓ�³ĝÓ�ġÓļÓĝ³ø�ġý³øø�èĪħġ�ġË³ħħÓĝÓÏ�èÓĝÓ�³þÏ�ħèÓĝÓ͙�³ħ�ŋĝġħ�
wooden ones with high roofs, and later small post-war adobe 
or brick buildings. Everything is so real, everything is so 
peculiar to Bereznyanshchyna and at the same time romantic 
- it attracts, welcomes to this unexplored, untouched, 

«Landscape with an apple-tree», 1980 «Apple-tree», 1974
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untroubled by interventions space. Kontratovych brilliantly 
caught the quiet speech of Uzhanska Verkhovyna, such 
small side villages as Kostyova Pastil, Behendyatska Pastil, 
Rusky Mochar, Knyahynya, Zavosyna. They still preserve 
the modest grandeur of their environment, where you can 
see the same unpretentious houses of the postwar period, 
which blend in this environment. Nothing exotic or extreme, 
everything corresponds to the artist’s soul, his inner state, 
which allows to see the beauty of simple plots. And their 
artistic value is achieved through “maximum condensation of 
all the senses.”

Kontratovych’s special intonation in the choice and 
ĚĝÓġÓþħ³ħéăþ�ăä�ħèÓ�ýăħéä�éġ�Ëè³ĝ³ËħÓĝéġħéË�ăä�èéġ�ŋĝġħ�
landscapes of the 1930s: Winter in Sukhy, Church in Sukhy, 
Huts in Sukhy, Volosyanka, Uzhok, Winter Landscape and 
others. Their “technical” features are “watercolored”, dilution 

«Chornoholova. Yavornyk», 1980 

of paints with the solvent, etude works in blue-violet or 
golden-green tones, limited use of whitewash. The light 
manner of execution and a certain geometrization of the 
planes show us his fascination with Erdeli’s painting.

World War II brought radical changes into 
Transcarpathia’s life. In 1939, the region was occupied 
by Hortist Hungary, breaking the desperate resistance of 
the defenders of Carpathian Ukraine. In the early 1940s, 
Kontratovych was teaching in Sukhy, but at the end of the 
war he was conscripted into the Hungarian army, and yet he 
felt its breath. In 1945, Transcarpathia was annexed to the 
USSR. It was time for hopes and disappointments. In 1946 
the Uzhhorod State Industrial and Art School was founded. 
:ħġ�ŋĝġħ�ħÓ³ËèÓĝġ�ĽÓĝÓ�³øø�ħèÓ�ýÓýÊÓĝġ�ăä�³ĝħ�ġăËéÓħĿ͚�
including Ernest Kontratovych, who had already moved to 
Uzhhorod. A number of other educational institutions were 
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ăĚÓþÓÏ͟�jÓăĚøÓ�ăä�vĝ³þġË³ĝĚ³ħèé³�ĽÓøËăýÓÏ�ħèÓ�ĝÓĪþéŋË³ħéăþ�
of Ukrainian lands, but very soon the true face of the 
communist regime was revealed. An ideological dictatorship 
began, imposing “the only correct method of socialist realism 
on artists.”

Artists were disoriented, because they were formed in 
the conditions of creative freedom, their art gained wide 
recognition. And now suddenly they needed to adapt to 
certain requirements, to start “counting spruces”, as Fedir 
Manailo said about the requirements to depict nature in a 
naturalistic way. They tried to adapt, because anyone could 
be accused of being anti-people and hostile to the Soviet 
government. It’s sad to look at Erdeli’s last “realistic” works, 
and the way he was tormented by criticism and lack of 
money.

It seems Kontratovych’s process of adaptation was the 
lightest. His period of “critical expressionism” ended in the 
1940s, and the optimistic scenes of public holidays and 

ø³Êăĝ�ĽÓĝÓ�þăħ�éþŌĪÓþËÓÏ�ÊĿ�Ě³ĝħĿ�ÏÓý³þÏġ�³þÏ�ÏéÏ�þăħ�
meet them. In addition, the artist was completely deprived 
of career aspirations and any special desire to earn money. 
His main requirement was to paint every day, absorb the 
nature of Transcarpathia, make sketches in albums on trips 
ħă�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�ýăĪþħ³éþ�³ĝÓ³ġ͟

Kontratovych was rarely written about, the authorities 
did not pay much attention to the somewhat eccentric artist, 
who, in the words of colleagues, “does nothing but paint.” 
There was a curiosity: in Soviet times, when Kontratovych 
was noticed by the party bodies and they asked why he 
did not join the party, his fellow artists, members of the 
Communist Party, began to persuade the leaders of the party 
ħă�øÓ³ļÓ�èéý�éþ�ĚÓ³ËÓ͚�ÊÓË³ĪġÓ�ħèÓĝÓ�ĽăĪøÏ�ÊÓ�þă�ÊÓþÓŋħ�
from him, and he did no harm. So it would be better just to 
let him paint. 

The late 1940s and 1950s were a time of “internal 
emigration” for the artist. In the early 1950s, he was still 

«Spring in the village of Kostiova Pastil», 1990 «Winter in Kostiova Pastil», 198548.85622, 22.55168 48.85622, 22.55168
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working at an art school, then got a job at the Art Fund, 
where his salary was 32 karbovantsi. He had no family, and 
nothing could interfere with his art work. He spoke about 
his life circumstances as follows: “Each of us wanted to 
achieve something, to become a real artist. And the family 
was a major obstacle along the way. Only an independent 
artist can paint the way he wants. More than one colleague 
later confessed to me that I was the smartest.” And more: 
“I learned to live modestly. I didn’t have any extra things 
or expensive treats. I did not go hungry therefore you can 
see me sitting in front of you. I liked potatoes, cabbage and 
beans. And I don’t need more now. I am happy that it was 
ÓþăĪåè�äăĝ�ýÓ͟��þÏ�éħͻġ�ôĪġħ�øéöÓ��³þ�6ăåè͚�Ľèă�øéļÓÏ�ăþ�ŋġè�
and onions.”

He also spoke about the atmosphere of those years: 
“After each exhibition, artists were afraid to buy newspapers. 
I was criticized for painting only landscapes, for not having a 
subject matter, for not liking the novelty and praising the old. 
And for me, that tractor never blended in with the landscape, 
éħ�Ľ³ġ�³øĽ³Ŀġ�ġĪĚÓĝŌĪăĪġ�ħèÓĝÓ͜��ÓË³ĪġÓ�þăÊăÏĿ�éþ�ħèÓ�
world painted like that anymore. That was the past. Realistic 
art went further. And we were told that there was nowhere 
to go beyond socialist realism. In the end, they didn’t go that 
far.”8

Năħ�ġĪĝĚĝéġéþåøĿ͚�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ħéýÓ�Făþħĝ³ħăļĿËè�ÓľèéÊéħÓÏ�
³�ġéåþéŋË³þħ�þĪýÊÓĝ�ăä�èéġ�Ľăĝöġ�Ľ³ġ�éþ�̪̲̯̱�ħăåÓħèÓĝ�
Ľéħè�ħèÓ�Ë³ĝļéþåġ�ăä��³ġĿø�qļĿÏ³͟��ħ�ħèÓ�ġ³ýÓ�ħéýÓ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�
detailed article about his work written by an art critic Olena 
Cherneha-Balla appeared. In the article called “Mastery, 
originality, vitality”, published in Zakarpatska Pravda, she 
praised the artist’s work with the following words: “In our 
opinion Kontratovych is the most consistent and purposeful 
successor of the traditions of Adalbert Mykhailovych Erdeli’s 
art (as seen both in his landscapes and still lifes). Even the 
freshest of his works never have an etude character. They are 
always complete and in their completed form have a special 
original beauty and richness.»9

�äħÓĝ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ġăøă�ÓľèéÊéħéăþ͚�èéġ�ÓľèéÊéħéăþ�³ËħéļéħĿ�éþ�
other cities was growing. 

vèÓ�øăþåͰÏÓø³ĿÓÏ�ăŊéËé³ø�ĝÓËăåþéħéăþ�ŋþ³øøĿ�Ë³ýÓ͟�
Kontratovych’s paintings are being bought by Ukrainian 

museums. At the regional exhibition in 1971, four works 
by Kontratovych received a positive response once again, 
and this time from an art critic Nadiia Znamenska. In 1972, 
the press “noticed” the artist’s work at a major Moscow 
exhibition. The following year, in 1973, Kontratovych’s large 
and resonant solo exhibition opened in Kyiv in the Exhibition 
Hall of the Union of Artists, and the Mystetstvo publishing 
house published a small album of his works.

The richness of Kontratovych’s landscape, his way of 
interpreting panoramic or chamber landscapes, construction 
of multifaceted mountain motifs, poeticization, sometimes 
dramatization of nature scenes is revealed. In the late 
1960s and during the 1970s, the artist began to use denser 
and more open colors, elegantly matching scores of green 
and a special sky blue or a variety of blue shades of snow 
and the “earth colors” of areas where the snow has melted 
(End of Winter, 1975, Sunny Day, 1970s,). In the 1970s, the 
painter was fascinated by the motif of an apple tree (Apple 
Branch, 1970s, Landscape with an Apple Tree, 1980s), 
which was followed by such masterpieces as Apple Tree 
(1974) and Abundant Apple Tree (1980s). This is typical of 
Kontratovych’s paintings: we see the work and without any 
explanations or hints we understand that it’s a masterpiece. 
Picturesque masterpieces are born at the intersection of 
a simple plot and deep painting power. The artist has his 
own interpretation: “Art must be folk and true. Everything 
in the picture should be subject to the requirements of 
the composition, without fear of abandoning the most 
spectacular details in its favor. It is necessary to strive 
for conciseness and simplicity both in a plot, and in its 
realization. The law of rhythm is a force that can make 
the viewer perceive a work of art in the artist’s desired 
sequence…”

Kontratovych’s mountain landscapes (Carpathians, 
1973, Winter in the mountains, Mizhhirshchyna in winter, 
Panorama of mountains, 1970s, Polonyny, Kostrynsky 
motive, Early autumn, Frosty day, Mountain motif, 1980s 
and many others) are subject to the law of rhythm. Here 
mountains grow, they are raised by numerous planes, which 
can occupy the entire format, building the shape of the 
slopes. In the images of villages and rural areas, rhythmic 

̱͟�ƹɜɞɳɱɼ�ǋ͟�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɴɿɬɣ�ɴɵɱɮʇɵɵʌ͙�ǓǓ�ʇɰɵɣɳɞͻʋ͟�ͭ�ǐɦɟɱɳɱɢ͚�̫̩̩̯͟�ͭ�ǎ͟�̮̲̯̪ͮ� ̲͟�ǔɣɳɰɣɟɜͰƷɜɮɮɜ�ǋ͟�ǉɜɩɴɵɣɳɰʇɴɵɿ͚�ɴɜɯɱɝɶɵɰʇɴɵɿ͚�ɦɨɵɵʅɞʇɴɵɿ�ͥͥ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɴɿɬɜ�ɲɳɜɞɢɜ͟�ͮ�̪̲̯̱͟�ͮ�
ΰ͟�̪̭̮͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̬͟
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planes frame a slightly larger quiet space occupied by huts 
(End of Winter, 1975, Chornoholova. Yavornyk, Winter Day, 
1980s, Winter in Kosteva Pastil, 1985), and sometimes the 
houses are barely visible through the lace of trees (Spring in 
Kamyanytsa, Sunny Day in Verkhovyna, 1970s, Spring in the 
village of Kosteva Pastil, 1990s).

 Kontratovych’s quiet lyrical landscapes are interesting. 
The focus in those paintings is on a group of trees, which 
usually occupies the entire middle plan (Under the Mountain, 
Birch Land, Autumn, 1980s, Spring Day, 1982, Landscape 
with Birches, 1991, Autumn in the Park, 2000, Early Winter, 
2002).

Life of the grass

Immersion in nature, the ability to see poetry in its most 
ordinary manifestations led the artist to focus on the nearest 
and least noticeable - he saw the grass. Kontratovych is 
the only Transcarpathia artist and in general one of the few 
who dared to paint grass, to work with this part of nature 
like with artistic material, to make it the main theme and 
Ëè³ĝ³ËħÓĝ�ăä�ħèÓ�Ě³éþħéþå͟�9Ó�ý³ġħÓĝÓÏ�ħèéġ�ÏéŊéËĪøħ�ħ³ġö͟�
He found the right shape and colors to depict these islands 
of monotonous green elements. He made it possible to 
arrange the color of the lush summer grasses compositionally 
and tonally. Here is a non-exhaustive list of these works: 
H³þÏġË³ĚÓ�Ľéħè�ĽéøÏŌăĽÓĝġ͚�mÓÏ�ŌăĽÓĝġ�̪̲̱̩͚ͫͬ�Măħéä�Ľéħè�
ĽèéħÓ�ŌăĽÓĝġ͚��è³éħĪĝĪġÓġ͚�H³ġħ�ġĚéöÓøÓħġ͚�5øăĽÓĝġ�ĪþÏÓĝ�

«Midsummer», 1990 Synevyr Pass
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�èÓþ�:�Ě³éþħÓÏ�ħèÓ�ŋÓøÏ�Ͱ�³�ĝÓ³ø�
Ë³ĝĚÓħ�ĽăļÓþ�ăä�ŌăĽÓĝġ�Ͱ�:�äÓøħ�
myself a composer. And it sounded 
øéöÓ�³�ġĿýĚèăþĿ͟�vèÓ�Ïĝ³åăþŌĿ�Ěø³Ŀġ�
the violin together with the bells 
ăļÓĝ�èÓĝÓ͚�³þÏ�ħèÓ�ŌăĽÓĝġ�ġéþå�ăļÓĝ�
there. And when a frog suddenly 
croaked, I had to poke it in the 
swamp so that it wouldn’t spoil the 
orchestra.”
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«Herbs, herbs», 1990 «Motley grass», 1990 

ͳH³þÏġË³ĚÓ�Ľéħè�ĽéøÏŌăĽÓĝġʹ͚�̪̲̱̩
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the bank (1980s), Fields are blooming, Grasses, Summer, 
Grasses, grasses, Mid-summer, Garden with a red house 
(1990s).

Fields covered with grass are found in the works of the 
French Impressionists, but the character of the grass cover 
in their paintings is conveyed through the optical mixing 
of color strokes. For Kontratovych, this is meditative work, 
a steady application of small strokes; separately depicted 
plants do not fall out of the general array. It is unclear 
how the artist succeeded: on one hand what we see are 
realistically drawn and recognizable plants, but on the 
other hand - that is the amazing holistic essence of one of 
the phenomena of the plant world. Apparently, this is the 
work of the artist’s soul again - attention to the modest, 
the disclosure of its wealth through the approach to the 
viewer, through the same ability to “say more with less.” 
These are captured moments of the triumph of nature, its 
all-consuming and all-conquering viability, this admiration 
for its redundancy, generosity to the point of extravagance. 
Such luxury has never been characteristic of Kontratovych’s 
äÓĽ�ġħéøø�øéäÓġ͟�9Ó�åøăĝéŋÓÏ�ħèÓ�øéäÓ�ăä�åĝ³ġġÓġ�³þÏ�ĽéøÏŌăĽÓĝġ�
- constant companions of his rural life, his lifelong 
communication with nature. It is his pantheistic song of 
love, a hymn to the eternal renewal of nature, a great artistic 
achievement and the last great theme that runs through 
the 1980s and 1990s. But the best thing is said by the artist 
himself:

:�ĚĪħ�ýĿ�ĚèéøăġăĚèĿ�éþħă�ħèÓ�ŌăĽÓĝġ͟�:�ħĝÓ³ħ�ħèÓý�³ġ�
something that is alive. Artists laugh at me when I walk 
³Ëĝăġġ�ħèÓ�ŋÓøÏ�éþ�ħèÓ�ĚøÓéþ�³éĝ�³þÏ�Ľ³ħËè�ăĪħ�ġă�:�Ïăþͻħ�
ġħÓĚ�ăþ�³�ŌăĽÓĝ�ġăýÓĽèÓĝÓ͟�:ä�:�ĽÓĝÓ�³�ĽĝéħÓĝ͚�:�ĽăĪøÏ�ĽĝéħÓ�
a work about the fact that there are millions of innocent 
victims on the ground after the mowers do their job. I’m 
ħ³øöéþå�³ÊăĪħ�ŌăĽÓĝġ͟�vèÓĿ�ÏéÓ�øéöÓ�ĚÓăĚøÓ�éþ�ÊăýÊÓÏͰăĪħ�
cities.

�èÓþ�:�Ě³éþħÓÏ�ħèÓ�ŋÓøÏ�Ͱ�³�ĝÓ³ø�Ë³ĝĚÓħ�ĽăļÓþ�ăä�ŌăĽÓĝġ�
- I felt myself a composer. And it sounded like a symphony. 
vèÓ�Ïĝ³åăþŌĿ�Ěø³Ŀġ�ħèÓ�ļéăøéþ�ħăåÓħèÓĝ�Ľéħè�ħèÓ�ÊÓøøġ�ăļÓĝ�
èÓĝÓ͚�³þÏ�ħèÓ�ŌăĽÓĝġ�ġéþå�ăļÓĝ�ħèÓĝÓ͟��þÏ�ĽèÓþ�³�äĝăå�
suddenly croaked, I had to poke it in the swamp so that it 
wouldn’t spoil the orchestra.”

This is how Kontratovych explained the choice of the 
theme: “My passion is to overcome something by myself. The 
most exciting thing is when I can manage to paint the most 
ÏéŊéËĪøħ�ġħĪŊ͟�:�³øĽ³Ŀġ�øăăöÓÏ�äăĝ�ħèÓ�ýăġħ�ÏéŊéËĪøħ�ħèéþåġ�éþ�
þ³ħĪĝÓ͟��þÏ�ħèÓ�ýăġħ�ÏéŊéËĪøħ�ħèéþå�éġ�ħă�Ě³éþħ�ŌăĽÓĝġ͟��þÏ�
:ͻý�þăħ�ħ³øöéþå�³ÊăĪħ�ħèÓ�øĪġè�ÏÓËăĝ³ħéļÓ�ŌăĽÓĝġ͚�ÊĪħ�ħèÓ�
ăþÓġ�ħè³ħ�åĝăĽ�éþ�ħèÓ�ŋÓøÏġ�Ͱ�Ï³éġéÓġ͚�ËăĝþŌăĽÓĝġ͚�Ëè³éħĪĝĪġ͟�
For us, they are all the same as the Chinese are. But each 
ŌăĽÓĝ�è³ġ�éħġ�ăĽþ�Ëè³ĝ³ËħÓĝ͟�5øăĽÓĝġ�ý³ÏÓ�ýÓ�³þ�³ĝħéġħ͟�:�
was destined to become a landscape painter.”

And he admitted that he was aware of the weight of what 
he had done: “I paint those things that others do not see. I’m 
glad to know that my friends don’t do it. Because this task is 
ħèÓ�ýăġħ�ÏéŊéËĪøħ͟�:ħ�ýĪġħ�ÊÓ�Ïĝ³Ľþ�ĜĪéËöøĿ�³þÏ�³ËËĪĝ³ħÓøĿ͟�
Because even in the afternoon the colors and lighting 
Ëè³þåÓ͟��ăĪ�Ë³þͻħ�äăăø�³ĝăĪþÏ�Ľéħè�ŌăĽÓĝġ͟�:�è³ļÓ�ÊÓÓþ�ħăøÏ�
ý³þĿ�ħéýÓġ�ħè³ħ�ĽèéøÓ�:�Ě³éþħ�ŌăĽÓĝġ͚�ăħèÓĝġ�ý³þ³åÓ�ħă�
make three or four landscapes.”10

Years passed, but the artist did not change. He dedicated 
³øø�èéġ�ħéýÓ�ħă�³ĝħ�éþ�ħèÓ�³Ě³ĝħýÓþħ�ŋøøÓÏ�Ľéħè�Ě³éþħéþåġ͚�ĽèéøÓ�
listening to the sessions of the Verkhovna Rada - as always, 
he was interested in events in Ukraine. Sometimes he played 
the violin. He left the house only to watch the matches of his 
favorite “Verkhovyna”. He lived very modestly: “I never asked 
for anything. It came on its own.”

The titles of Honored Artist (1981) and People’s Artist 
(1991) came on their own. The Order of Yaroslav Mudry has 
also found him. On the eve of his 85th birthday, the artist 
survived a serious illness, and in 1997 a large retrospective 
exhibition of his works took place in Uzhhorod. Retrospective 
exhibitions in Kyiv and Uzhhorod in 2002 were dedicated to 
the 90th anniversary of the artist, and in 2007 the exhibition 
in Uzhhorod celebrated his 95th birthday. At the same time a 
large album of his works was published.

Kontratovych worked until the last opportunity. 
He believed that a work of art is never completed, and 
undertook to complete the works. However, his  sight was 
not the same anymore, and some paintings were made worse 
after such interference. He lived with his younger brother 
�þħăþ͚�Ľèă�Ľ³ġ�³øġă�ġéþåøÓ͟�9éġ�ÊĝăħèÓĝ�ÏéÓÏ�ŋĝġħ͚�ġă�ħèÓ�

̪̩͟�ƹɜɞɳɱɼ�ǋ͟�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɴɿɬɣ�ɴɵɱɮʇɵɵʌ͙�ǓǓ�ʇɰɵɣɳɞͻʋ͟�ͭ�ǐɦɟɱɳɱɢ͚�̫̩̩̯͟�ͭ�ǎ͟�̮̲
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Union of Artists started to take care of the sick artist, and 
the regional authorities helped him a lot. Due to a sore hand, 
the artist couldn’t paint anymore - the last painting dates 
back to 2004.

Ernest Kontratovych died on December 23, 2009. He 
lived a long, almost 100-year life, which almost completely 
coincided with the twentieth century, in which he remained 
as one of the creators of the phenomenon of Transcarpathia 
painting, a student and successor of Erdeli and Bokshai. 
Towards the end of his life, he said: “There is no day that I 
do not paint. This is God’s mercy. The doctors told me more 
than once that I was going to die. If I hadn’t been an artist, I 
wouldn’t have lived long.”

He lived the life of an artist, and he was uplifted by his 
art. The artist’s life is in his works. Ernest Kontratovych 

ġĪŊÓĝÓÏ�ħăåÓħèÓĝ�Ľéħè�ħèÓ�jăăĝ��ÓĝöèăļĿþ³͚�äĝăņÓ�éþ�åĝéÓä�
at the Cellar, obediently waited for alms under the Uzhok 
church together with the Beggars and the Disabled. At 
the same time, he had fun working on Knitting Sheaves or 
Picking Apples and could not contain his joyful excitement 
when the troisti muzyky were heard and a Wedding was 
approaching. He allowed himself to sway with the Children 
on the Willow and enjoy the happiness of a Mother with 
Child.

�Īħ�ýăġħ�ăäħÓþ�èÓ�ŌÓĽ�ăļÓĝ�èéġ�þ³ħéļÓ�ýăĪþħ³éþġ͚�
dissolving in the landscapes of the lovely Verkhovyna. The 
time has come, and his life has dissolved in his native land, 
to germinate Herbs, to be constantly renewed, to be revived 
in every look at his paintings.

48.69391, 22.429
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“I paint those things that others 
do not see. I’m glad to know that 
my friends don’t do it. Because this 
ħ³ġö�éġ�ħèÓ�ýăġħ�ÏéŊéËĪøħ͟�:ħ�ýĪġħ�
be drawn quickly and accurately. 
Because even in the afternoon the 
colors and lighting change. You can’t 
äăăø�³ĝăĪþÏ�Ľéħè�ŌăĽÓĝġ͟�:�è³ļÓ�
been told many times that while 
:�Ě³éþħ�ŌăĽÓĝġ͚�ăħèÓĝġ�ý³þ³åÓ�ħă�
make three or four landscapes.”
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Zoltan Sholtes remained faithful to the landscape genre 
all his life. He was a representative of the second generation 
of the new Transcarpathia painting. While being a student 
and follower of Yosyp Bokshai, he developed his own style 
of painting.  He learned the most important principles (the 
ones, which were close to his heart and artistic sense) from his 
teacher. That is pursuing a realistic style of painting, intensive 
systematic work, improvement of professional skills, painting 
from nature, deep interest and love for the native land. His 
manner of work can be called poetic realism: the artist paints 
his admiration for the beauty of nature. Impressionism is also 
present in his work. It is created by the expressive work of 
the brush in its mature specimens. After all, this is the style of 
the Carpathian landscape painting, and one of its authentic 
interpretations.

The devotion to the Transcarpathian landscape

Zoltan Sholtes

Most of Sholtes’ pieces of art are marked by a special 
purity of color, and a harmony of colors that vibrate in the 
clear air. His landscapes are characterized by subtle lyricism, a 
sense of beauty of the environment and harmony of life.

Zoltan Sholtes was born on July 21, 1909, in the village of 
Prekopa (now Slovakia) in the family of a village teacher. His 
father dreamed of his son becoming a priest and tried to give 
him a good education. The boy studied at the Uzhhorod Real 
Gymnasium, where drawing was taught by Yosyp Bokshai, 
who noticed the student’s artistic talent and encouraged 
him to be creative. First Zoltan’s works in the technique of 
watercolor were created in the gymnasium period. The father’s 
demand to become a priest apparently did not contradict 
his son’s aspirations, and the attitude of teacher Bokshai, 
a man of deep faith, was also important here. In 1929, the 
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young man entered the Uzhhorod Greek Catholic Seminary, 
where he studied until 1933, while attending the Public 
School of Drawing. Sholtes was considerably supported and 
encouraged by his mentors in both institutions - he happily 
managed to combine church service and his passion for 
art, which eventually also turned out to be service. At the 
drawing school, Erdeli and Bokshai followed the principles of 
collegiality, teachers and students went to studies together, 
and in the seminary the student was even given a separate 
room for drawing.

After the seminary, Sholtes was sent to the parish in the 
village of Uzhok in the upper reaches of the Uzh River, where 
his friends from the School of Drawing worked as teachers in 
neighboring villages. The young priest was already married, 
and together with his wife Charolta they were happily 
welcoming friends in their home. Their guests were Bokshai 
and Erdeli, Kontratovych, Kotska and Petki. Gradually, this 
place became the land of Transcarpathia plein air painting.

vèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ġăøă�ÓľèéÊéħéăþ�ăä��ăøħ³þ�qèăøħÓġ�Ľ³ġ�³øġă�èÓøÏ�éþ�
1933 - a year full of events. The exhibition was a great success, 
and the artist became a supporter of the realistic landscape 
with a somewhat restrained color at the time. In 1934 he 
became a member of the Union of Czechoslovak Artists. 
During the 1930s, Sholtes, like other young fellow artists, 
continued to look for his subject, trying to choose his genre, 
and to feel his style. At the beginning of his career, he created 
several portraits that were good both in terms of painting and 
psychological interpretation (a study Old man’s head made in 
the Gymnasium in 1928, another Old man’s head, 1931 Mariika 
from Uzhok village, 1933, Old man with a pipe). He also made 
still lifes (Still Life with a Violin, Chrysanthemums, 1935) and 
used pastel (Huklyvyi, 1930, Church in the village of Uzhok, 
Strumok, 1936).

In the 1930s, the artist’s work began to be dominated by 
landscape - mostly chamber rural motifs, summer and winter, 
Ľéħè�éþħÓĝÓġħéþå�äĝ³ýéþå͚�ËăýĚăġéħéăþ³ø�³þåøÓġ͟�vèÓ�ŋĝġħ�
works were sometimes too detailed, the color was stingy, the 
character of the stroke was weakly expressed. At the same 
time, the artist’s own view, his individual style was already 
seen in the construction and interpretation of the plots. 
One can see this in Winter Evening (1932) and Rural Yard 

(1936).  And such works as On the Spins (1934, 1938) and In 
�éþħÓĝ�̪̲̬̰ͫͬ�³ĝÓ�èéġ�þăħ³ÊøÓ�³ËèéÓļÓýÓþħġ͟�vèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ăþÓ�éġ�
quite sketchy. It attracts us with an unusual composition and 
rhythm - the oblique line of the fence visually supports the 
movement of women with the slivers that are shown from the 
back; the high horizon emphasizes the stillness of a winter 
evening, contrasting with the dynamics of the foreground. 
The second one pretty accurately conveys the identical state 
of a winter day, a simple, ordinary plot is well “sculpted” and 
organized in color.

Landscape as a calling

In the 1940s, the painting of Zoltan Sholtes started to be 
ýăÏéŋÓÏ͟�vèÓ�³ĝħéġħ�ļ³ĝéÓÏ�ħèÓ�Ëăøăĝġ͟�qăýÓ�Ľăĝöġ�ĝÓġÓýÊøÓ�
Erdeli in style and composition, but Bokshai remains his 
closest and main teacher. Later this relationship with Bokshai 
turns into a long-term friendship. Sholtes’s close friend, the 
artist Ernest Kontratovych, mentioned the young painter’s 
respectful attitude to the master:

“There was such a great friendship between Bokshai and 
Sholtes that when Zoltan Ivanovych was building a new 
ËøÓĝåĿ�èăĪġÓ͚�èÓ�ý³ÏÓ�ăþÓ�ĝăăý�ĪĚġħ³éĝġ�ġĚÓËéŋË³øøĿ�äăĝ�
Bokshai. And downstairs, I remember, he had a workshop. 
There he made stretchers and primed the canvas, so that 
when Bokshai came to Uzhok, everything was already waiting 
for him. And the paints were also ready. It was a great joy 
for Bokshai.”1 Of course, the upper room served all visitors, 
artists and priests.

The shadow of world events was approaching 
his steady life, full of service to the Lord and art. 
National consciousness was growing in the democratic 
Czechoslovakia. In 1938, Pidkarpatska Rus was working 
on the proclamation of the state of Carpathian Ukraine. In 
the church of the village of Volosyanka, priests Augustyn 
Voloshyn and Zoltan Sholtes consecrate the state blue and 
ĿÓøøăĽ�Ō³å͟�:þ�̪̲̬̲͚�vĝ³þġË³ĝĚ³ħèé³�Ë³ýÓ�ĪþÏÓĝ�ħèÓ�ĝĪøÓ�ăä�
Hungary once again. Sholtes was assigned to the town of 
Sevlyush (now Vynohradiv), and later, in 1941, he started 
serving in the village of Turytsia in the Perechyn region. Here 

̪͟�ǌɱɲɱɞɜ�ǈ͟�ǁɱɮɵɜɰ�ǖɱɮɵɣɴ͟�ǌɱɢɱɳɱɦ�ɶ�ɺɜɴʇ�ͥͥ�Ǌɱɞɨɰɨ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɵʌ͟�ͭ�̫̭̩̰̪̲̲̲͟͟͟�ͭ�ǎ̪̫͟͟
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«Church in the village 

of Uzhok», 1930 

in 1944 his third child was born, his son Stepan, who later 
became an architect and artist. And despite all, artistic life 
continued, encouraged by the Hungarian authorities. Sholtes 
was admitted to the Union of Hungarian Artists.

The artist felt the postwar changes. The new Soviet 
government liquidated the Greek Catholic Church, and 
qèăøħÓġ�ÊÓË³ýÓ�ĪþÓýĚøăĿÓÏ͟�9Ó�ăŊéËé³øøĿ�ĝÓġéåþÓÏ�³þÏ�ÏéÏ�
not convert to Russian Orthodoxy. In this regard, Ernest 
Kontratovych spoke unequivocally: “If he had not resigned, 

he might not have lived. And he wouldn’t paint so many 
pictures.”

An interesting situation took place in 1945. A delegation 
from Kyiv, which included Ukrainian Soviet writers Petro 
Panch, Yuriy Smolych, and Maksym Rylsky, arrived 
in Transcarpathia for informational and, apparently, 
propaganda purposes. During the trip around the region, 
guests were invited to visit a priest-artist in the village of 
Turytsa. You can’t imagine how surprised the guests were 

̫͟�ǌɱɲɱɞɜ�ǈ͟�ǁɱɮɵɜɰ�ǖɱɮɵɣɴ͟�ǌɱɢɱɳɱɦ�ɶ�ɺɜɴʇ�ͥͥ�Ǌɱɞɨɰɨ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɵʌ͟�ͭ�̫̭̩̰̪̲̲̲͟͟͟�ͭ�ǎ̪̫͟͟



when they saw the level of painting in a remote village!
Probably, the kind words of the visitors played a role 

in Sholtes’ fate, because one can imagine the attitude of 
the authorities towards the former Greek Catholic priest. 
Fortunately, the priest and artist was also a good craftsman 
and was able to get a job as a carpenter at a furniture 
factory. He worked a night shift during 1948-1950. Later he 
got a job in the art and production workshops of the Art 
Fund - his only place of work in the future. Zoltan Sholtes 
became one of the founders of the Transcarpathia branch of 
the Union of Artists, founded in August 1946. He joined the 
activities of the Union and contributed to its glory.

The genre of landscape took over the artist. He tested 
his palette of colors: some of the landscapes were made 
in a restrained range of colors (Village Yard, Village by the 
River, 1946), some of them in active colors (Transcarpathia 

Landscape, 1946, Autumn, 1948). Genre pieces appear only 
on occasion - Old Mill (1946), Uzhhorod. Mill (1947). The 
name of the second work is probably wrong, because there 
could not be a Verkhovynian water mill in Uzhhorod. Most 
likely, both works were painted in one place. Both of them 
are very colorful, but these colors are quite “image-like”.

Interestingly composed Taking the hay from the polonyna 
(1947) was performed in the range of previous winter 
Ľăĝöġ͚�³þÏ��³ĝĚ³ħèé³þġ�̪̲̭̱ͫͬ�éþÏéË³ħÓ�ħèÓ�éþŌĪÓþËÓ�ăä�
Bokshai. At the turn of the 1940s and 1950s, a series of 
ÊÓ³ĪħéäĪø�Ľ³ħÓĝËăøăĝġ�³ĚĚÓ³ĝÓÏ͚�Ō³ĽøÓġġ�éþ�ħÓĝýġ�ăä�Ëăøăĝ�
and technique. The sketch Apiary (1948) simply radiates 
“Transcarpathia color”, the color of a happy sunny day. On 
the contrary, a series of marine watercolors made in Yurmala 
in 1950 present us with restrained “sandy” colors and a 
huge batch of light of almost connected sky and water. 

«The village of Pylypets», 1968 The village of Pylypets, 2020 48.6679, 23.33126
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The artist often returned to water paints in the following 
ĿÓ³ĝġ͚�Īþýéġħ³ö³ÊøĿ�ÏÓŋþéþå�ăþÓ�ăĝ�³þăħèÓĝ�ø³þÏġË³ĚÓ�³ġ�³�
watercolor or pastel theme.

The 1950s were probably a time when the artist “got” into 
his style and found his colors. While Bokshai’s colors are 
dense, “wine”-ish and “honey”-ish, as if infused or extracted 
from the nature of the Carpathians, Sholtes lets in an ocean 
of light: periwinkle, blue, pink, violet, yellow-olive planes 
³ĝÓ�ËĝÓ³ħÓÏ�Ľéħè�ËăþŋÏÓþħ�ļéÊĝ³ħéþå�ġħĝăöÓġ͟�9Ó�ġöéøøäĪøøĿ�
combined the colorful diversity of the mountains in the 
background: foresty areas and open lawns, lighted and 
shaded slopes. He conducted colors to convey the state of 
þ³ħĪĝÓ͚�ĽÓ³ħèÓĝ͚�ýăăÏ�ăä�ħèÓ�Ï³Ŀ͟���ý³åþéŋËÓþħ�ĚøÓéþ�³éĝ�
gallery of the 1950s was born, and continued in the 1960s. 
Along with the usual rural motifs (On the edge of the village, 
Village of Kamyanytsia, 1954, Old  Verkhovynian Huts, 1956), 

new ones begin to appear. One of the new motifs is where 
the dominant middleground is devoted to trees (Landscape, 
1954, Karpaty, 1957). Another novelty is the panoramic work, 
with a broad view (Under Hoverla, 1952, On the mountain 
lake, 1954, On the polonyna, 1955, Volovets polonyna, 1958). 
Grayish, restrained colors of winter landscapes are a thing of 
ħèÓ�Ě³ġħ͟��ħ�ħèÓ�ħĪĝþ�ăä�ħèÓ�ÏÓË³ÏÓ͚�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ġĪÊøéýÓ�øéåèħͰ
bearing winter landscapes appear, in which pure sonorous 
color blooms. He concentrated the joyful optimism of a 
sunny winter day in pieces like Winter in Stavny (1957) and 
Verechansky Mountain Pass (1960), 

Almost all compositions were performed from nature. 
The artist was constantly working in the bosom of nature. 
The geography of his painting is quite wide. In addition 
to the well-researched Uzhanska and Turyanska valleys,  
picturesque villages of Mizhhirsky and Rakhivsky regions, 

«Early spring», 1970 48.66891, 22.8786748.99464, 22.69531 «Winter in Stavne», 1957 
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all other regions of Transcarpathia, as well as Veretsky, 
Synevyrsky, Olenivsky, Yablunetsky mountain passes (they 
ĚĝăļéÏÓÏ�ý³åþéŋËÓþħ�Ě³þăĝ³ýéË�ļéÓĽ�ăä�ħèÓ��³ĝĚ³ħèé³þġͬ�
were popular among plein air artists.

Thirty years of his creative career, including the 
³ËèéÓļÓýÓþħġ�ăä�ħèÓ�ŋäħÓÓþ�ĚăġħĽ³ĝ�ĿÓ³ĝġ͚�ĽÓĝÓ�ġĪýýÓÏ�
up at a solo exhibition in 1961, dedicated to the artist’s 50th 
anniversary. The exposition included 84 works. A small black 
and white catalogue was published. The artist Vilmosh Berets 
responded to the event with the article “Landscapes of the 
native land” in Zakarpatska Pravda:

“Falling in love with the nature of Transcarpathia, the 
desire to celebrate its beauty, and deep patriotic feelings - 
this is the main source of creative inspiration for the artist... 
��ËăþļéþËéþå�ħĝ³þġäÓĝ�ăä�ħèÓ�ġħ³ħÓ�ăä�þ³ħĪĝÓ�³ħ�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�ħéýÓġ�
of the year and day, subtle lyrics of sudden impressions, 

ħĝĪÓ�ĝÓĚĝăÏĪËħéăþ�ăä�ħèÓ�³ħýăġĚèÓĝÓ�³þÏ�ŌÓÓħéþå�ÓŊÓËħġ�ăä�
light are the characteristic features of the artist’s work. And 
they are the main means used by him to achieve emotional 
saturation of the landscape image.”3

The success of his solo exhibition inspired the artist and, 
apparently, played a protective role for the former priest. 
In 1965, Zoltan Sholtes became the chief artist of the Art 
Fund, and he headed the artistic council of the Art Fund of 
the Union of Artists of the USSR in 1965-1972. Production 
business did not stop the art process. The gallery of Sholtes’ 
landscapes was constantly growing. The 1960s and 1970s 
ĽÓĝÓ�³�ĚÓĝéăÏ�ăä�äĝÓÓ͚�ĪþäÓħħÓĝÓÏ�Ě³éþħéþå͟���ËăþŋÏÓþħ�
ÊĝĪġè�ŌéÓġ�³Ëĝăġġ�ħèÓ�Ë³þļ³ġ͙�Ó³Ëè�ġħĝăöÓ�éġ�³þ�ÓľĚĝÓġġéļÓ�
movement, subdued in order to achieve the overall harmony 
of the work. Images vibrate, they are excited by hidden 
energy, capturing thoughts and experiences that have 

«The castle in Nevytske» 1983 48.68131, 22.402148.30529, 24.33313 «Chorna Tysa», 1973 

̬͟�Ʒɣɳɣɻ�Ƹ͟�ǌɣɩɧɜɦʇ�ɳʇɢɰɱɟɱ�ɬɳɜʋ�ͥͥ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɴɿɬɜ�ɲɳɜɞɢɜ�ͮ�̪̪̪̪̪̲̯̪͟͟͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̭͟
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passed through the author’s heart. Unity of design, color, 
and technique. This relaxed artwork is fascinating - the artist, 
it seems, is weaving colored planes in a playful manner. 
Examples of such “weaving” are the winter Landscape (1967), 
Late Autumn (1969), and Polonyna Rivna (1972).

Researcher of Transcarpathia’s art Hryhoriy 
Ostrovsky wrote in his thorough monograph “Fine Art of 
vĝ³þġË³ĝĚ³ħèé³͙��øøÓåăĝĿ�ăä�ŋåĪĝ³ħéļÓ�ħèéþöéþå͚�éþËĝÓ³ġÓÏ�
expression, pictorial hyperbole, conscious stylization or 
deformation of objects are unfamiliar for Sholtes. He looks 
at life around him with love and warmth and without any 
prejudice.”4

The artist lived with the landscape in his heart. The genre 
ăä�ø³þÏġË³ĚÓ�³øġă�ġ³ļÓÏ�ħèÓ�³ĝħéġħ�éþ�ħèÓ�ÏéŊéËĪøħ�̪̲̭̩ġ�³þÏ�
1950s. It helped him to maintain high feelings for his native 
land and to continue to create with interest, in a poetic way, 
with hints of romanticism - and eventually achieve wide 
recognition of his art.

The joy of the traditional manner

5ăøøăĽéþå�ĝÓ³øéġý�³þÏ�ŋÏÓøéħĿ�ħă�ħèÓ�ÏéĝÓËħéăþ�ăä�èéġ�
teacher Yosyp Bokshai, choosing landscape as his main 
genre, Sholtes was able to maximize and implement his 
potential, that is, to be himself and go his own way in art. It 
Ľ³ġ�ÊÓË³ĪġÓ�ăä�èéġ�ġÓøäͰËăþŋÏÓþËÓ�³þÏ�èéġ�³ĝħ�ħè³ħ�qèăøħÓġ�
managed to become one of the creators of the phenomenon 
of Transcarpathia’s painting of the twentieth century, to 
complement its mosaic with his own style. An accurate 
assessment of the artist’s work was given by art critic 
Hryhoriy Ostrovsky in the previously mentioned monograph:

“In his worldview, Sholtes is calm, balanced and objective. 
The desire for compositional and coloristic impulses, unusual 
points of view, subjective self-expression of complicated 
ĝÓŌÓËħéăþġ�³þÏ�ÓľĚÓĝéÓþËÓġ�³ĝÓ�Īþä³ýéøé³ĝ�ħă�èéý͟�9Ó�Ë³þ�
be said to be naturally traditional: this is his essence, his 
vision of the world, his manner. For Sholtes, nature is not an 
experimental site or a laboratory of psychoanalysis, but the 
only real value, the world that is clearly seen and felt. The 
artist sees his main task in a reliable and convincing transfer  

of a state of nature on the plane of the canvas, creating a 
ġéýĚøÓ͚�ĪþÊé³ġÓÏ�éý³åÓ͚�ĪþÏÓĝġħ³þÏ³ÊøÓ�ħă�³þĿ�ļéÓĽÓĝ�³ħ�ŋĝġħ�
sight.”5

Since 1950, Sholtes’ works have been regularly exhibited 
at regional exhibitions. They were often seen at anniversary 
exhibitions in Kyiv and Moscow. The 1966 exhibition of 
Sholtes, Bokshai, Hliuk, and Svyda in Moscow was widely 
publicized. The artist’s solo exhibitions took place in 1961, 
1968, 1970, 1979, 1989 in Uzhhorod, in 1961 and 1973 in 
FĿéļ͚�³þÏ�éþ�̪̲̱̮�éþ��ĪÏ³ĚÓġħ͟�vèÓĝÓ�Ľ³ġ�³�ÊÓø³ħÓÏ�ăŊéËé³ø�
recognition - in 1975 the artist was awarded the title of 
Honored Artist of the Ukrainian SSR. Volodymyr Ladyzhets 
gave an interesting evaluation of Sholtes’ artwork at his 
anniversary exhibition in 1970 in the article “Bright Song of 
Beauty”:

“A subtle sense of color (not contemplative, but a 
feeling of heart and soul) leads the artist to the boldness 
of contrasts. It would seem that gamma and contrasts 
contradict each other. But this did not happen neither in 
these paintings, nor in the subsequent work of Z. Sholtes. 
And it is due to the feeling that not every artist has. 
Perhaps this is the originality of the jubilee’s talent, which 
distinguishes his paintings from many others.”6 

Art critic Olena Chernega-Balla congratulated the solo 
exhibition on the occasion of the 70th anniversary of 
Sholtes with the article “He gives us joy”. She noted: “The 
most characteristic and attractive aspect of the work of Z.I. 
Sholtes - the simplicity of artistic expression and accessibility 
of language and form of his landscapes.” And she also rightly 
added that the artist is well versed in the technique of 
pastels.

Ostrovsky’s words about “the image is simple, unbiased, 
understandable to any viewer” and Chernega-Balla’s 
about “simplicity of artistic expression and accessibility of 
language” should not suggest that his artwork is a simpleton, 
or that there is a simple repetition of motifs and so on. It is 
extremely interesting to compare Sholtes’ works, performed 
³ġ�éä�éþ�ăþÓ�öÓĿ�Ͱ�³þÏ�ĿÓħ�ġă�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ͚�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�éþ�ġéýéø³ĝéħĿ�
- this is perhaps their main secret. These are versions of 
one landscape, the landscape of Transcarpathia, which was 
being created by the artist all his life. Someone had to create 

̭͟�ǋɴɵɳɱɞɴɿɬɨɩ�ƹ͟�ǋɝɳɜɧɱɵɞɱɳɺɣ�ɯɨɴɵɣɻɵɞɱ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɵʌ͟�ͮ�ǆ͚͟�̪̲̰̭͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̰̯̰̰ͮ͟ ̮͟�ǋɴɵɳɱɞɴɿɬɨɩ�ƹ͟�ǋɝɳɜɧɱɵɞɱɳɺɣ�ɯɨɴɵɣɻɵɞɱ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɵʌ͟�ͮ�ǆ͚͟�̪̲̰̭͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̪̮̮͟
̯͟�ǈɜɢɨɦɣɻɿ�Ƹ͟�Ǧɴɬɳɜɞɜ�ɲʇɴɰʌ�ɬɳɜɴɨ�ͥͥ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɴɿɬɜ�ɲɳɜɞɢɜ͟�ͮ�̫̯̪̫̪̲̰̩͟͟͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̭͟
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«Polonyna Rivna», 1972

The view from Polonyna Runa, 2020

8.79798, 22.7067
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such a series of landscapes that the desire to contemplate 
them lasts a long time, that after each work you want to see 
the next one - new, but similar, done in the same manner, 
perhaps even with a repeated plot, color... The main thing 
is to have a sequel, so that the contemplation wouldn’t be 
exhausted, and visual pleasure would not cease.

�ăøħ³þ�qèăøħÓġ�ġ³ħéġŋÓÏ�ħèÓ�ĝÓĜĪÓġħ�ăä�ħèÓ�³ĪÏéÓþËÓ�
and the request of Transcarpathia’s painting and thus 
created his story in the history of Transcarpathia painting, 
becoming a necessary component in the completeness of its 
construction.

Here are the versions of the Sholtes’ landscape. Stormy 
Spring by the River (1967) and Early Spring (1970) are an 
accurate depiction of nature, time of day. It confuses us 
with its familiarity and some naive truth of the place - this is 
how unpretentious the village of Oleniovo in Svaliava region 
³þÏ�éħġ�ġý³øø�ËèĪĝËè�øăăö�øéöÓ͟�vèÓ�ġĪýýÓĝ�ġĪþ�ŌăăÏÓÏ�ħèÓ�
Village of Pylypets (1968) and Stuzhytsia (1968), the valley 
of the River Tereblia (1976). It’s so simple and so wonderful - 
that’s how the hot summer Verkhovyna sleeps. It is not much 
fresher in summer in Yasinya (1973) or in Chorna Tysa (1973). 
Then Autumn in the Mountains (1972) or just Autumn (1979) 
comes and it brings a picturesque luxury: the paints harden, 
the brush is happy to scatter and mix them, the canvases 
are getting covered with a well-organized and controlled 
color mix. If Bokshai’s autumn is called gold, then Sholtes 
has made it the color of red gold and included almost all 
the rich synonyms of red, from copper and clay to crimson 
and viburnum shades. Then Polonyna Rivna (1972) depicts 
an ocher-red landscape, and the polonyna itself is already 
covered with snow in the background. Next came winter, and 
Sholtes created his incomparable Winter Landscape - both 
works, 1968 and 1975, have a sketch character, the game 
of easily and deliciously painted colors is complemented 
by gaps in white canvas. And then winter came to the 
Village of Yasinya (1972) - the sun painted the clouds and 
ħèĝÓĽ�ĝÓŌÓËħéăþġ�ăä�Ľ³ĝý�ħăþÓġ�ăþ�ħèÓ�ýăĪþħ³éþġ�³þÏ�
valleys, contrasting with the blue shadows. By that time it 
was already evening in Chorna Tysa (1972), the clouds had 
thickened, the blue of the mountains had darkened in the 
background and on both sides of the road in the foreground.

The artist has been working for many decades. A special 
place in his work was occupied by landscapes with wooden 
churches - this theme was important for him and at the 
same time it was traditional, because the masterpieces of 
sacred folk architecture also fell on the canvases of Erdeli 
and Bokshai; the latter even decorated the episcopal chapel 
with images of wooden churches of four main styles common 
in Transcarpathia. Back in 1936, Sholtes made the pastel 
Church in the village of Uzhok. Several times the artist 
painted a wooden church in the village of Danyliv (1968, 
1972, 1973) and, apparently, one of his favorites - Strukivska 
Church in Yasinia (1970, 1974, 1982). The number of works 
dedicated to architectural monuments increased in the 
1980s - churches in the villages of Bukovets (1983), Imshad 
(1984), Oleksandrivka, Nyzhnia Apsha (1985), Tyshiv, Ruske 
Pole (1986), Nehrovets ( 1987), Husny, Kostryna (1989). 
Probably one of the last works was The Church in the Village 
of Neresnytsia (1990). The castles of Transcarpathia were 
not forgotten either: paintings of 1971 were dedicated to 
Mukachevo Castle, luxurious winter oils of Uzhhorod Castle 
appeared several times during the 1970s, and Nevytskyi 
Castle was painted in the autumn of 1983.

And then spring came again, the seasons changed - and 
the artist, whose task was to create his seasons with paints 
on canvas, remained unchanged in these changes. Annual 
cycles passed. Autumn came in the life of the artist. He had 
a great path behind his shoulders, which consisted of many 
landscapes or one landscape that lasted a whole life. It was 
ŋøøÓÏ�Ľéħè�èéġ�ä³ļăĝéħÓ�ôăÊ͟��ăøħ³þ�qèăøħÓġ�è³Ï�ËăþġéÏÓĝ³ÊøÓ�
authority among colleagues, maintained friendly relations 
with famous Ukrainian artists Mykola Hlushchenko, 
Serhii Shyshko, Tetiana Yablonska, and Vasyl Kasiian. The 
importance of his paintings is evidenced by numerous 
exhibitions and the presence of his paintings in many 
museums and private collections in Ukraine and abroad.

The artist, however, remained a priest in his soul all 
his life. And not only in the soul. As Ernest Kontratovych 
recalled: “For Bokshai, Sholtes always remained a priest. 
Yosyp Yosypovych, you know, did not miss a single church 
service in his life. When we were in Moscow during Stalin’s 
lifetime in the 49th or 50th, Sholtes took everything he 
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«Beneath Hoverla», 1952 

ͳqħĪņèĿħġ³ʹ͚�̪̲̯̱�ɳ͟49.02295, 22.61274
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«Verechany mountain pass», 1960 48.71287, 23.19122

needed with him and held a service for Bokshai in a hotel 
room.”7 Providence was on his side: Sholtes waited for the 
legalization of the Greek Catholic Church and was able to 
serve openly in the 1980s. He was an artist and a priest once 
again, as he was when he accepted both services in the early 
1930s.

Eventually, the artist left his native landscapes ... They 
will live for others, and their eternal changing beauty will be 

preserved on canvases, artistically transformed by a master 
of landscapes. Zoltan Sholtes died on December 15, 1990, 
³þÏ�øÓäħ�³þ�ĪþŋþéġèÓÏ�Ľăĝö�ăþ�ħèÓ�Ó³ġÓø͟�vèÓ�äĪþÓĝ³ø�ăä�ħèÓ�
prominent artist and priest was attended by several bishops. 
An exhibition of works by Zoltan Sholtes in 2009, dedicated 
to the 100th anniversary of his birth, became a resounding 
color chord-memory.

̰͟�ǌɱɲɱɞɜ�ǈ͟�ǁɱɮɵɜɰ�ǖɱɮɵɣɴ͟�ǌɱɢɱɳɱɦ�ɶ�ɺɜɴʇ�ͥͥ�Ǌɱɞɨɰɨ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɵʌ͟�ͮ�̫̭̩̰̪̲̲̲͟͟͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̪̫͟
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Someone had to create such a series 
of landscapes that the desire to 
contemplate them lasts a long time, 
that after each work you want to 
see the next one - new, but similar, 
done in the same manner, perhaps 
even with a repeated plot, color... 
The main thing is to have a sequel, 
so that the contemplation wouldn’t 
be exhausted, and visual pleasure 
would not cease.
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Havrylo Hliuk is an unchangeable, irreplaceable, classical 
³þÏ�ýăÏÓĝþ�ŋåĪĝÓ�ăä�vĝ³þġË³ĝĚ³ħèé³�Ě³éþħéþå�ăä�ħèÓ����
century. He was and remains unchanged in his interest 
in people in his works, in their labor, their large home 
being nature, and small home - a city, village, house. He is 
irreplaceable in his vision and interpretation of the world of 
Transcarpathia on canvas. He is a classic, if the word ‘classic’ 
means ‘perfection, completeness of composition, structure, 
and phenomenon.’ And he is modern: as modern as a classic 
could ever be.

Hliuk’s presence in Transcarpathia art was necessary. 
Without it, the regional kaleidoscope of painting visions 
would be incomplete, and it would lose one of the prisms of 
the painting transformation of reality. After all, each of the 
less than a dozen Transcarpathia artists who developed the 

øăË³ø�ŋþÓ�³ĝħġ�ħĝ³Ïéħéăþ�éþħÓĝĚĝÓħÓÏ�ħèÓ�ý³ħÓĝé³ø�éþ�ħèÓéĝ�ăĽþ�
way, laying the groundwork for its growth and development. 
Together they are a group and a tradition, and each 
separately is an individuality and an innovation.

The group of the second generation of Transcarpathia 
artists was formed practically by peers: Sholtes and the 
sculptor Harapko were born in 1909, Manailo and Boretsky 
- in 1910, Kotska and Dobosh - in 1911, Kontratovych and 
Hliuk - in 1912. All of them came from western parts of 
Transcarpathia, and Hliuk was the only one to represent 
its eastern part - the town of Syhit (now belongs to 
Romania). Most of them came to art through the Public 
School of Drawing, founded by Erdeli and Bokshai. Unlike 
the founders, none of this generation except Hliuk studied 
in Budapest. Prague became an increasingly important 

Blissful painting

Havrylo Hliuk
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art center and center of higher art education. Thanks to 
³�ËăýĚĝÓèÓþġéļÓ�Óġġ³Ŀ�³ÊăĪħ�9øéĪö�ÊĿ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ÏéĝÓËħăĝ�
of the Uzhhorod Art Gallery Laszlo Shandor, we have the 
opportunity to learn in detail about the years of the artist’s 
studies in Budapest.

Studying in Budapest

Havrylo Hliuk joined the group of Transcarpathia artists 
ħèÓ�ø³ġħ�Ͱ�éþ�̪̲̭̰͟�vèÓ�$³ġħÓĝþ�ļÓËħăĝ�Ěø³ĿÓÏ�³�ġéåþéŋË³þħ�
role in his biography. Hliuk’s parents moved to Syhit in the 
early twentieth century. Havrylo was born on May 19, 1912. 
His father painted from time to time and tried to pass on his 
penchant for art to his son. He was also involved in wood 
carving, but mostly in carpentry, and later opened an art 
furniture workshop in the city. The boy’s desire to draw woke 
up in the second grade of elementary school - he began to 
copy illustrations from magazines. Later his own drawings 
appeared.

In the edition dedicated to Hliuk, Laszlo Shandor 
described the future artist’s school years as follows: “When 
èÓ�Ľ³ġ�ġħéøø�éþ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�åĝ³ÏÓ�ăä�èéåè�ġËèăăø͚�Ïĝ³Ľéþå�ħÓ³ËèÓĝ�
Sabo took him to his workshop, where all the walls were 
draped with charcoal and pencil sketches and portraits. 
5ăĝ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ħéýÓ�éþ�èéġ�øéäÓ͚�øéħħøÓ�9³ļĝĿøă�åăħ�ħă�ġÓÓ�ăĝéåéþ³ø�
drawings made by a real artist. This made a great impression 
on the boy and remained in his memory for a lifetime. Having 
decided to become a painter, he has since devoted all his 
free time to painting.

His second high school teacher of drawing Bilz also 
noticed the gifted student and began to teach him 
separately. In the fourth grade, Hliuk chose his own plots 
and developed them independently. The teacher, coming to 
ħèÓ�9øéĪöġ͚�ËăĝĝÓËħÓÏ�ħèÓ�³øĝÓ³ÏĿ�ŋþéġèÓÏ�Ľăĝöġ͟�vèÓ�ÊăĿ�
drew a lot from nature, choosing models for his paintings 
among relatives, acquaintances and neighbors.”1

After graduating from high school, the question about his 
future profession arose. The young man wanted to become 
an artist and the teachers supported his wishes. But the 
parents insisted on their son getting a reliable practical craft, 

and only then it would be okay for him to do art. So he had 
to agree with his father’s decision and in a way implement 
what senior Hliuk failed to do - become a wood carver. His 
father’s set of tools passed to him, and in 1926 a fourteen-
year-old boy went to study in Budapest. A wealthy lady, 
a good acquaintance of the Hliuk family, who noticed the 
talented boy, also contributed to this.2 Havrylo, of course, 
hoped that he would be able to master painting at the same 
time and would later fully dedicate himself to his favorite 
cause.

Everything happened almost the way it was imagined. 
In Budapest, only two or three workshops made furniture 
Ľéħè�ăĝéåéþ³ø�³ĝħéġħéË�Ë³ĝļéþåġ�éþ�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�ġħĿøÓġ͟�9øéĪö�ġĚÓþħ�
three years in one of them - in the studio of Ferenc Weiss. 
He worked during the day, and then attended courses at the 
school of handicraft drawing in the evenings. The weekends 
were devoted to the Museum of Fine Arts and art galleries. 
With the help of his painting teacher Mano Vestroczy, Hliuk 
was transferred from the second year of studying to the 
fourth, where students were mainly engaged in drawing from 
þ³ħĪĝÓ͟��ÓġħĝăËņĿ�Ľ³ġ�³�ŋĝġħͰËø³ġġ�ħÓ³ËèÓĝ͚�³�èĪý³þÓ�ý³þ�
and a good artist. He was stingy on praise, but if he had 
praised someone, it was only for a deed; Hliuk was one of 
the few who was often praised.”3��äħÓĝ�ŋþéġèéþå�èéġ�ġħĪÏĿéþå�
in the studio, he enrolled in day classes, where he studied 
sculpture under the guidance of sculptor Bailey Oman, and 
continued to attend drawing courses in the evenings.

Later, one of the portraits by Hliuk caught the eye of the 
ä³ýăĪġ�9Īþå³ĝé³þ�³ĝħéġħ�:ġħļ´þ�qņĕþĿé͟��ËĜĪ³éþħ³þËÓ�Ľéħè�
the master helped to put an end to Hliuk’s hesitations, and 
ġă�èÓ�ý³ÏÓ�ħèÓ�ŋþ³ø�ÏÓËéġéăþ�ħă�ÊÓËăýÓ�³�Ě³éþħÓĝ͟�5ăĝ�ġăýÓ�
time, Hliuk attended evening drawing courses conducted by 
qņĕþĿé͚�³þÏ�ħèÓþ͚�ĪþÏÓĝ�ħèÓ�ħÓ³ËèÓĝͻġ�éþŌĪÓþËÓ�èÓ�ÏÓËéÏÓÏ�
to continue his studies at the High School of Fine Arts. The 
young man had to work all summer on construction to raise 
funds to start studying. Having successfully passed the 
entrance exams, Hliuk entered the class of the famous artist 
:ġħļ´þ�mÔħé͚�ăþÓ�ăä�ħèÓ�äăĪþÏÓĝġ�ăä�ħèÓ�ĚøÓéþ�³éĝ�ġËèăăø�ăä�
painting in Nodbana (now Baia Mare, Romania). Drawing 
and watercolor were taught by one of the best teachers - 
 Óņġĕ�jÔËġéͰjéøËè͟

̪͟�ǖɜɰɢɱɳ�ǈ͟�ƹɜɞɳɨɮɱ�ǉɜɳɵɨɰɱɞɨɺ�ƹɮʋɬ͟�ͮ�ǆ͚͟�̪̲̮̲͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̬̭ͮ͟ ̫͟�ǒʇɮʇɲ�ǈ͟�ǎɬɳɱɯɰɨɩ�ɶ�ɦɨɵɵʇ͚�ɵɜɮɜɰɱɞɨɵɨɩ�ɶ�ɵɞɱɳɜɹ�ͥͥ�ǐɦɟɱɳɱɢ͟�̪̫̩̮͟͟�̫̩̪̫�ɳ͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̰͟
̬͟�ǖɜɰɢɱɳ�ǈ͟�ƹɜɞɳɨɮɱ�ǉɜɳɵɨɰɱɞɨɺ�ƹɮʋɬ͟�ͮ�ǆ͚͟�̪̲̮̲͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̮͟
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«Self-portrait», 1949
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«Before rain», 1979 

In the 1930s, ideological and aesthetic contradictions 
éþħÓþġéŋÓÏ�éþ�9Īþå³ĝé³þ�ŋþÓ�³ĝħġ͚�³þÏ�ħèÓ�ġħĝĪååøÓ�äăĝ�
ļ³ĝéăĪġ�³ĝħéġħéË�ÏéĝÓËħéăþġ�éþħÓþġéŋÓÏ͟��øø�ħèéġ�ĝÓġăþ³ħÓÏ�éþ�
ħèÓ�9éåè�qËèăăø͚�ĽèéËè�Ľ³ġ�ĝĪþ�ÊĿ�ĝÓĚĝÓġÓþħ³ħéļÓġ�ăä�ăŊéËé³ø�
art, supporters of naturalism. They imposed a number of 
reactionary restrictions on the school, and several artists left 
teaching. Hliuk studied in this atmosphere from 1931 to 1933. 
9Ó�³ËĜĪéĝÓÏ�öþăĽøÓÏåÓ�³þÏ�ġöéøøġ͚�ÊĪħ�èÓ�Ľ³ġ�þăħ�ġ³ħéġŋÓÏ�
with the atmosphere in the institution, neither did he accept 
naturalism.

The summer of 1932, spent in Uzhhorod, where his 
parents had moved at that time, became important. There 

Hliuk could feel the spirit of democratic Czechoslovakia. 
But most importantly he got acquainted with the work 
of Uzhhorod artists Erdeli and Bokshai, as well as with 
Boretsky, Kotska and Kontratovych who were at the time 
beginning their artistic path. He painted a lot in the city and 
éħġ�Óþļéĝăþġ͟�:ħ�Ľ³ġ�ħèÓþ�ħè³ħ�äăĝ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ħéýÓ�ġăýÓÊăÏĿ�
bought a painting from him - Scene on the Market created in 
tempera.

In the autumn, Hliuk returned to Budapest, where 
pro-fascist elements were increasingly rising. In the end, 
the student was told that his stay in the country was 
undesirable.

The artist in the army and at war

 In 1933, Hliuk was drafted into the Romanian army. He 
served in Sibiu, a beautiful city in southern Transylvania. 
In the army there was a particularly severe segregation 
on the basis of nationality and social status. A reaction 
was forming in Romania and the country was slipping into 
authoritarianism. After being demobilized in 1936, Hliuk 
found himself at a crossroads. His family already lived in 
Uzhhorod, but as a Romanian citizen he could not go there. 
There were no relatives or friends in Syhit. He returned to 
Bucharest, where he worked for several months in a carving 
workshop before serving. He did not have the funds to 
complete his education. The young artist had to make a 
living by taking on random jobs. He made pre-order portraits, 
ĽăĝöÓÏ�³ġ�³�Ě³éþħÓĝ�éþ�³þ�³ÏļÓĝħéġéþå�ăŊéËÓ�³þÏ�³ġ�³þ�
illustrator in a sports newspaper. He devoted all his free time 
to improving his professional skills, but he could not manage 
to exhibit, nor sell his works.

Hliuk got acquainted with the art of Romanian artists. He 
studied the works of artists of the older generation (Octave 
Benchila, Camil Ressu, Georges Petrascu and Nicolae Tonica), 
as well as the classics (Nicolae Grigores and Ion Andreescu). 
He was alien to the naturalism that prevailed in the Budapest 
Academy, nor did he accept modernist currents. Hliuk 
became increasingly aware of himself as an adherent of 
realistic art.
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He gained all the necessary 
experience of realistic art 

with an impressionist accent. 
He only lacked a little bit. 

He needed to make the last 
half-step to his own painting, 

to reveal the fullness of his 
pictorial vision. This half-

step was the artist’s return 
to Transcarpathia. Here, in 

contact with his native land 
and fellow artists, Hliuk’s 

painting seemed to be 
fertilized by the sun, and his 

inherent color thinking gained 
its language of expression.

The eastern vector worked in full force in Hliuk’s life 
from 1940. The artist was in Chisinau when Bessarabia was 
annexed to the USSR. Hliuk entered the second year of 
the Chisinau Art School and planned to apply to Leningrad 
a year later to enter the Academy of Arts. All plans were 
thwarted by the war. Of course, in Soviet times, the artist’s 
biographies did not say that he, as many others, was 
deported to Siberia. After that in 1943 he was mobilized into 
a labor battalion and worked on the construction of railways 
and other facilities in Dnipropetrovsk, Rostov and Stalingrad. 
His feet were exposed to frostbite and he ended up in an 
éþŋĝý³ĝĿ͚�ĽèéËè�ġ³ļÓÏ�èéý�äĝăý�ħèÓ�ġă�Ë³øøÓÏ�qħ³øéþåĝ³Ï�
meat grinder.

In 1945, Hliuk returned to Chisinau and immediately 
began painting. He painted portraits in oil on cardboard and 
canvas of small format (Gypsy, Old Moldavian, Self-Portrait, 
1945, Moldavian, 1946), urban motifs - (Ruins. Chisinau, 
Post-war Chisinau, 1945) and genre paintings. These works 
ÏÓýăþġħĝ³ħÓ�³�ËăþŋÏÓþħ�Ľăĝö�Ľéħè�ħèÓ�ÊĝĪġè�³þÏ�³�ļÓĝĿ�
restrained color, which tends to a dark palette. He was well-
known in art circles and immediately became a candidate 
for membership in the Union of Artists of Moldova. Then in 
1946 he became a member of the Union and started actively 
preparing for the national exhibition.

He had to go through the whole war, learn about the Nazi 
destruction of his parents and sister (second sister Veronica 
returned from Auschwitz and later moved to Venezuela with 
her husband. She visited her brother in Uzhhorod only in 
1975. Hliuk was going to visit his sister in Caracas in 1981 
and hold an exhibition of his work there, but he did not 
receive permission from the authorities). But despite all 
the tragedies of life, he retained a comprehensive kindness, 
understanding of the inviolability of the personal world, the 
ability to be amazed by beauty and turn things into color 
combinations. Upon learning that his brother had survived 
and lived in Uzhhorod, Hliuk immediately made a decision to 
return to his homeland with his wife Raisa in 1947.
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The art of peace and peaceful labor 

Hliuk returned to Transcarpathia as a fully formed 
artist. He was not destined to experience the Czechoslovak 
twentieth century (1919–1939), which was favorable for 
Transcarpathia art. But he had the experience of studying 
at a high art school in Budapest and communicating with 
famous Hungarian and Romanian artists. He gained all the 
necessary experience of realistic art with an impressionist 
accent. He only lacked a little bit. He needed to make the 
last half-step to his own painting, to reveal the fullness of 

his pictorial vision. This half-step was the artist’s return to 
Transcarpathia. Here, in contact with his native land and 
fellow artists, Hliuk’s painting seemed to be fertilized by the 
sun, and his inherent color thinking gained its language of 
expression. His painting manner was constantly evolving, 
improving in the plein airs; almost every decade of creativity 
ħÓġħéŋÓÏ�ħă�³�þÓĽ�ĜĪ³øéħĿ�ħè³ħ�è³Ï�ÊÓÓþ�ý³ħĪĝéþå�éþ�ħèÓ�
ĚĝÓļéăĪġ�ĚÓĝéăÏ͟�5ăĝ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ħéýÓ�9øéĪö�ÓľèéÊéħÓÏ�èéġ�ăøÏ�
style works in 1947 at the III regional exhibition, and the 
following year the colors on the artist’s canvases began to 
come to life - Transcarpathia factor went into action (1948).

«Lumberjacks on watch of peace», 1950 

«Lumberjacks», 1954 
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Hliuk’s work of the late 1940s and early 1950s still 
retained a restrained color, light was transmitted in bleached 
tones, but  the color gradually gained strength, it was lined 
with loose juicy strokes. His landscapes and genre scenes are 
ŋøøÓÏ�Ľéħè�ĜĪéÓħ�øĿĝéËéġý͚�³�ġÓþġÓ�ăä�äĪøøþÓġġ�ăä�øéäÓ�³þÏ�ħèÓ�
joy of contemplating its various manifestations. The artist 
ÏăÓġ�þăħ�åéļÓ�³þĿ�ÏÓħ³éøġ�ħă�ħèÓ�ŋåĪĝÓġ�éþ�ħèÓ�Ěøăħġ�ăä�ħèÓ�
work. He uses generalized strokes and manages to convey 
everything in a surprisingly truthful manner: the posture, 
ýăļÓýÓþħ͚�ÓŊăĝħ͚�ħèÓ�ĚġĿËèăøăåéË³ø�ġħ³ħÓ�ăä�éýýÓĝġéăþ�éþ�
action and merging with the production process. Human 
activity is present in his portraits. It is transmitted through 
the inner state of the person being portrayed, in which both 
his character and way of life are read. The whole painted 
structure of the portrait works in favor of the individuality 
of the depicted person: the truth of the masterfully painted 
home-woven shirt, dress or the so called ‘laibyk’ (part of the 
folk clothes, a vest with buttons and embroidery) is far from 
ġĪĚÓĝŋËé³ø�Óħèþăåĝ³ĚèĿ�Ͱ�éħ�³øġă�Ë³ĝĝéÓġ�³�Êéăåĝ³ĚèéË³ø͚�
local-historical and national load: Girl from the village Liuta 
̪̲̮̭͚ͫͬ��ăĪþå�ý³þ�éþ�³�äÓġħéļÓ�ăĪħŋħ͚��ăøøÓËħéļÓ�ä³ĝýÓĝ�äĝăý�
the Teresva valley, Young lumberjack, Odarka (1955), Olenka 
(1956), Portrait of the lead milkmaid T.V. Voron ( 1957), 
Romanian in the Hut, Romanian in the process of Knitting 
(1962) and many other pieces.

His milestone work Lumberjacks on the watch of peace 
was exhibited in 1950 at the V regional exhibition. This 
realistic and optimistic large-format work (152×240 cm) 
ËăýĚøÓħÓøĿ�ŋħ�éþħă�ħèÓ�Ë³þăþ�ăä�ġăËé³øéġħ�ĝÓ³øéġý͚�ĽèéøÓ�
remaining an excellent piece of art. It was successfully 
exhibited in Kyiv and Moscow the following year.

In the spring of 1950, the artist spent a month and a 
half in the House of Art in Majori near Riga. It was useful 
to communicate and work together with artists who came 
äĝăý�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�Ě³ĝħġ�ăä�ħèÓ�yqqm͟�:þ�̪̲̮̫͚�9øéĪö�Ľ³ġ�ġÓþħ�ħă�³�
creative base in Senezh near Moscow, where he worked hard 
for three months with the famous masters of painting Georgy 
Nisky and Arkady Plastov.

Hliuk’s famous large-format canvas Lumberjacks (153×285 
cm) is perceived as a statement of painting power, from 
ĽèéËè�ŌăĽġ�ħèÓ�ăĝå³þéË�ôăĿ�ăä�èĪý³þ�³ËħéļéħĿ�³þÏ�ħèÓ�

author’s joy from the creative process. Created in 1954, this 
painting summarized years of working with color, letting in 
³þ�ăËÓ³þ�ăä�øéåèħ͚�ĽèéËè�ĽăĪøÏ�ø³ħÓĝ�ÊÓËăýÓ�³�ġÓøäͰġĪŊéËéÓþħ�
motivation for creativity for the artist. Havrylo Hliuk 
ĝÓË³øøÓÏ�èăĽ�èÓ�ġħ³ĝħÓÏ�Ľăĝöéþå�ăþ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ļÓĝġéăþ�ăä�ħèÓ�
Lumberjacks in the spring of 1952: “In those days I lived only 
by painting, I prepared a whole series of sketches and color 
ġħĪÏéÓġ͚�ÊĪħ�þăþÓ�ăä�ħèÓý�ġ³ħéġŋÓÏ�ýÓ͟��þÏ�³å³éþ�:�ĽÓþħ�ħă�
the mountains, to the loggers, looking for the right types 
and conditions.”4 The following year, the painting was ready, 
but it did not satisfy the author again, and he undertook to 
ĝÓÏĝ³Ľ͟�:ħ�Ľ³ġ�ŋþ³øøĿ�ŋþéġèÓÏ�éþ�Ó³ĝøĿ�̪̲̮̭͟�:þ�ħèÓ�ġ³ýÓ�ĿÓ³ĝ͚�
three years of work culminated in triumphs at exhibitions in 
Kyiv and Moscow. The Lumberjacks were exhibited at major 
art exhibitions abroad: in 1955 in Warsaw, in 1956 in Venice, 
and in 1958 at the Brussels World Fair, where the painting 
was awarded a silver medal. Then there was the Exhibition 
of Soviet Achievements in New York and Mexico City, and 
ŋþ³øøĿ�éþ�̪̲̯̩�ħèÓ�ĚéËħĪĝÓ�Ë³ýÓ�ħă�j³ĝéġ͟�:ħ�éġ�ËĪĝĝÓþħøĿ�ġħăĝÓÏ�
in the National Art Museum in Kyiv.

The theme of labor continues to dominate Hliuk’s work, 
but he no longer creates large-scale paintings. Instead, a 
series of much smaller studies and completed paintings 
³ĚĚÓ³ĝ͚�ġĪËè�³ġ�³�ġÓĝéÓġ�ăä�Ľăĝöġ�ăþ�ħèÓ�ËăøøÓËħéļÓ�ä³ĝý�ŋÓøÏġ�
of the village of Velyka Dobron, made in the late 1950s and 
early 1960s. The colors became sonorous and capacious, 
reaching picturesque authenticity. The artist immerses 
himself in the element of his favorite plots, depicting multi-
ŋåĪĝÓ�ËăýĚăġéħéăþġ�³þÏ�éþÏéļéÏĪ³ø�ŋåĪĝÓġ͚�ġËÓþÓġ�ăä�ø³Êăĝ�
and rest against the backdrop of a hot summer day. The 
artist’s enthusiasm is felt in everything - in solving plans, in 
ËăýĚ³ĝéþå�ËăøăĝÓÏ�Ěø³þÓġ͚�éþ�ËăþŋÏÓþħ�ĜĪéËö�ġħĝăöÓġ͟��þÏ�
his gift as a realist is most felt in the depiction of human 
poses and movements: Monzika (1957), Collective Farmer 
in the Field, Threshing (1958), Margitka (1959), Harvest, 
Skyrtuvannia (making haystacks) (1960), Evening (1964).

In the 1970s, Hliuk’s painting gained decorative power in 
all genres. Mature wisdom approaches simplicity, generalized 
and somewhat geometrized forms, pure color, and high 
taste in arranging colors. The artist’s favorite themes acquire 
a certain symbolism. In the scenes of labor, the activity 

̭͟�ǐɳɜɮɿɴɿɬɨɩ�ǈ͟�Ʒɜɳɞɨ�ɴɱɰʌɺɰɱɟɱ�ɴɞʇɵɮɜ�ͥͥ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɴɿɬɜ�ɲɳɜɞɢɜ͟�ͮ�̬̪̩̮͟͟�̪̲̯̲�ɳ͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̭͟
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ĝÓËÓÏÓġ�éþħă�ħèÓ�Ê³ËöåĝăĪþÏ͙�ŋåĪĝÓġ�³þÏ�åĝăĪĚġ�ăä�ŋåĪĝÓġ�
are rather an occasion for color interpretations, dense color 
fully reveals its decorative power. Another “Dobron cycle” 
appears: “The End of the Working Day” (1969), Getting late 
(1970), Neighbors, Lankova (1972), Lanka (1973), Lunch, 
Summer day (1975).

The portrait genre has undergone a similar evolution. 
“Hliuk consciously rejects the ethnographic colorfulness of A. 
Kotska, the romantic uplift of A. Boretsky, the expressionist 
sharpness of F. Manailo and E. Kontratovych. If we talk 
about the traditions of the Transcarpathia portrait, the 
Hliuk’s tendency is closer to Bokshai’s Uzhotsky bell ringer, 
and partly to Erdeli’s Old stableman. Hliuk’s paintings are 
not songs and legends, but sound realistic prose…”5 For the 
ýăġħ�Ě³ĝħ͚�³øýăġħ�ħèÓ�ĽèăøÓ�ŋåĪĝÓ�éġ�ÏÓĚéËħÓÏ͙�éħ�ġÓÓýġ�ħè³ħ�

the person has just taken his place and prepared for the 
pose, the look is alive and distant, sometimes there is a hint 
of a smile, the appearance and inner state of the person 
are shaded: The artist’s daughter (1974), In the Yard (1976), 
Romanian from Solotvyno (1978), Grandmother, Bihari 
Yanosh (1979), Kateryna (1981), Markutsa (1982), Portrait of 
Dr. V.M. Bora (1983). The wonderful self-portraits of Havrylo 
9øéĪö�ý³ÏÓ�éþ�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�ĿÓ³ĝġ�³ĝÓ�³øġă�Ľăĝħè�þăħéþå͟

Still lifes acquire the same color force: light either 
ĚÓþÓħĝ³ħÓġ�åĝăĪĚÓÏ�ăÊôÓËħġ�éþ�ġÓøäͰġĪŊéËéÓþħ�Ëăøăĝ�Ě³ĝħéÓġ͚�ăĝ�
just gently spreads over the entire plane, or is present in a 
Ëè³þåéþå�å³ýÓ�ăä�ĝÓŌÓľÓġ�³þÏ�ĝÓŌÓËħéăþġ͙�Făġéļ�ļ³ġÓ͚�vĪøéĚġ�
̪̲̰̯͚ͫͬ��ĪħĪýþ�ŌăĽÓĝġ�̪̲̰̰͚ͫͬ�qĚĝéþå�ÊăĪĜĪÓħ�̪̲̰̱͚ͫͬ��ġħÓĝġ�
(1981), Autumn bouquet (1982).

̮͟�ǋɴɵɳɱɞɴɿɬɨɩ�ƹ͟�ǋɝɳɜɧɱɵɞɱɳɺɣ�ɯɨɴɵɣɻɵɞɱ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɵʌ͟�ͮ�ǆ͚͟�̪̲̰̭͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̪̭̲͟

«The end of the working day», 1969 
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«The village of Richka», 1979 

«Uzhhorod Castle», 1972 

48.58889, 23.3746

48.62214, 22.30937
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Hliuk graphics

All his creative years Hliuk actively worked with a 
pencil, as well as charcoal, pastel, and a felt-tip pen. The 
classic pencil served him, like most Transcarpathia artists, 
to create numerous preparatory materials for painting 
and for constant practice, hand training. However, for 
none of the other artists did the pencil become such an 
important creative tool, no one created as many perfect 
realistic drawings as Hliuk. Pencil drawing has grown 
into an independent art for him. This is evidenced by the 
entire volume of this art treasure, which fortunately was 
not scattered. The artist loved to work with a pencil and 
mastered it perfectly.

9øéĪöͻġ�Ïĝ³Ľéþåġ�³ĝÓ�ŋĝġħ�³þÏ�äăĝÓýăġħ�³�ËăþħéþĪ³ħéăþ�
or branch of his painting talent and realistic vision. They 
ġéåþéŋË³þħøĿ�ËăýĚøÓýÓþħ�ħèÓ�³ĝħéġħͻġ�Ě³éþħéþå�ĽăĝøÏ͚�äăĝýéþå�
³�ġÓĚ³ĝ³ħÓ�ŋÓøÏ�ăä�éþħÓĝÓġħ͟�vèÓĿ�ħÓøø�Īġ�³ÊăĪħ�ħèÓ�³ĝħéġħͻġ�
path towards his favorite topics. They reveal his motivation, 
“charging” from nature, and from the characteristic gestures, 

traits, poses, show his deep interest in man and a man’s 
activities. Therefore, his genre sketches in pencil are accurate 
éþ�ħèÓ�Ëè³ĝ³ËħÓĝéġħéËġ�ăä�ŋåĪĝÓġ�³þÏ�ġËÓþÓġ͟�vèÓ�þ³ħĪĝ³øþÓġġ͚�
Ó³ġÓ�ăä�ħèÓ�ĝÓËăĝÏÓÏ�ĚéËħĪĝÓġ�ăä�øéäÓ͚�Ó³ġĿ�ĚÓþËéø�Ōéåèħ͚�
variations of hatching tones are fascinating. Hliuk’s graphic 
portraits are complete works of art, valuable for their realism 
of character, state, and mood.

Perfect mastery of the pencil and other graphic tools 
allowed the artist to capture nature with a few accentuated 
fast lines. He could reveal the volume, the play of light and 
shadow with a virtuoso cascade of strokes, and move on 
ħă�ħèÓ�Ěø³Ŀ�ĽèÓþ�³�åĝăĪĚ�ăä�ŋåĪĝÓġ�éġ�ÏÓĚéËħÓÏ�Ľéħè�øéåèħ�
dancing strokes as a holistic rhythmic composition. One 
more step - and they would break away from reality, turn 
into a pattern, into the abstract beauty of lines or strokes. 
But the realist artist was true to himself - he enjoyed his own 
skill, but did not go beyond the known, well-known.

Hliuk’s graphic heritage is interesting to consider and 
classify by subject or style. It is like the artist’s road map 
towards his outstanding paintings: only the preparatory 

«The village of Stavne», 1963 «The village of Stavne», 1962 48.99171, 22.69256 48.99171, 22.69256
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«The Construction of the hydropower station», 1955 48.36573, 23.62739

drawings for Lumberjacks appear as a separate artistic 
phenomenon that deserves a separate study. Similarly, 
the drawings of the “Dobronsky cycle” form an interesting 
series of graphic presentations of the theme of agricultural 
work. The idea of   the exhibition of Hliuk’s drawings, which 
was nurtured and did not have time to be realized by his 
daughter, was realized in 2018 in Uzhhorod’s Ilko Gallery. 
An album of Hliuk’s drawings was also published for the 
exhibition.6 

Landscape epic

Obviously, the most pronounced stages of Hliuk’s 
painting evolution can be traced in the genre of landscape. 
:ħ�éġ�ĚăġġéÊøÓ�ħă�äăøøăĽ�ħèÓ�Ľ³Ŀ�ħèÓ�Ě³éþħéþå�éġ�åĝ³ÏĪ³øøĿ�ŋøøÓÏ�
with color. The period of muted color ends at the turn of 
the 1940s and 1950s. In the works of 1949 Village yard and 
Huts in the village of Liuta the sun appears, but the colors 
are not yet manifested, as if they are tamed. In the early 
1950s, they began to gain strength. At the same time Hliuk’s 
landscapes were becoming more and more related to the 
line of Bokshai’s work, which was supported and continued 
by Sholtes and Kashshai, became more pronounced. This 

̯͟�ƹɮʋɬ͟�ƹɳɜɸʇɬɜ͟�ͮ�ǐɦɟɱɳɱɢ͚�̫̩̪̱͟
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is evidenced by such works as Zhornava in winter, Village 
under the mountain (1953), Early Spring (1954), Old huts, 
�ÓĝöèăļĿþ³�ŋÓøÏ͚��ăþġħĝĪËħéăþ�ăä�èĿÏĝăÓøÓËħĝéË�ĚăĽÓĝ�Ěø³þħ�
(1955), Street (1956), Edge the Village (1959). However, some 
works of the early 1950s (Winter, Snow on the polonyna, 
Village under the mountain, 1953, Study, Village Dubrynychi, 
Ó³ĝøĿ�̪̲̮̩ġͬ�ġèăĽ�èăĽ�ËăþŋÏÓþħ�³þÏ�Ëăýäăĝħ³ÊøÓ�ħèÓ�³ĝħéġħ�
feels within a restrained range of colors. Smears in these 
works are mainly applied within the form, they sculpt it.

In the 1950s and 1960s, many paintings with new 
features appeared. Along with the materiality of color, 
the purity of its sound was “switched on” and the level of 
brightness increased. One can notice exact tonal decisions 
and exact transfer of a condition of environment. Some 
Óľ³ýĚøÓġ�³ĝÓ�$³ĝøĿ�ġĚĝéþå͚��ÓĝöèăļĿþ³�ŋÓøÏ�̪̲̮̭͚ͫͬ�SøÏ�
huts, Construction of hydroelectric power plant (1955), 
Street (1956), Gloomy day (1957), Hay making (1959). 
This style traveled into the 1960s, gaining more technical 
looseness, and the artist started working with color even 
more accurately: Before the rain, Village of Stavne (1962), 
Surroundings of the village, Romanian village, Edge of the 
Village, Village of Stavne (1963).

In the 1960s, Hliuk became increasingly attracted to 
experiments with color. In his piece On Sunday (1960), the 
format is divided in half: the “cool” upper part depicts the 
blue sky and the mountains in the background, and the 
lower half is a completely applied “hot” yellow, disturbed 
only by small strokes of blue shadows. Several static 
ŋåĪĝÓġ�ĪþéħÓ�ħèÓġÓ�ħĽă�è³øļÓġ͚�³þÏ�ħèÓ�Ľăĝö�³ġ�³�ĽèăøÓ�
surprisingly accurately conveys the atmosphere of Sunday’s 
procrastination in the village. Panorama of Uzhhorod (1961) 
is made in resounding colors. In the work Evening (1964) the 
³ĝħéġħ�ÊĪéøħ�³�ËăýĚăġéħéăþ͚�Ëĝăġġéþå�ħèÓ�ļÓĝħéË³øġ�ăä�ŋåĪĝÓġ�
with horizontal stripes of sky and earth. Obviously, these 
color ideas excited the artist for a long time, but full freedom 
in all Hliuk’s genres was obtained only in the 1970s. They 
had some time to mature in order to explode with such a 
decorative, so to speak, “fauvist” force. The colors remain 
ġăþăĝăĪġ�³þÏ�Ë³Ě³ËéăĪġ�³þÏ�Ë³þ�ËăøøÓËħ�³�äÓĽ�ýăĝÓ�ôĪġħéŋÓÏ�
epithets, but the main thing now is not it. The beauty of color 
as such comes to the fore - mixed with paints on the palette 

and applied for its festive dominance. Accordingly, the forms 
³ĝÓ�ġéýĚøéŋÓÏ͚�åÓþÓĝ³øéņÓÏ�³þÏ�ġăýÓĽè³ħ�åÓăýÓħĝéņÓÏ͟�vèÓ�
color parties of Hliuk’s landscapes are permeated with light 
and arranged with high taste. Now the landscapes testify to 
the truth of reality less, become more panoramic, becoming 
sun-bearing hymns to the beauty of nature and the human 
environment: Nevytske (1971), Slovakia (1972), Village on the 
Verkhovyna, Hay stacks (1975), Autumn time, Morning in the 
mountains, Beauty of the Carpathians (1976), Summer, Near 
the church (1977), Spring time, Hay stacks (1978), Before the 
rain, Greatness of the Carpathians, On the roadside (1979), 
Autumn (1982).

The artist uses a new technique in these works: he 
applies local colors more often, separating the illuminated 
and shaded planes with color; plans, objects or groups of 
objects are drawn with wide multi-colored lines in almost 
every work; for the most part, he maintains an orderly 
graphics of applying strokes that model the shape - vertical, 
èăĝéņăþħ³ø͚�ËĪĝļéøéþÓ³ĝ͟�vèĪġ͚�ħèÓ�³ĝħéġħ�³ËèéÓļÓġ�ħèÓ�ÓŊÓËħ�ăä�
color richness of the surface of the paintings.

9³ļĝĿøă�9øéĪö�øéļÓÏ�éþ�è³ĝýăþĿ�Ľéħè�ĝÓ³øéħĿ͟�vèÓ�ÏéŊéËĪøħ͚�
äĪøø�ăä�ĝ³ĚéÏ�ħĪĝþġ�³þÏ�ħĝ³åÓÏéÓġ�ŋĝġħ�Ě³ĝħ�ăä�èéġ�øéäÓ�Ě³ġġÓÏ�
without destroying his good soul. The second part proceeded 
calmly and happily in Uzhhorod. Gobi-bachi, as he was called 
éþ�ħèÓ�ËéħĿ͚�Ľ³ġ�éþŋþéħÓøĿ�öéþÏ͚�èÓ�Ľ³ġ�øăļÓÏ�³þÏ�ĝÓġĚÓËħÓÏ͟�
He created perfect paintings, gained wide recognition and 
received a number of awards. Hliuk has participated in 
many domestic and foreign exhibitions. Three of his solo 
exhibitions took place in Uzhhorod in 1963, 1975 and 1982. 
He was also present at his exhibition in 1983 in Kyiv. All 
the following were already posthumous - the artist died on 
November 2, 1983.

Hliuk was happy in his work (by the way, Hliuk in German 
means “happiness”). It was the happiness of full professional 
work and well-deserved recognition. The artist subordinated 
himself to painting, he trusted painting, and it led him to new 
discoveries. His genuine interest in work is the interest of a 
realist artist in the meaning of life. The realism of vigorous, 
ăĚħéýéġħéË�Ľăĝö�ŋħ�ĽÓøø�éþħă�ħèÓ�Ě³ĝ³Ïéåý�ĚĝăĚ³å³ħÓÏ�ÊĿ�
the system, but above all it was the realism of human life, 
asserted by activity, which itself is optimism.
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From decade to decade, he remained the same Hliuk, at 
the same time moving towards wise simplicity, towards a 
generalizing, synthetic vision. His paintings did not freeze in 
repetition, they resemble steps on the road. His last works 
are an ode to nature, the joys of life, solid color actions. 

Extremely modest and gentle in everyday life, he is strong 
and omnipotent in his works. He is honest and loyal to his 
way. He may have been able to make new discoveries, but his 
life came to an end as soon as he came to his light-bearing, 
joyful color chords.

«Panorama of Uzhhorod», 1961 48.62081, 22.29913
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Extremely modest and gentle 
in everyday life, he is strong 
and omnipotent in his works. 
He is honest and loyal to his 
way.
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:ä�ĽÓ�äăøøăĽ�³�ĝÓø³ħéļÓ�Ëø³ġġéŋË³ħéăþ�ăä�³ĝħéġħġ͚�ËĝÓ³ħăĝġ�ăä�
the phenomenon of Transcarpathia painting, by generations, 
Anton Kashshai belongs to the third generation. These are 
the artists who caught the heyday of the region’s painting, 
ħèÓ�³ħýăġĚèÓĝÓ�ăä�³ĝħéġħéË�ÓþħèĪġé³ġý�³þÏ�ġéåþéŋË³þħ�
artistic achievements. These were people with great creative 
potential, and the Carpathian region still provided them with 
potential versions of its presentation. Anton Kashshai is 
one of fate’s favorites. It supported him in terms of personal 
growth and formation as an artist, in his role in the artistic 
³þÏ�ġăËé³ø�øéäÓ�ăä�ħèÓ�ĝÓåéăþ͚�³ġ�ĽÓøø�³ġ�éþ�ħÓĝýġ�ăä�ăŊéËé³ø�
recognition and success.

Anton Kashshai did not study at an art institution, but 
he had  Yosyp Bokshai as his teacher at the gymnasium. 
Later communication and joint work with prominent 

Transcarpathia’s artists became his higher art education. 
Thanks to his talent and hard work, he became an 
outstanding artist on his own, and his open sociable nature 
contributed to making a lot of friends. He dared to end his 
Ľăĝö�éþ�ŋþ³þËé³ø�éþġħéħĪħéăþġ�ôĪġħ�éþ�ħéýÓ͟��ġ�éä�³ġ�³�ĝÓĽ³ĝÏ�
for his determination, he quickly succeeded in art, and 
became, so to speak, a symbol of this success: a tall, elegant, 
ËăþŋÏÓþħ͚�äĝéÓþÏøĿ�ý³þ͚�³þÏ�ÊÓèéþÏ�èéý�Ͱ�³�åĝÓ³ħ�å³øøÓĝĿ�ăä�
ý³åþéŋËÓþħ�Ě³éþħéþåġ͟

This is the case when artistic talent is a gift of God, 
and everything depicted by the artist is perceived as a 
festive optimistic extravaganza. It seems Anton Kashshai 
has exhausted the aspect of the Transcarpathia landscape 
tradition built on the play of colors. He generously shared his 
skills with many followers, fascinated by his work. Although 

A gift from God to the landscaper

Anton Kashshai
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no one managed to surpass, supplement, or develop (with 
few exceptions) Kashshai’s line.

Creative enthusiasm

Anton Kashshai was born on February 24, 1921 in the 
village of Dubrynychi in the family of a forester. His father 
Mykhailo Kashshai valued art and dreamed of becoming 
³þ�³ĝħéġħ͟�9Ó�Ľ³ġ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ħă�ÏÓļÓøăĚ�èéġ�ġăþͻġ�ÏÓġéĝÓ�ħă�
draw, and taught him to understand and love nature. In this 
atmosphere Anton became interested in watercolor at the 
age of ten, and at the age of thirteen he took up oil. Probably 
one of the main features of his character - the ability to move 
rapidly in the chosen path - became apparent.

In 1929, the Kashshai family moved to Uzhhorod. Anton 
began his studies at the Uzhhorod Gymnasium, where the 
attitude to the aesthetic education of young people was very 
serious. “Students were especially impressed by the drawing 
room at the Uzhhorod Real Gymnasium. From the annual 
reports of the gymnasium we learn that there were paintings, 
plastic models, ceramics for still lifes - this collection as of 
ħèÓ�̪̲̫̯̫̰ͥ�ĿÓ³ĝ�è³Ï�̪̯̩̯�éħÓýġ�éþ�ħăħ³ø͟1 Drawing was 
taught by Yosyp Bokshai. The talented student got an 
ăĪħġħ³þÏéþå�ħÓ³ËèÓĝ͙�F³ġèġè³é�ý³ġħÓĝÓÏ�ħèÓ�Ê³ġéËġ�ăä�ŋþÓ�
arts, and Bokshai became his friend and mentor for many 
years. Communication with Erdeli, Kotska, Boretsky and 
other artists was also important.

Kashshai graduated from the gymnasium in 1939. That 
same year, World War II began. The young man managed 
to visit Budapest and Prague, visit museums there, but 
was no longer able to study at the Budapest Academy of 
Arts. From 1940 to 1944, he worked in various Hungarian 
ŋþ³þËé³ø�éþġħéħĪħéăþġ�éþ�yņèèăĝăÏ͚�³þÏ�ËăþħéþĪÓÏ�ħă�
improve his painting. The establishment of Soviet power in 
Transcarpathia coincided with the fateful choice of Kashshai. 
�äħÓĝ�Ľăĝöéþå�äăĝ�ħĽă�ýăĝÓ�ĿÓ³ĝġ�³ħ�ŋþ³þËé³ø�éþġħéħĪħéăþġ͚�
he also studied at the newly formed Union of Artists, and in 
1946 he joined the Union. Apparently, Kashshai understood 
his vocation perfectly and decided not to waste time. In 1947, 
he stunned his family with the news that his wife, Olena, 

mentioned later: “One day Anton came home and said, ‘Now 
ħè³ħͻġ�éħ͚�:�øÓäħ�ħèÓ�ŋþ³þËÓ�ÏÓĚ³ĝħýÓþħ�ÊÓË³ĪġÓ�:ͻý�ÊÓËăýéþå�
an artist.’ ... And the artists lived quite modestly at that time. 
9Ó�ăþøĿ�³ġġĪĝÓÏ�Īġ�ħè³ħ�ÓļÓĝĿħèéþå�ĽăĪøÏ�ÊÓ�ŋþÓ͟�qèÓ�³øġă�
spoke about the character of her husband: “He reminded me 
of a meteorite, and he liked to joke. But his cheerful mood 
could be instantly spoiled. He was so temperamental. When 
he was coming home calm, I already felt that something bad 
had happened.”2 Also in 1947 Anton Kashshai took part in 
ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ĝÓåéăþ³ø�ÓľèéÊéħéăþ�éþ�yņèèăĝăÏ͟�vèÓ�ĚĝăäÓġġéăþ³ø�
level of his painting Domanyntsi (1947) was pretty 
impressive. The piece declared the traditional principles 
of Transcarpathia painting professed by Bokshai - a deep 
understanding of local painting, realism of the image, 
sublime optimistic colors - and witnessed the emergence of a 
new strong artist in the art guild.

In the beautiful realistic landscapes of the early 1950s, 
�ăöġè³éͻġ�éþŌĪÓþËÓ�éġ�ĜĪéħÓ�þăħéËÓ³ÊøÓ͟��Īħ�ļÓĝĿ�ĜĪéËöøĿ�
(like everything in him) Kashshai found his own manner of 
painting. Its main aspect is an exceptional sense of color 
harmonies, the ability to arrange, and play light-colored 
games. In these games we can sometimes see him even 
Ō³Īþħéþå�èéġ�³ÊéøéħĿ͟��ăĝöġ�ħè³ħ�éýĚĝÓġġÓÏ�Ľéħè�ħèÓéĝ�ËăøăĝäĪø�
beauty appeared one after another - In the Carpathians, 
After the Rain, Spruce Forest (1951), Uzh River Valley, 
Autumn in the Carpathians, First Snow, Winter in the 
Carpathians (1952). A critic in the 1930s said of Bokshai: 
“Nobody can portray nature as accurately as he does. 
Impressionists paint nature as they see it or as they feel 
it in their souls. And Bokshai paints it as it really is... He is 
adding only one thing that we, ordinary people, do not see 
- the beautiful colors of nature. He is the only one who sees 
it and this makes him a great artist.” And these same words 
could be applied to Kashshai. He conveys landscapes just 
as accurately and in detail, but adds his own colors, so that 
a colorful holiday emerges. The author’s warm emotions, 
his admiration of the precious nooks of the native land is 
transmitted to the viewer, who also loves nature and also 
experiences a lyrical sense of complicity, unity, with its 
heavenly manifestations, transferred to the canvas.

1951 can probably be considered the beginning of 

̪͟�Ǌɣɝɣɴɰɨɬ�ǡ͟�Ǔɶɢɱɦɰʌ�ɱɴɞʇɵɜ�ɰɜ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɵʇ�ɶ�ǓǓ�ɴɵɱɮʇɵɵʇ͙�ʇɴɵɱɳɨɬɱͰɲɣɢɜɟɱɟʇɺɰɨɩ�ɜɴɲɣɬɵ͟�ͮ�
ǐɦɟɱɳɱɢ͚�̫̩̩̩͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̫̫͟

̫͟�ǆɱɞɝɨɻʌ�ǎ͟�ǋɮɣɰɜ�ǆɜɼɼɜɩ�ɞɨɹɱɢɨɮɜ�ɧɜɯʇɦ�ɧɜ�ɸʇɰɜɰɴɨɴɵɜ͚�ɜ�ɴɵɜɮɜ�ɢɳɶɦɨɰɱʋ�ɞʇɢɱɯɱɟɱ�
ɹɶɢɱɦɰɨɬɜ�ͥͥ�ǎɳʇɝɰɜ�ɧɣɯɮʌͰǒƽǎǏ͟�ͮ�̩̫̩̱̫̩̩̩͟͟͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̪̮͟
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The author’s warm emotions, his 
admiration of the precious nooks of 
the native land is transmitted to the 
viewer, who also loves nature and 
also experiences a lyrical sense of 
complicity, unity, with its heavenly 
manifestations, transferred to the 
canvas.
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«Autumn in the Carpathian», 1952
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«The River Uzh valley», 1952

the rapid rise of the artist Kashshai. He took part in four 
exhibitions, his works were a great success at the Republican 
Exhibition in Kyiv and during the Decade of Ukrainian Art in 
Moscow. Kyiv artist Tetiana Yablonska praised Kashshai’s 
works: “The young artist is exhibiting at a large exhibition 
äăĝ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ħéýÓ͟�:ħ�éġ�è³ĝÏ�ħă�ÊÓøéÓļÓ�ħè³ħ�èÓ�è³ġ�þă�ġĚÓËé³ø�
art education. He has an exceptional talent and great 
energy in his works. They are marked by the freshness and 
truthfulness of the perception of nature.”3 That same year, 
Kotska, Sholtes, and Kashshai were invited to the House of 
Art in Senezh near Moscow. There Kashshai painted a series 
of winter landscapes in a restrained tone. He has also visited 
the Tretyakov Gallery, and got acquainted with the works of 
Levitan, Serov, Polenov and other artists.

In 1952, in the village of Stavny, Kashshai created the 
famous Winter in the Carpathians, which became a milestone 
work in his formation, a symbol of his success. It is part of 
the golden fund of Ukrainian painting and is now exhibited in 
the National Art Museum of Ukraine. It is a happy occasion 
when everything works out in the painting, and everything 
appears as if by a magic wand. It has a seemingly simple plot 
of a winter mountain landscape. The foreground occupies 
almost half of the canvas, and it is presented only by snow 
and a road in the snow. However, all plans of the painting 
demonstrate an exquisite work with color and light. The 
state and mood of the day are impressively accurate. This 
is how winter looks like in the mountains: the reality in the 
picture becomes more real than the reality of life itself. Many 
other works, just as realistic and luxurious in color, could 
symbolize the arrival of an outstanding painter, but this role 
was played by Winter in the Carpathians.

To give credit to the young artist, we must say that the 
ŋĝġħ�åĝÓ³ħ�ġĪËËÓġġÓġ�ÏéÏ�þăħ�ġĚăéø�èéý͟�Sþ�ħèÓ�Ëăþħĝ³ĝĿ�Ͱ�èÓ�
set to work with even greater elation. And again it is worth 
noting how quickly he formed his own style. Its features 
were noticeable a few years later, in the mid-1950s. Art critic 
Olena Cherneha-Balla considers the piece Mountain Pass 
(1954) as the starting point, which opened a new stage of 
his style. Hryhorii Ostrovskyi in the monograph “Fine Arts 
of Transcarpathia” paid great attention to the Mountain 
Pass: “The viewer gets excited by the wealth and variety of 
compositional and color techniques of the painting. It can 
be contemplated for a long time, and one can discover a 
lot of new virtues, lyrical variations of the main epic theme 
͟͟͟�vèÓ�Ëăøăĝġ�éþ�ħèÓ�MăĪþħ³éþ�j³ġġ�ġèéþÓ�³þÏ�Ō³ýÓ͚�åøăĽ�
and shimmer with the subtle nuances. At the same time, 
Kashshai’s color is always extremely meaningful; with an 
impeccable sense of light and tonal shades, he models the 
form, conveys the materiality and weight of things, and 
shows the tonal relations of earth and sky.”4 

A number of works from 1953 and 1954 already show 
changes in the painting style. The geometrization of the 
strokes and the planes is noticeable. This makes the 
planes and individual plans of the canvas become more 
structured and this structures the whole work.  The level of 

̬͟�ǔɣɳɰɣɟɜͰƷɜɮɮɜ�ǋ͟�ǀɨɵɵʅɴɵɞɣɳɢɦɶʋɺɣ�ɯɨɴɵɣɻɵɞɱ�ͥͥ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɴɿɬɜ�ɲɳɜɞɢɜ͟�ͮ�̫̭̩̫̪̲̰̪͟͟͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̭͟
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decorativeness and play of colored parties increases with 
an accurate, realistic presentation of the plot. Details that 
nuance the colored planes no longer look freely scattered, 
but are more subject to the general rhythm of each work.

The road to success

Kashshai’s skills and his popularity were growing rapidly. 
He played an important role in the life of the Transcarpathia 
branch of the Union of Artists. Anton Kashshai worked as 
the director of the Art Fund only for a year, that is from 1946 
to 1947, but he headed the Transcarpathia branch of the 
yþéăþ�ăä��ĝħéġħġ�äăĝ�ŋäħÓÓþ�ĿÓ³ĝġ�éþ�³�ĝăĽ͚�äĝăý�̪̲̯̪�ħă�̪̲̰̯͟�
The achievements of the 1950s culminated in receiving the 
title of an Honored Artist in 1960. Yosyp Bokshai greeted his 
student and colleague with the article “The Road to Mastery”, 
éþ�ĽèéËè�èÓ�ĝÓË³øøÓÏ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ġħÓĚġ�ăä�ħèÓ�³ĝħéġħ�F³ġèġè³é�
and his great enthusiasm: “I remember the beginning of his 
journey pretty well. The young man had a great love for 
art and a sincere desire to become an artist. But he lacked 
professional skills, knowledge of painting techniques, and 
experience. It’s incredible how much energy and work the 
young artist put in to master the skill!

He often came to me to study. And I was fascinated by 
the persistence of this man. At the beginning of the artist’s 
creative path one could notice in each painting how the 
artist matured, developed, and his skill grew.”5 In 1962, 
the Moscow publishing house “Soviet Artist” published a 
monograph by an art critic Hryhorii Ostrovskyi, dedicated to 
Anton Kashshai. The story of the artist’s path was illustrated 
by more than forty reproductions of his best works.

In 1964, Kashshai received the title of People’s Artist 
of Ukraine. As a well-known and active man, he was 
repeatedly elected a deputy of the regional council, and as 
a communist he joined the party in the regional committee 
of the Communist Party of Ukraine. He was close to the 
cabinets of power, had authority and a lot of  acquaintances 
in art circles. Among all the artists of Transcarpathia he was 
the only one who managed to visit “capitalist” countries. 
Kashshai’s most distant foreign tours occurred in the 

1960s. In 1964 it was a six-week creative trip to Italy at the 
invitation of the USSR Academy of Arts. As a representative 
of the Union of Artists of the USSR, he visited Norway (1965), 
Canada (1967), and Japan (1971). These trips were precious 
for the artist, because they gave him the opportunity to see 
the masterpieces of world art. And this kind of experience 
could only be dreamed of in the USSR.

Kashshai painted a lot in these countries. All his foreign 
works are highly professional. They are somewhat similar 
to travel sketches, and this is especially true of graphic 
sketches. Probably the most interesting are the Norwegian 
studies. However, these works lack deep experience and 
pictorial power. Obviously, the Carpathian land gives its 
power only through constant direct communication with it.

Anton Kashshai was pretty popular and loved to meet 
up with friends. He could have a drink and treat everyone, 
not allowing anyone to pay for the entertainment. Not 
ăþøĿ�äĝéÓþÏġ͚�ÊĪħ�³øġă�ăŊéËé³øġ�³þÏ�ăŊéËé³ø�ÏÓøÓå³ħéăþġ�
constantly visited him. A sociable man and a great lover of 
life, Kashshai had a wide circle of communication. His friends 
- Havrylo Hliuk, Mykola Rosenberg, Adalbert Boretsky and 
all Transcarpathia artists, close people from Kyiv - Tetiana 
Yablonska, Vasyl Borodai, Leonid Chichkan, Olexii Oliinyk, 
Mykhailo Khmelko and many others. He often went to plein 
airs with Vasyl Burch and Ivan Ilko, and sometimes with 
a group of young artists, who put their easels behind the 
master’s easel and carefully studied his manner. He made 
friends with the famous American artist and writer Rockwell 
Kent, who visited Transcarpathia in 1964. Their friendship 
was further maintained by letter writing. 

His granddaughter, art critic Olena Kashshai published 
wonderful “Memories of the artist”  in the album “Anton 
Kashshai. Painting”:

“His global way of thinking was formed by the period he 
was born in, and by his family and teachers. That’s why the 
people next to him have always been extraordinary, bright 
³þÏ�ħ³øÓþħÓÏ�Ͱ�ôĪġħ�øéöÓ�èéýġÓøä͟�:ħ�Ľ³ġ�Ó³ġĿ�äăĝ�èéý�ħă�ŋþÏ�³�
common language with anyone - both with the Hutsuls high 
in the mountains, and with prominent people of his time all 
around the world. He communicated with Thor Heyerdahl 
in Norway, with Renato Guttuso in Italy, with director Serhii 

̭͟�ǋɴɵɳɱɞɴɿɬɨɩ�ƹ͟�ǋɝɳɜɧɱɵɞɱɳɺɣ�ɯɨɴɵɣɻɵɞɱ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɵʌ͟�ͮ�ǆ͚͟�̪̲̰̭͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̪̬̱͟
̮͟�Ʒɱɬɼɜɩ�ǃ͟�ǖɮʌɹ�ɢɱ�ɯɜɩɴɵɣɳɰɱɴɵʇ�ͥͥ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɴɿɬɜ�ɲɳɜɞɢɜ͟�ͮ�̫̯̪̪͟͟�̪̲̯̩͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̬͟
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...artists of Transcarpathia, 
being spoiled by the beauties 

of nature, were searching 
for the ideal motif with each 

branch being in the right 
place so that all you needed 

to do was just take it and 
transfer it to the canvas. 

Bondarchuk, and actor Rod Steiger in Uzhhorod, who came 
èÓĝÓ�éþ�̪̲̯̲�ħă�ŋøý�ħèÓ�Ê³ħħøÓ�ġËÓþÓġ�ăä�ħèÓ�ýăļéÓ��³ħÓĝøăă�
and actually settled in my grandfather’s home…”6 Kashshai 
ËăþħéþĪÓÏ�ħèÓ�ÓŊăĝħġ�ăä�$ĝÏÓøé�³þÏ��ăöġè³é͚�³éýÓÏ�³ħ�ħèÓ�
comprehensive development and support of art in the 
region. He played an important role in cultural and social 
life, encouraged the creative work of young people, as well 
as amateur artists. He sought to attract various sections of 
the population to art. He spoke about the achievements in 
this direction in the press in 1986, at the beginning of the 
so-called perestroika in the USSR: “There was a time when we 
started a number of art galleries in some areas of the region. 
For example, there is an exposition in the Nyzhni Vorota 
boarding school, or in the village of Turia Remeta in the 
Perechyn region, which was recently opened. There is a kind 
of an art gallery in the collective farm named after Lenin in 
Berehivshchyna... Another art gallery is being created in the 
village of Petrovo”.7

Perfect landscapes

Every artist has successful works and less successful 
ones, but a characteristic feature of Anton Kashshai’s work 
éġ�³�ġéåþéŋË³þħ�þĪýÊÓĝ�ăä�èéåèͰøÓļÓø�Ľăĝöġ͟�9Ó�éýýÓÏé³ħÓøĿ�
took the right tone in a young age, the appropriate setting, 
and nothing could stop him from constantly creating 
beautiful paintings, which can not be called otherwise than 
examples of the highest poetic art. In the second half of the 
1950s it was the fabulous Chorna Tysa (1958) - a colorful 
alpine poem, Hay stacks (late 1950s) - a poem of a mountain 
summer day, Morning in the Mountains (1958) - a poem of a 
mountain morning, Evening (1956) - an evening poem, Winter 
Forest (1957) - a real charm of Kashshai’s winter,  Mountain 
H³þÏġË³ĚÓ�̪̲̮̱ͫͬ�éġ�ĚÓĝýÓ³ħÓÏ�Ľéħè�ĝÓŌÓËħéăþġ�ăä�øéåèħ�³þÏ�
some works of restrained color Evening, Gloomy Day, Logging 
(all - 1959) with a fascinating tonal organization ... And every 
painting is a sincere surprise and delight: how come there 
are so many and everything’s so good?! So masterful and so 
easy?! And there is also a large selection of studies in oil on 
cardboard - an endless series of Carpathian nature.

̯͟�ǆɜɼɼɜɩ�ǋ͟�ǎɲɱɟɜɢɨ�ɲɳɱ�ɯɨɵɻʌ�ͥ�ƶɰɵɱɰ�ǆɜɼɼɜɩ͟�ǀɨɞɱɲɨɴ͟�ͮ�ǐɦɟɱɳɱɢ͚�̫̩̪̪͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̫̫̭͟
̰͟�ǆɜɼɼɜɩ�ƶ͟�Ǌɣ�ɹɶɢɱɦɰʇ�ɴɵɣɳɣɱɵɨɲɨ�ͮ�ɲɳɜɞɢɜ�ɦɨɵɵʌ�ͥͥ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɴɿɬɜ�ɲɳɜɞɢɜ͟�ͮ�̪̱̩̮̪̲̱̯͟͟͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̬͟
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«The castle of Nevytske», 1970

«The castle of Nevytske», 1979«The castle of Nevytske», 1970

48.68152, 22.40213
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 The artist adheres to his feeling and technical, formal 
principles to embody this feeling on the canvas. But in the 
ËăĪĝġÓ�ăä�ËĝÓ³ħéļéħĿ�þÓĽ�ħĝÓþÏġ�³ĝÓ�³øĽ³Ŀġ�ÓýÓĝåéþå͟��ħ�ŋĝġħ͚�
they appear as trial steps, appear in separate works, and 
then more and more take over the author and conquer the 
entire creative territory. This process is inevitable, it cannot 
be stopped or changed, it can only be accepted - this is 
the road of the artist. It is also a way to avoid recurrence, 
excessive replication of what has already been achieved. 
New horizons give new breaths of life. Sometimes it is 
ħèÓ�Êéĝħè�ăä�³�ĝ³ħèÓĝ�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�þÓĽ�ý³þþÓĝ͚�³þÏ�ăäħÓþ�Ͱ�³�
ýăÏéŋË³ħéăþ�ăä�ħèÓ�Óľéġħéþå�ăþÓ͚�éħġ�ÏÓļÓøăĚýÓþħ͟�HéļÓøĿ�
pulsating feelings of native land, strong internal motivation 
for creativity remain unchanged.

Kashshai’s 1960s are active and successful in the 
social and cultural life of the region. They testify to certain 
changes in the painting style. The principle of generalization 
of colored planes of a landscape work, and their clearer 
formal expression were intensifying since 1960. Accordingly, 
due to the interaction of colored enlarged planes, the level 
of decorativeness of many works also increased. This is 
evidenced by the paintings Spring, Svydovets Valley, In 
the mountains, Mountains in winter (all - 1960) and many 
others. Such features penetrated into some works of the 
second half of the 1950s, and later began to dominate. 
Similarly, in some works of the 1960s, a new approach 
emerged, typical of the 1970s - the presentation of the plot 
as a holistic generalized form, approaching a circle formed 
by an arch or several arches of mountains in the background 

«The view of Verkhovyna», 1960«Mountain landscape», 1969
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and a semicircle or several semicircles in the foreground 
(a mountain slope, a meadow, a road or a fence). Such a 
compositional course was used in the works Winter Evening 
(1966), Light Day, Early Spring (1968), Blooming (1969), 
�éøø³åÓ�éþ��ÓĝöèăļĿþ³�ͫŋĝġħ�è³øä�ăä�ħèÓ�̪̲̰̩ġ͚ͬ�ÓħË͟

The style of his painting changed again in the 1970s - 
loose strokes created a more generalized form. The author 
uses various compositional techniques. Sometimes the work 
preserves the gradual unfolding of plans, and the mountains 
grow to the edge of the canvas as a multi-tiered construction 
(Autumn in the Mountain Pass, Indian Summer, 1972, Snowy 
Fields, 1974), but often wide bands of mountains set the core 
of the work, its main rhythm. Sometimes, the plot is given a 
rotational movement (Winter, 1960s), centripetal movement 
(Old Village, 1970, Path in the woods, 1975), or dominated 

by a “calm” center (Monument of Architecture, 1975). 
Sometimes he contours the elements of the work with rather 
wide lines (October, Carpathian Motif, 1970). The artist 
experiments with color and tones: Snowcapped Mountain 
Top (1974) as if built of crystal against a dark blue sky, 
shimmering movement of leaves on the trees By the River 
(1970s) or around the Stream (1973) is transmitted by rapid 
movements of the brush. In Rain (1970) the artist makes an 
extravagant move - the luster of the wet road is enhanced by 
silver paint. Certain works have a deliberate study or semi-
ġħĪÏĿ�Ëè³ĝ³ËħÓĝ�Ͱ�ħèÓ�ÓŊÓËħ�ăä�å³Ěġ�éġ�ĪġÓÏ�ĽèÓþ�ħèÓ�ĽèéħÓ�
surface of the canvas is working, a “dry brush” drawing is 
used. The artist does not avoid the necessary industrial and 
production themes, capturing some moments of “socialist 
transformations” in Volovets - Verkhovyna, Zhdeniyiv - 

«Pikui Mountain», 1967 48.83299, 23.05355
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Zhdeniyivsky Lisokombinat (1975), Perechyn - Industrial 
Landscape and Perechyn Chemical Plant (1980).

As in the previous decades, all of Kashshai’s favorite 
motifs are present throughout the 1970s - mighty mountains 
scattered in the valleys of the village, motifs with groups 
of trees and forest motifs, romantic streams, river banks, 
meadows and mountain paths, Verkhovynian huts and 
wooden churches. This decade, like others, is marked by 
colorful still lifes. He drew them easily, in a playful way, as if 
to train or test working with color.

Anton Kashshai brought the luminosity and 
decorativeness of the painting plane to a high level. A 
ġéåþéŋË³þħ�þĪýÊÓĝ�ăä�èéġ�Ľăĝöġ�éġ�³�Ëăøăĝ�éÏÓ³ø͚�ăĝ�³ħ�øÓ³ġħ�
the maximum approximation to it. Everything he did was 
fascinating and enticing. Such landscapes could be painted 
only with enough idealism in your soul and a dream ahead 
of you. And what happens after the ideal is reached? All 
attempts to comprehend it were used. After these works it 
was possible to play only on change of tonality, on shade 
gradations or to resort to abstract forms.

Kashshai felt the need for change, and tried to avoid 
repeating the plots. Like every other artist, he used the 
techniques acquired over many years of intensive work, 
the usual means of realizing his manner. Involuntarily, the 
sincere feelings of the great painting epic calm down. The 
hand with the brush begins to move in the usual way, as it 
has been doing thousands of times. Involuntarily, a living 
work becomes ‘external’, and loses its internal strength.

Transcarpathia artists are inextricably linked with 
imagery. It could not have been otherwise. And otherwise 
it would not have been what we now call a school or a 
phenomenon of Transcarpathia painting, but the relentless 
logic of development brought many of them to new horizons. 
The image remained, they could not and did not want to 
break away from it, although some regretted that they did 
not succumb to the temptation to try a radical new one.

The practice of plein air painting was also preserved, and 
it included the search for a theme.  Artists of Transcarpathia, 
being spoiled by the beauties of nature, were searching for 
the ideal motif with each branch being in the right place so 
that all you needed to do was just take it and transfer it to 

the canvas. Kashshai traveled all over Transcarpathia with an 
easel. But over the years, just like all his other colleagues, he 
was choosing the valley of the river Uzh from Uzhhorod to 
Nevytsky more and more often.

In the 1980s, Kashshai started varying tonal solutions. 
He often used complex dark colors, earth color palette, and 
skillfully experimented with black. He dampened the color. 
He applied wide strokes, which immediately covered large 
areas on the canvas, sometimes applying the contour. Spring 
and summer motifs did not shine so actively any more, 
but the number of autumn and evening ones noticeably 
increased: Autumn in the Carpathians (1981), October 
(1982), Evening, Autumn Evening (1983), Winter Evening ( 
1984), Path (1987) and many others. The unexpected Sunny 
Meadow (1983) was made in the range of light, where the 
sun dissolved the colors. This way a mirage was created. 
Melancholy (1983) faded in the tone of purple sadness. The 
mysterious Autumn Rock (1989) pulsated in red in the center 
of the canvas, in a frame of trees.

The law of life led to its end. Not only did the color of 
the paintings fade, the artist himself gradually faded away. 
9Ó�ġĪŊÓĝÓÏ�äĝăý�³�ġÓĝéăĪġ�éøøþÓġġ͟�9éġ�ĽéäÓ�ø³ħÓĝ�ĝÓË³øøÓÏ͙�
“At that time he painted only at home, in the studio. I am 
not giving his last paintings away. It has been ten years 
since he passed away. Kashshai was buried with a priest 
doing the ceremony on Calvary. Just as he wished. However, 
now buildings have started to grow there and one of them 
is almost on his grave…”8 Anton Kashshai left the world of 
Carpathian light on January 1, 1992.

What is left after the pursuit of the ideal? Art, and 
the path to the ideal is what remains. And there are also 
the followers and epigones. Epigones often see only the 
“external” painting and try to imitate it. Followers make great 
ÓŊăĝħġ�ħă�ÏÓļÓøăĚ�ħèÓéĝ�ăĽþ�ËĝÓ³ħéļéħĿ�³þÏ�³ËèéÓļÓ�ħèÓéĝ�ăĽþ�
interpretation of the nature of the native land within the 
Kashshai’s tradition. Sometimes they succeed.

Anton Kashshai is one of the outstanding artists 
in Ukrainian painting of the 20th century. Continuing 
Bokshai’s line, he carried a passion for painting throughout 
his life, creating his art - a brilliant page in the history of 
Transcarpathia’s painting. It is said that outstanding pieces 

̱͟�ǆɱɞɝɨɻʌ�ǎ͟�ǋɮɣɰɜ�ǆɜɼɼɜɩ�ɞɨɹɱɢɨɮɜ�ɧɜɯʇɦ�ɧɜ�ɸʇɰɜɰɴɨɴɵɜ͚�ɜ�ɴɵɜɮɜ�ɢɳɶɦɨɰɱʋ�ɞʇɢɱɯɱɟɱ�
ɹɶɢɱɦɰɨɬɜ�ͥͥ�ǎɳʇɝɰɜ�ɧɣɯɮʌͰǒƽǎǏ͟�ͮ�̩̫̩̱̫̩̩̩͟͟͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̪̮͟
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«Synevyr», 1979 48.53858, 23.5977
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«Architectural landmark», 198348.94181, 22.59062

of art are well received in reproductions. This fully applies 
to Kashshai’s work, shown in the already mentioned album 
“Anton Kashshai. Painting”. The main advantage of the 
album, in addition to good texts and interesting photo 
documents, there are 358 reproductions, that is there are a 
lot of reproductions. This is how Anton Kashshai’s art should 

be seen - in large numbers and in chronological order. In 
this way you can get a pretty complete impression of the 
artist, who for half a century easily and talentedly gave the 
world the color treasures. He was really a meteorite: his wife, 
perhaps, described Anton Kashshai most accurately.
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What is left after the 
pursuit of the ideal? Art, 
and the path to the ideal 
is what remains.
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Vasyl Habda is an original representative of the third 
wave of Transcarpathia painting of the 20th century. 
Moderation, not using spectacular moves, an apparent 
simplicity that expresses the theme and its emotional 
lyrical sound were his powers. The energy of gentle, subtle 
experiences pulsates under this cover. The special “tapestry” 
texture of the surface of his paintings creates a shimmering 
golden aura. The “violet” tonal register found by the artist 
looks fresh. The use of contours helps to generalize plans 
and color planes. Habda was a plein air artist, which, of 
course, did not preclude constant work in the studio. His 
themes included mountain landscapes, village huts, trees 
³þÏ�ġħĝÓ³ýġ͚�³þÏ�äăĝÓġħ�ýăħéäġ͟�vèÓ�ÏÓŋþéħéăþ�ăä�9³ÊÏ³�³ġ�
an “artist of spring” has become traditional and well-known. 

The high simplicity of the landscape

Vasyl Habda

Still lifes represent his second art incarnation. His still lifes 
show the taste and skill of the painter. However, the master 
is determined by his landscapes. His best works shine with a 
Ë³øý�³þÏ�ÓļÓþ�øéåèħ͚�ħèÓĿ�ĝÓŌÓËħ�ħèÓ�Ëè³ĝ³ËħÓĝ�ăä�ħèÓ�³ĝħéġħ͟

Vasyl Habda lived his life in moderation and balance. 
9Ó�Ľ³ġ�³ÊøÓ�ħă�èăøÏ�ħèÓ�ħèĝÓ³Ïġ�ăä�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�øéäÓ�øéþÓġ�éþ�èéġ�
hands and act in accordance with his nature, guided by 
kindness and respect for others. He never fought for a piece 
of welfare, and did not assert himself at the cost of others. 
His path was work and inspiration, and his achievements 
were enjoying life and creativity. He was loved and respected, 
and he always remained faithful to art, his family and 
friends.
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48.66083, 22.3766

«Sweet cherries are blooming», 1965
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«The river Uzh», 1978

Vasyl Habda was born on July 11, 1925 in Uzhhorod to 
Gyula Habda and Maria Gajo. The artist’s father, a man of 
great physical strength and ability to work, was a builder. He 
built an outbuilding in their yard, part of which still serves 
as a workshop for Gyula’s grandson and Vasyl’s son - artist 
Vladyslav Habda. At that time, Bercheni Street was home 
ħă�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�ý³ġħÓĝġ�³þÏ�ĚÓăĚøÓ�ăä�ËĝÓ³ħéļÓ�ĚĝăäÓġġéăþġ�Ͱ�
architect Beila Fodor, artists Adalbert Marton, Ozhvat, and 
next door - Gyergy Endredi, who played an important role in 
the formation of the artist Habda.

Studying at the Uzhhorod Drugetiv’s Gymnasium became 
the determinative factor in the formation of the young man.  

There, a group of classmates spontaneously developed a 
society of future artists and friends interested in various 
aspects of culture. Drawing at the gymnasium was taught by 
the previously mentioned Gyergy Endredi. He was a graphic 
artist and a watercolorist, who graduated from the Academy 
of Arts in Budapest, visited Austria and Italy. He adopted 
new processes in the art of the region, and was able to join 
the development of Transcarpathia’s art at its heyday. In the 
Gymnasium, Endredi conducted practical classes and talked 
about world art. He was a great teacher and was able to 
get his students interested in art and inspire them to work. 
In addition, he himself was an example to follow. In March 
1945, the Soviet authorities interned Endredi, together with 
Habda’s father and many others, in a labor camp in the 
Donbas. After that, Endredi would move to Hungary, and 
Habda would keep and later give him all his creative work.

Gyula Habda sought to give his son a higher education 
and, apparently, directed him to a profession that combined 
construction and art - to architecture. After the gymnasium, 
his son was already interested in art, and he was also well 
acquainted with construction and architectural activities. 
In 1943, Vasyl Habda entered the Budapest Polytechnic 
Institute, where he studied at the Faculty of Architecture 
until the end of 1944. Well-known Hungarian artists - 
jĝăäÓġġăĝġ�6Ôņ³�5³þĿé�³þÏ��³ĝËġ³Ŀ�EÓþĕ�ĽÓĝÓ�³ýăþå�èéġ�
teachers. Parents asked their son to stay in Hungary, but 
the noble young man wasn’t able to abandon his parents, 
and returned to Uzhhorod. He was not destined for an 
architectural future, and he wasn’t aiming at it. At that time 
his interest already belonged to painting.

As the artist’s wife, Halyna Oleksandrivna, recalled, Vasyl 
9³ÊÏ³�Ľ³ġ�ăŊÓĝÓÏ�ħă�ýăļÓ�ħă�9Īþå³ĝĿ�³äħÓĝ�̪̲̮̯͚�ħèÓþ�ħă�
�ņÓËèăġøăļ³öé³�éþ�̪̲̱̮͚�³þÏ�ŋþ³øøĿ�èÓ�Ľ³ġ�ăŊÓĝÓÏ�ħă�øéļÓ�³þÏ�
work in Canada in the late 1980s. “I remember how Habda 
uttered his ‘historical’ (as we called it at home) phrase: ‘I will 
never leave my garden with the old plums, I will never leave 
the grave of my parents, I can not be an artist without my 
homeland, without Transcarpathia’”.1 Habda expressed the 
credo of all artists of Transcarpathia with this phrase.

̪͟�ǆɱɮɨ�ɰɜ�ɲɱɮɱɵɰʇ�ɧͻʌɞɨɞɴʌ�ɬɱɮʇɳ�ͫɴɲɱɟɜɢ�ɢɳɶɦɨɰɨ�ƹɜɮɨɰɨ�ǋɮɣɬɴɜɰɢɳʇɞɰɨ�ƹɜɝɢɨͬ�ͥ�Ƹɜɴɨɮɿ�ƹɜɝɢɜ�
ͫɜɮɿɝɱɯͬ͟��ͭ�ǐɦɟɱɳɱɢ͚�̫̩̪̬͟�Ͱ�ǎ̪̪̩͟͟
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The Small Academy

In his autobiographical book My Youth: There Was Once 
an Academy, the writer Laszlo Balla called his circle (a society 
of creative youth engaged in art, actively communicating 
on artistic themes and focusing on the older generation of 
artists) a “small academy.”2  Adalbert Erdeli played a crucial 
role in uniting senior artists and creative youth. The very 
presence of the master in the city encouraged artwork. An 
artistic environment was created around Erdeli. The house 
number 3 of the outstanding artist on Tykha Street was really 
a kind of an academy. Senior artists - Bokshai, Hrabovskyi, 
Boretskyi, Kotska, Kontratovych, Petki - gathered here. Here 
ĿăĪþå�ĚÓăĚøÓ�ËăĪøÏ�èÓ³ĝ�ŋĝġħͰè³þÏ�³ÊăĪħ�ħèÓ�³ĝħéġħéË�øéäÓ�ăä�
Munich, Paris, Rome, about the outstanding French artists 
and famous European art museums, as well as about cultural 
trends in the world. You could hear quotes from the works of 
favorite philosophers and writers, there was an exchange of 
views on art, literature, and classical music. Erdeli voiced his 
dreams: “Guys, let’s compete with Paris and Munich.”3 And 
this was not a bravado: Erdeli’s enthusiasm was based on the 
awareness of the growing power and level of Transcarpathia 
painting, which was joined by the younger generation, as 
well as on the experience of “conquering provincial capitals” 
in other countries.

Erdeli realized his idea for the school in 1945, when he 
personally attached the sign ‘Academy’ on the building of 
the women’s teacher’s seminary on Rakoczi Street (now 
Ͱ��ăøăġèĿþ³�qħĝÓÓħͬ�³þÏ�ÊÓË³ýÓ�éħġ�ŋĝġħ�èÓ³Ï͟�9ăĽÓļÓĝ͚�
Transcarpathia was already part of the USSR, and everything 
was dictated from above: the name ‘academy’ was removed, 
and in the summer of 1946 the Uzhhorod Industrial and Art 
qËèăăø�Ľ³ġ�Óġħ³ÊøéġèÓÏ͟�vèÓ�ħÓ³Ëèéþå�ġħ³Ŋ�éþËøĪÏÓÏ�³øø�ħèÓ�
øÓ³Ïéþå�³ĝħéġħġ͚�³þÏ�ġăăþ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ġħĪÏÓþħġ�ăä�ħèÓ�ġËèăăø�
joined them. There was a great atmosphere in the institution, 
³øħèăĪåè�ħèÓ�ħĝ³éþéþå�ÊÓå³þ�éþ�ļÓĝĿ�ÏéŊéËĪøħ�ĚăġħͰĽ³ĝ�
conditions, without any material base.

At this moment Vasyl Habda had a Gymnasium and two 
years of study at the Faculty of Architecture in Budapest 
under his belt. As a person who has already passed a 

ġéåþéŋË³þħ�ÓÏĪË³ħéăþ³ø�Ě³ħè͚�èÓ�Ľ³ġ�ÓþĝăøøÓÏ�éþ�ħèÓ�ø³ġħ�
year of the newly established art school and graduated 
brilliantly. In 1944, Endredi, acting secretary of the Union 
of Subcarpathian Artists, introduced Vasyl Habda to Erdeli. 
Mutual sympathy has grown into friendly relations. Later, 
they painted together in the vicinity of Uzhhorod, and 
exchanged books. Erdeli brought a European spirit to their 
communication, encouraged creativity, search and in general 
è³Ï�³�ÏéļÓĝġÓ�éýĚ³Ëħ�ăþ�ħèÓ�ĿăĪþå�³ĝħéġħ͟�vèÓ�éþŌĪÓþËÓ�ăä�
the master is felt in the works of those years. Erdeli remained 
an undeniable authority for Habda forever.

The atmosphere of the academy was preserved 
inside and outside the school, and the desire for free 
communication and discussion of important issues for 
young artists continued. On the weekends young people 
usually gathered in the cozy courtyard of the artist Istvan 
Sevke, Habda’s cousin.  Among them there were artists 
(Lisa Kremnytska, who continued her studies at the school, 
Pavlo Bedzir, Yulii Stashko, Semen Malchytskyi), a sculptor 
(Robert Grof), a journalist and art critic (Yurii Andor) and 
their friends, who weren’t artists. Halyna Tyshchenko, Vasyl 
Habda’s future wife, was a constant participant in these 
meetings. A girl from a completely other world, the Soviet 
world, was captivated by the world of artistic pursuits, free 
youth discussions - and she captivated Habda and  later 
ġè³ĝÓÏ�³øø�ħèÓ�ÏéŊéËĪøħéÓġ�³þÏ�ôăĿġ�ăä�øéäÓ��Ľéħè�èéý�ĪþÏÓĝ�ħèÓ�
sign of mutual love.

Most of the participants of the ‘small academy’ and 
ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�åĝ³ÏĪ³ħÓġ�ăä�ħèÓ�³ĝħ�ġËèăăø�ý³ÏÓ�³þ�éýĚ³Ëħ�ăþ�
the history of Transcarpathia art. Pavlo Bedzir and Lisa 
Kremnytska organized a ‘drawing academy’ for a while in 
their studio at the Art Fund. At that time they became the 
ý³éþ�ŋåĪĝÓġ�ăä�vĝ³þġË³ĝĚ³ħèé³ͻġ�³ĝħéġħéË�þăþËăþäăĝýéġý͟�
The early death of the talented artist Istvan Sevke was a 
huge loss. Beila Kalna left for Slovakia in 1947. Robert Grof 
³þÏ��Īĝéé��þÏăĝ�ġĽéħËèÓÏ�äĝăý�ŋþÓ�³ĝħġ�ħă�ôăĪĝþ³øéġý͟�F³ĝÓø�
Yakubek moved to Lutsk in 1964, where he headed the 
local section of the Artists’ Union and the Art Fund branch. 
Those who were not artists always kept a lively interest in 
art, remained its admirers and participants in the artistic 
environment.̫͟��³øø³�H͟�:äôīġ´åăý͙�ļăøħ�ÓåĿġņÓĝ�ÓåĿ�³ö³ÏÔýé³͟�yþåļ´ĝ͚�̫̩̩̲

̬͟��³øø³�H͟�:äôīġ´åăý͙�ļăøħ�ÓåĿġņÓĝ�ÓåĿ�³ö³ÏÔýé³͟�yþåļ´ĝ͚�̫̩̩̲͟�ͭ�ǎ̪̩̯͟͟
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«The church in Yasynia», 1968

«March in Yasynia»,

1958 

«The Uzhhorod castle», 
1970 

48.26924, 24.38156

48.26924, 24.38156

48.3714, 22.1821
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Life and art
 
Vasyl Habda was able to immediately determine his 

direction in life. One year as a teacher at the art school (1946–
1947) was enough to understand that this was not who he was. 
He began his own journey in the world of Transcarpathia art, 
opened by great predecessors who had already become his 
colleagues and friends. There would be a comprehension of 
Ě³éþħéþå�ħèÓýÓġ�éþ�ħèéġ�Ľ³Ŀ͟�9Ó�ĽăĪøÏ�ŋþÏ�ġħĿøéġħéË�ġăøĪħéăþġ͚�
and there would be an accumulation of personal experience, 
which would later lead the artist to his special artistic language. 
He immediately began to set himself serious painting tasks that 
required hard work, and soon faced the problem of art work and 
income.

Habda worked as an artist in the theater under the direction 
of Fedir Manailo for about two years. In 1948, the Art Fund’s 
production workshops were organized in Uzhhorod, where 
Habda worked from their foundation until their decline in 
the mid-1990s. He had to work a lot as a designer, perform 
monumental works, and commissioned portraits. Habda was a 
good portraitist, but he could only paint people who impressed 
him internally, so he often refused portrait orders.

The Art Fund was a source of income, but it took a lot of 
ħéýÓ�³þÏ�ÓŊăĝħ͟�:þ�³ÏÏéħéăþ͚�9³ÊÏ³�ħăăö�Ë³ĝÓ�ăä�ËăøøÓ³åĪÓġ�
from his mini-brigade. “The team of designers consisted of three 
people - Kremnytska, Sevke and Habda. Habda had a bicycle, he 
went to the Art Fund and took the necessary materials for work 
- stretchers, canvas, paints, and all this was brought to Sevke. 
Habda helped both Lisa and Sevke (Sevke was often unable to 
work due to ill health). He had to take on all the work, but there 
were never any quarrels or complaints, it was a good friendship. 
They did a lot of work at home - cutting rails for subframes, 
sewing large canvases, pulling them on subframes and priming 
them. Habda’s mother boiled glue in a basin and carried it to 
the basement to cool. Everyone was involved in the process.”4 
Habda had to work as a designer for almost twenty years, and 
at the same time make time for painting. It became easier when 
he moved to an art workshop and was able to earn a living with 
his own art.

Thanks to his balanced character and inner strength, Vasyl 

Habda managed to cope with all aspects of life: working hard 
and earning money, supporting his own family and old parents, 
helping colleagues, and building a house in the conditions of 
the Soviet shortage of materials. At the same time, the artist 
had to satisfy his own spiritual needs. Books were a cult: he 
bought all publications related to art, subscribed to Soviet and 
foreign art magazines. Favorite classics could be listened to in 
ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�ËăþÏéħéăþġ͚�³þÏ�ýăġħ�ăä�ħèÓ�þéåèħ�Ľ³ġ�øÓäħ�äăĝ�ĝÓ³Ïéþå͟�
All interests led to the main thing - to art work, which, under 
³þĿ�ËéĝËĪýġħ³þËÓġ͚�þÓļÓĝ�ġħăĚĚÓÏ�³þÏ�ĽèéËè�þÓļÓĝ�ĝÓŌÓËħÓÏ�ħèÓ�
ÓŊăĝħ�ăĝ�ĚĝăÊøÓýġ�ġĚÓþħ�éþ�ăħèÓĝ�ŋÓøÏġ�ăä�øéäÓ͟

Like other Transcarpathia artists, Habda was inspired 
by his land as a material for painting. During the plein airs 
he captured his favorite Mizhhiria region with its classic 
picturesque landscapes, the alpine Rakhiv region and polonyna’s 
of Chornohora and Svydovets and the “promised land” of 
Transcarpathia’s plein air - the chamber Uzhanska valley. Over 
the years, long trips became less frequent, and they were no 
longer in great need. The artist took everything he needed from 
the surrounding area: the villages of Dubrynychi, Vorochevo, 
forests near Nevytskyi and Kamianytsia, the river Uzh near 
Uzhhorod.

Eastern Slovakia was another land of creative inspiration. 
Habda painted in Košice (the artist’s cousin lived there), 
Komarno, in the vicinity of the towns of Trebišov and 
Mykhailivtsi, on the Zemplinska Shirava Reservoir and Lake 
Vynianske. In 1995, the artist painted a dozen and a half works 
in Trebishov Park, half of which were purchased by the local 
museum.

He often went to paint in nature with Erdeli, Bokshai, 
Manailo, and often went to distant villages alone. It was 
easy for him to settle down in the villages due to his friendly 
nature. “Habda once came to Yasinia. The bus stopped, and he 
öþăËöÓÏ�³ħ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�èăĪġÓ�ħă�³ġö�ĽèÓĝÓ�èÓ�ËăĪøÏ�ġħăĚ�äăĝ�³�äÓĽ�
days. He stopped at these same people, and their friendship 
lasted a lifetime.”5 He avoided crowded plein airs, which were 
increasingly accompanied by alcohol. Because of this many 
considered him a recluse.

The opinion of fellow artists was important for Habda. 
Manailo could criticize sharply, but he mostly evaluated the 

̭͟�ǡɧ�ɳɱɧɯɱɞɨ�ɧ�ɢɳɶɦɨɰɱʋ�ɹɶɢɱɦɰɨɬɜ�ƹɜɮɨɰɱʋ�ǋɮɣɬɴɜɰɢɳʇɞɰɱʋ�̪̩̩̮̫̩̪̬͟͟�ɳ͟�
̮͟�ǡɧ�ɳɱɧɯɱɞɨ�ɧ�ɢɳɶɦɨɰɱʋ�ɹɶɢɱɦɰɨɬɜ�ƹɜɮɨɰɱʋ�ǋɮɣɬɴɜɰɢɳʇɞɰɱʋ�̪̩̩̮̫̩̪̬͟͟�ɳ͟
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work through the prism of his vision. Hliuk could not criticize, 
he assessed the paintings in a very kind and gentle way. 
Kontratovych was the best critic who managed to look at the 
work through the eyes of its author without imposing his own 
opinion.

Vasyl Habda immediately joined the exhibition activities. 
He participated in all regional exhibitions, and since 1954 - in 
all republican, many All-Union exhibitions, and even in foreign 
ones. Numerous meetings took place at the exhibitions. Many 
people felt the charm of the artist, his sincere attitude. Friendly 
relations were established with the artists, in particular with 
Tetiana Yablonska and the head of the Union of Artists of the 
USSR Kateryna Belashova. The Habda family was an attractive 
center, they were always surrounded by a crowd. He was 
visited by ither artists - Manailo, Hliuk, Boretskyi, Kontratovych, 
�ÓÏņéĝ͚�ÊĿ�äĝéÓþÏġ�äĝăý�ăħèÓĝ�ĚĝăäÓġġéăþ³ø�ŋÓøÏġ�Ͱ�ÏăËħăĝ� ýĿħĝă�
Snihurskyi, engineer Ievhen Hryhor, by his mathematics teacher 
Yurii Studnev.

Vasyl Habda did not dare to have a solo exhibition for a long 
time, believing that he was not ready yet. In 1980, the secretary 
of the regional committee Mykola Semeniuk insisted on holding 
ġĪËè�³þ�ÓľèéÊéħéăþ͟�vèÓ�þÓľħ�ŋļÓ�ġăøă�ÓľèéÊéħéăþġ�ħăăö�Ěø³ËÓ�éþ�
Slovakia and another one in 1995 in Uzhhorod. The exhibitions 
of 2015 and 2019 were already posthumous. Habda became a 
member of the Artists’ Union in 1958. He received the title of 
an Honored Artist in 1981, the title of People’s Artist - in 2000. 
But he was especially moved by the 1995 Bokshai and Erdeli 
Regional Prize, which reminded him of the great teachers who 
seem to have been around recently in plein airs and in friendly 
conversations.

The value of violet

The two main lines of Vasyl Habda’s work are landscape 
painting and still lifes. Still lifes were an important genre 
for him, They accompanied the entire path of the artist 
chronologically and evenly. He believed that it is in still lifes 
that the artist’s taste and skill are fully manifested. In this 
genre, as in landscapes, he went from classic realistic works 
ħă�èéġ�ăĽþ�ġħĿøÓ͟�9éġ�ġħéøø�øéäÓġ�ÏÓĚéËħÓÏ�ŌăĽÓĝġ͙��ĿËø³ýÓþ�

(1969), Zinnia in a Blue Jar (1970), Peonies (1972), Phlox 
(1981), Asters, Autumn Flowers (1974) and simply Flowers 
(1977). The decorative component and the exuberance of 
pure beauty is organized into a holistic system, or a color 
construction. And the color violet is its unifying, constructive 
factor. This is especially noticeable in his latter works (both 
in still lifes and in landscapes), where the elements are 
structured by a fairly wide contour line. Habda’s violet is 
mostly a “middle” one - without excessive brightness and 
not too muted. It often tends to light lavender, to lilac, 
and if used darker, it can approach closer to blue, to plum, 
sometimes to purple. An example is the light-borne still life 
Cyclamen (1981), where violet almost graphically built the 
whole scheme of the composition, resulting in increased cold 
tones, and bloomed warm tones.

Apparently, the artist came to violet gradually, developing 
his painting language. Just as gradually, this color penetrated 
èéġ�ø³þÏġË³ĚÓġ�³þÏ�ġħéøø�øéäÓġ͟��ħ�ŋĝġħ�Ê³ĝÓøĿ�þăħéËÓ³ÊøÓ͚�éħ�
later becomes visible, constructive, dominant. Most likely, 
the process was intuitive: who, if not the artist, is given to 
feel what he needs. It is unlikely that Habda read its meaning 
in literature as a color that symbolizes wisdom and maturity, 
artistry and mysticism, dignity and humility, greatness and 
luxury. One thing is for sure: Habda used violet to create his 
own luxury - a painting luxury. The colors of the landscape 
ăĝ�³�ġħéøø�øéäÓ�ĽÓĝÓ�ĝÓŌÓËħÓÏ�éþ�åăøÏ�éþ�ËăþôĪþËħéăþ�Ľéħè�ļéăøÓħ͚�
because it is complementary to yellow - no wonder gold 
products look best against the background of this color. The 
restrained extravagance of violet gave the amazing sound of 
Habda’s paintings, which can be called a golden aura.

Therefore, his seemingly ordinary landscapes and still 
lifes suddenly opened an incredible depth, which radiates a 
uniform mysterious light. Habda performed colored scores in 
ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�ħăþÓġ�Ľéħè�åĝÓ³ħ�éþþÓĝ�äĝÓÓÏăý͟�:ħ�éġ�ĚăġġéÊøÓ�ħè³ħ�
there was a potential for new experiments (which eventually 
did not happen) in his still lifes, due to the increased 
conventionality of deliberately selected objects and greater 
abstraction of colors, due to the mystery of the interaction of 
objects and the environment. However, it is the landscapes 
that seem to be created with an extremely skilful brush, and 
born from the soul of the master.
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The soul of the landscape

The starting point of the artist’s painting inspiration has 
always been nature. Habda was an artist of plein air, which, 
of course, did not preclude constant work in the studio. It 
could not have been otherwise, because he was entering 
the world of art during the heyday of Transcarpathia’s plein 
air painting. Carpathian nature still preserved undiscovered 
deposits of picturesque transformation, and, accordingly, 
there was a need for new art power. The search for ‘his 
own’ nature makes the external factor important for Habda 
Ͱ�ħèÓ�ġÓ³ĝËè�äăĝ�³�ýăħéļÓ͟�:þ�ħèÓ�ËăþÏéħéăþġ�ăä�ý³åþéŋËÓþħ�
nature Transcarpathia’s artists competed in searching for 
the best motives. Habda was passionate about his work 
when everything was perfect in the landscape. His wife or 
son, who often accompanied him, sometimes had to remove 
extra branches in the foreground if the motif was somehow 
ä³øġéŋÓÏ�éþ�ħèÓ�³ĝħéġħͻġ�äÓÓøéþåġ͟�SäħÓþ�ħèÓ�éÏÓ³ø�Ěăġéħéăþ�äăĝ�
work was solved by a distance of ten centimeters. Anton 
Kashshai liked to joke: “I don’t need to look for favorable 
positions for painting. If I see traces of violet paint on the 
ĝăËöġ͚�:�ĚĪħ�ýĿ�Ó³ġÓø�éþ�³�Ěø³ËÓ�ļÓĝéŋÓÏ�ÊĿ�9³ÊÏ³͟

Choosing a motif could take quite a long time.The artist 
ħĝ³ļÓøÓÏ�ËăþġéÏÓĝ³ÊøÓ�Ïéġħ³þËÓġ�éþ�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�ÏéĝÓËħéăþġ͟�9Ó�
Ľ³ġ�ġăĝħéþå�³þÏ�Óļ³øĪ³ħéþå�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�³þåøÓġ�ĽèéøÓ�Ïĝéþöéþå�
ËăŊÓÓ�äĝăý�èéġ�ħèÓĝýăġ͟�5éþ³øøĿ͚�ħèÓ�éþġĚéĝ³ħéăþ�ħĪĝþÓÏ�ăþ�
and he immersed in painting, and then nothing could distract 
him from work. When the inspiration was lost, nothing could 
bring it back again. Lighting was an important condition. The 
work was stopped and postponed to the next day, as soon as 
ħèÓ�ġĪþ�ġéåþéŋË³þħøĿ�Ëè³þåÓÏ�éħġ�ÏéġĚăġéħéăþ͟

Each artist has his favorite painting themes, which 
mutually characterize the author. Habda’s reference 
Ëè³ĝ³ËħÓĝéġħéË�Ľ³ġ͚�³ġ�³øĝÓ³ÏĿ�ýÓþħéăþÓÏ͚�èéġ�ÏÓŋþéħéăþ�³ġ�³�
“spring artist”. He often dedicated his paintings to this time 
of year, which was marked by a great lyrical feeling. He really 
loved early spring time, the snow melting, new spring water 
purity and newborn colors. However, he can also be called 
an artist of water, or trees, or violet palette. And each of the 
characteristics would be deserved.

Landscape was important for the artist from the 
beginning of his career, but it did not immediately acquire a 
special Habda sound. The works of the 1950s are impeccable 
in craftsmanship. They were made in the traditional realistic 
key, without clear signs of individual style, but with signs of 
attraction to Erdeli’s painting line. The themes of the works, 
the artist’s interest in the changing, intermediate states 
ăä�þ³ħĪĝÓ�³ħ�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�ħéýÓġ�ăä�ħèÓ�ĿÓ³ĝ�ĽÓĝÓ�éýýÓÏé³ħÓøĿ�
outlined, as evidenced by the titles of the works: Blue Winter 
(1954), Early Spring (1956), After the Rain (1957), Twilight 
over the water (1957), It became warm (1958).

The development of his own style was sometimes made in 
almost imperceptible small steps. The beginning of the sixties 
brought changes in Habda’s creative style. In 1961, the classic 
“violet” Habda’s landscape Old Tree. Endurance. was created. 
A seemingly simple motive (a stream in the woods) was a 
ÏéŊéËĪøħ�Ě³éþħéþå�ħ³ġö͟�vèÓ�³Īħèăĝ�ĪġÓÏ�ļéăøÓħ�ħă�ÏÓĚéËħ�ħèÓ�
unhurrying gurgling current of the stream and the depth of 
the forest. The main “character” of the painting is an old tree 
that holds on to the stones with its broad paws. The quiet 
backwater near it acquires a burgundy, brown color, forming 
³�äăĝÓåĝăĪþÏ͟�vèéġ�éġ�³øġă�ăþÓ�ăä�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�Ľăĝöġ�ĽèÓĝÓ�ħèÓ�
ÓŊÓËħ�ăä�ħ³ĚÓġħĝĿ�ħÓľħĪĝÓ�Ľ³ġ�ħÓġħÓÏ͟�vèÓ�Ëè³ýÊÓĝ�äăĝÓġħ�
scene with water would become one of the main themes of 
the artist.

During his stay in the Rakhiv region in the mid-1960s, the 
artist used a wide contour to generalize plans and colored 
planes. It was the birth of a new manner, which unfolded 
in full force in many works of the following decades. The 
names-themes denoting the circle of artistic interests can 
be seen again: Hutsul motif (1971), Spring rain (1972), Spring 
in Verkhovyna (1972), The rain has passed, Thaw (1973), 
Snowy Verkhovyna, Spring Song (1976), Blooming Thorns 
̪̲̰̰͚ͫͬ��³ĝĚ³ħèé³þġ�éþ�M³ĝËè�̪̲̰̰ͫͬ͟��vèÓĝÓ�éġ�³�ġéåþéŋË³þħ�
increase in the number of works on spring motifs during this 
period. Even the short titles capture the trembling melody 
of nature being revived, and the triptych from the “Seasons” 
series is directly associated with Antonio Vivaldi’s musical 
masterpiece.

In the 1970s, Habda was less attracted to panoramic 
views, of which there were few even before. The epicness, 
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«Waterfall in the forest», 197748.3714, 22.1821
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The epicness, the dramatic 
grandeur of the country 
of the mountains does not 
provoke his artistic impulse. 
He focuses on the chamber 
landscape scene more and 
more often. Here his soul is 
the tuning fork. And it is the 
only way to recognize the 
“soul” of the landscape.

the dramatic grandeur of the country of the mountains does 
not provoke his artistic impulse. He focuses on the chamber 
landscape scene more and more often. Here his soul is the 
tuning fork. And it is the only way to recognize the “soul” of 
the landscape. This is evidenced again by the works: Forest 
Stream (1974), Spring Streams Sing (1975), Forest Waterfall, 
Forest Stream (1977), Forest Mohican (1978), etc. One 
separate scene gives the artist everything for painting. The 
carved, carefully selected frame of reality best corresponds 
to his nature and the character of his artistic experience. 
The painter passes this scene through himself, and, imbued 
with the energy of the author, it is embodied in paints on the 
canvas. Similar motifs may appear, the same motif may be 
repeated, but it is only an endless search for “pure sound”. 
$³Ëè�ĚéËħĪĝÓ�éġ�³�þÓĽ�ôăĪĝþÓĿ͚�³�þÓĽ�ýÓøăÏĿ͚�ŋøøÓÏ�Ľéħè�
the same spirit of search. Each has a complete image and 
completeness of artistic material.

Habda constantly improved the means and methods of 
ÓľĚĝÓġġéăþ͟��ăýĚăġéħéăþ³øøĿ�ļÓĝéŋÓÏ�äĪħĪĝÓ�Ľăĝöġ�ăþ�ġý³øø�
pencil drawings. The path of improvement led to conciseness, 
to a wider stroke, a generalizing contour, a “tapestry” texture 
with “delicious” lumens. The “violet” tone became usual, and 
provided freshness of color combinations. All this is present 
in the works of the 1980s and 1990s, and almost every 
canvas of this period becomes a sample of high-level art. 
vèÓ�ĪġĪ³ø�ø³þÏġË³ĚÓ�ËĝÓ³ħÓġ�ħèÓ�ÓŊÓËħ�ăä�ġĪååÓġħéļÓ�³Ëħéăþ͚�
attraction, which cannot be broken down into components: 
it remains only to accept it and enjoy the exquisite lyrical 
sound, delicate intimate chords of such works as Lilac Etude, 
Uzh River (1978), Breath of Spring, Golden Autumn (1980), 
Fairy-tale motif (1981), Winter, Forest (1990), Melted waters 
(1991), Late summer (1995), as well as rural motifs - Warm 
autumn, Old Verkhovyna, Forgotten hut (1979), May (1981), 
Village yard (1984).

Vasyl Habda was acquainted with world art through 
literature, art albums, and art periodicals. He traveled to 
Hungary, Slovakia, Romania, and visited art galleries in 
�ĪÏ³ĚÓġħ�³þÏ�jĝ³åĪÓ͟�9Ó�è³Ï�³�öÓÓþ�éþħÓĝÓġħ�éþ�ħèÓ�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�
ËĪĝĝÓþħġ�ăä�èéġ�ËÓþħĪĝĿ͚�ĪþÏÓĝġħăăÏ�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�³ĝħéġħéË�
languages   and was well aware of the importance of being 
in the present - in the artistic present. At the same time he 
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understood how important it is to be true to himself. He 
supported the artistic pursuits of his son, the artist Vladyslav 
Habda, and he understood that he would not have enough 
time for his own experimental attempts.

Gradually, the disease intervened in his life. His daughter, 
a doctor by profession, managed to prolong her father’s life 
as much as possible. She did everything possible to help him 
remain himself, that is, to paint as long as he has time for it. 
But on August 22, 2003 his strength ran out, and the soul 
of the artist who knew how to communicate with the soul of 
nature, dissolved in this nature.

«Hutsul area in spring», 197448.26924, 24.38156

Vasyl Habda was devoted to art, which was the cause 
of his life. He was devoted to his family and interested in 
various manifestations of reality. For him, the greatness of 
the work of the older generation of Transcarpathia artists 
was indisputable. He created his art and became a co-creator 
of the phenomenon of Transcarpathia painting. He left 
his evidence, the results of his work - an absolute artistic 
treasure.
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Each picture is a new journey, 
³�þÓĽ�ýÓøăÏĿ͚�ŋøøÓÏ�Ľéħè�
the same spirit of search. 
Each has a complete image 
and completeness of artistic 
material.
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Ivan Ilko belongs to the ‘fourth generation’ of 
Transcarpathia’s artists, who were destined to exhaust and 
complete the last phase of the phenomenon of Transcarpathia 
painting of the twentieth century. Just like other artists in the 
history of this phenomenon, he found his own language to talk 
about his time and create his art. The artist Ilko was formed by 
ħèĝÓÓ�ý³éþ�ä³Ëħăĝġ͟�vèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ăþÓ�éġ�ħèÓ�ļéøø³åÓ�ăä� Īøăļă�³þÏ͚�
more broadly, him living in Verkhovyna. The second one is the 
teachers and the artistic environment. And the third factor 
is Ilko himself, his purposeful character and ability to work. 
9Ó�è³ġ�³øĽ³Ŀġ�ÊÓÓþ�ĝÓġĚăþġéÊøÓ͚�ÓŊéËéÓþħ�³þÏ�ÏÓħÓĝýéþÓÏ�
éþ�³ËèéÓļéþå�èéġ�åă³øġ͟�9éġ�åĝÓ³ħ�ÏéøéåÓþËÓ�³þÏ�ÓŊéËéÓþËĿ�
is evidenced by his path as an artist, measured by a large 
number of paintings, sketches, and drawings.

Ivan Ilko entered Transcarpathia’s art during its heyday, at 

The landscape as evidence

Ivan Ilko

a time of its second phase, that is the Soviet phase. Formally, 
the fourth generation also includes artists Ivan and Larysa 
Brovdi, Viacheslav Prykhodko, Vasyl Sabov, Attila Dunchak, 
Ferenc Seman. They are all bright individuals with important 
achievements, but it was Ilko who found his direction in line 
with traditional Transcarpathia imagery and was able to 
complement it with his paintings.

From a young age, Ilko dedicated his talent to his land 
and its people. He was lucky to have Bokshai and Manailo as 
ħÓ³ËèÓĝġ͚�ħă�öþăĽ�³øø�ħèÓ�øĪýéþ³ĝéÓġ�ăä�vĝ³þġË³ĝĚ³ħèé³ͻġ�ŋþÓ�
³ĝħġ͚�ħă�Ľăĝö�Ľéħè�ħèÓý�³þÏ�ŋþ³øøĿ�ħă�ĝÓĚøÓþéġè�ħèÓéĝ�ĝ³þöġ͟�
He built his works on the principles of plein air painting, on a 
deep knowledge of folk life and the Carpathian environment. 
After all, Ilko has always been and still is a part of this people 
and this environment.
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Dulovo

Dulovo is Ivan Ilko’s native village, where he was born 
on March 4, 1938 in the peasant family of Ivan Ilko and 
Vasylyna Maior. Dulovo is also a place that played a crucial 
role in shaping the future artist. This is the environment 
of his childhood: wooden buildings of the village, Tereblia 
ĝéļÓĝ͚�ŋÓøÏġ͚�ýăĪþħ³éþġ͚�äăĝÓġħġ�³þÏ͚�ăä�ËăĪĝġÓ͚�ħèÓ�ĚÓăĚøÓ͚�
peasants with their traditional occupations, worries and 
joys, grandfather Mykhailo, uncle Vasyl, uncle Symko, aunt 
Melania. All this would become the subject of his painting 
in the future. The category of place would forever remain 
important to him, and the artist would consider himself 
a witness to the world that was passing into the past so 
quickly - before it was completely gone.

Ivan was born in Czechoslovakia, and in March 1939 
the region, which proclaimed itself the Carpathian Ukraine, 
was captured by Hortist Hungary. Five years later, in 1944, 
Soviet troops came to Dulovo. The Soviet period began in 
the history of the village and the whole region. And it lasted 
almost half a century. 

vèÓ�ÊăĿ�ġħĪÏéÓÏ�èéġ�ŋĝġħ�ĿÓ³ĝ�³ħ�ġËèăăø�éþ�9Īþå³ĝĿ͚�³þÏ�
then he had to do this again in the USSR. He was not much 
³ŊÓËħÓÏ�ÊĿ�ĚăøéħéË³ø�Ëè³þåÓġ�³þÏ�ħèÓ�ÏéŊéËĪøħéÓġ�ăä�Ï³éøĿ�
ÓľéġħÓþËÓ͟�9ăĽÓļÓĝ͚�ħèÓ�Ëè³þåÓġ�ÊĝăĪåèħ�ħĽă�ÏÓŋþéþå�ħèéþåġ�
for him - school and cinema. Movies fascinated him, aroused 
his imagination. And school was the place where Ivan’s 
desire to draw appeared. He made and painted homemade 
Christmas decorations, learned the basics of font writing and 
even tried his hand at decorating. He was drawing decorative 
wallpaper on paper, which was in demand among the 
villagers. He also learned to extract paints on his own: yellow 
- from onions, yellow-orange - from clay from Menchul, ink 
was used as violet and blue.

A crucial role in the life of the future artist Ivan Ilko 
was played by the director of the school Petro Vasyliovych 
Potockyi. Petro Vasyliovych came from the Poltava 
region and settled with the Ilko family. When there was a 
conversation about the boy’s further education at home, 
he supported his desire to study to be an artist. He even 

“I valued the elements of 
our identity and, to the 

best of my ability, tried to 
capture them, and this was 
the subject of my maximum 

concentration.”
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took all the necessary documents to the art school, which 
had been operating in Uzhhorod for seven years already. 
Ivan was surprised to have passed the entrance exams 
and in September 1952 became a student. Ilko was noticed 
at the entrance exams. Fedir Manailo’s experienced eye 
éýýÓÏé³ħÓøĿ�éÏÓþħéŋÓÏ�³þ�éþþ³ħÓ�ħ³øÓþħ�Ê³ġÓÏ�ăþ�ħèÓ�äăøö�
sense of color and shape. In addition, he was a blank slate, 
a talent not spoiled by any intervention yet. Later, the young 
man showed other traits that are valuable for an artist. Some 
of them were the ability to focus on the case and bring it to 
the end, interest in everything new, and interest in gaining 
knowledge. He found himself in an artistic environment, 
among the artists who created this environment and spared 
þă�ÓŊăĝħ�ħă�ġĪĚĚăĝħ�³þÏ�ÏÓļÓøăĚ�éħ͟���þÓĽ�ĽăĝøÏ�ăĚÓþÓÏ�
before him. The years of childhood in Dulovo were over.

The worries and joys of learning

5ĝăý�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�Ï³Ŀġ�ăä�ħĝ³éþéþå͚�:ļ³þ�ĚøĪþåÓÏ�èÓ³Ïøăþå�
éþħă�Ľăĝö͟�vèÓ�ý³éþ�ħÓ³ËèÓĝġ�³ħ�ħèÓ�ÊÓåéþþéþå�ĽÓĝÓ�q´þÏăĝ�
jÓħöé�³þÏ��éøýăģ��ÓĝÓË͙�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ăþÓ�ħ³Īåèħ�Ě³éþħéþå͚�³þÏ�
ħèÓ�ø³ħħÓĝ�Ͱ�Ïĝ³Ľéþå͚�³þÏ�³þ³ħăýĿ͟��ăħè�ĽăĝöÓÏ�ġÓøŌÓġġøĿ�
and passed a lot of knowledge onto the students. Ilko’s 
ŋĝġħ�ġĪËËÓġġ�Ë³ýÓ�ġèăĝħøĿ�³äħÓĝ͟�9Ó�Ě³éþħÓÏ�ħèÓ�Ěăĝħĝ³éħ�
of his grandfather at the winter session of 1953, and was 
praised for it by Erdeli himself. There was a period when Ilko 
was called the best painter in all the years of the school’s 
existence. His portraits and self-portraits made in the 
second year are perceived as professional and mature. Later 
classes with Yosyp Bokshai and Fedir Manailo were added. 
Nadiia Znamenska, who taught art history, passed a lot of 
knowledge onto the student as well.

The school had a good library, and the young man could 
satisfy his passion for reading. He discovered Russian 
artists Serov, Petrov-Vodkin, Vrubel, Roerich, and became 
interested in the World of Art association. In the second year 
he realized that in order to reach a certain level, you need 
to work constantly, continuously, and he was not afraid of 
work.

During all his years of study, Ivan had to work to make 
³�øéļéþå�Ͱ�éħ�Ľ³ġ�ÏéŊéËĪøħ�äăĝ�èéġ�Ě³ĝÓþħġ�ħă�ġĪĚĚăĝħ�èéý͟�9Ó�
performed various art-related orders, and did not refuse 
anything. Ilko had good professional relations with Fedir 
Manailo, who noticed Ivan at the entrance exams. From the 
ŋĝġħ�ĿÓ³ĝ�ħèÓ�ġħĪÏÓþħ�èÓøĚÓÏ�ħèÓ�ý³ġħÓĝ�ħă�Ë³ĝĝĿ�ăĪħ�ġËÓþÓĝĿ�
in the theater. In the fourth year Ilko already headed the 
Komsomol organization of the school and worked as an 
³ĝħéġħ�éþ�ħèÓ�Ě³ĝħĿ�ġËèăăø͟��þÏ�éþ�èéġ�ŋäħè�ĿÓ³ĝ�èÓ�ËăýĚøÓħÓøĿ�
transferred to the theater. The salary was small, but the 
theatrical world attracted him.

Sometimes Manailo involved him in other works. Nobody 
was buying paintings at that time. So in order to support 
his family, the great artist had not only to teach, but also to 
work as a set designer, deputy director of an art gallery and 
deputy director of the House of Folk Art.

Representatives of the Soviet government treated 
Manailo with distrust and even dared to criticize his art. 
Later he left teaching at the school. The exhibition of 
Manailo’s works in 1962 in Kyiv was a great success, and 
after this event the zealots of socialist realism disappeared. 
Ivan Ilko witnessed Fedir Manailo’s triumph at the VI 
Congress of Artists of Ukraine in 1976, when he was awarded 
the title of People’s Artist and the whole hall gave him a 
standing ovation. Ilko’s good relations with Manailo lasted 
for many years.

In 1957 Ivan Ilko graduated from the school. He mastered 
art disciplines, learned to understand art, got acquainted 
with the Uzhhorod artistic environment, and earned the 
attention of prominent artists - Bokshai and Manailo. He 
learned to rely on himself and make a living out of his artistic 
ġöéøøġ͟� Īĝéþå�èéġ�ġħĪÏéÓġ�³ħ�ħèÓ�ġËèăăø͚�èÓ�ĽÓþħ�ăþ�èéġ�ŋĝġħ�
plein air trips to remote mountainous areas and took part in 
³�ĿăĪħè�ÓľèéÊéħéăþ�äăĝ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ħéýÓ͟

His return to Verkhovyna

There was no free vacation for artists in Mizhhiria, but 
Ilko got a job at a school. Mizhhiria Verkhovyna became 
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important and crucial in many ways in the formation of 
the young artist’s painting style. Here he discovered many 
places that impressed him with their beauty and inspired 
creativity. Authentic Transcarpathia spirit was still preserved 
in Mizhhiria, Soimy, Stryhalnia, and many other villages. 
The village of Richka attracted Ilko’s attention and became 
a starting point for his art. And then there was a joint trip 
to Richka with the teacher Anton Shepa. There he created 
³�ġÓĝéÓġ�ăä�Ľăĝöġ�ħè³ħ�ħÓġħéŋÓÏ�ħă�ħèÓ�Êéĝħè�ăä�³�þÓĽ�ĿăĪþå�
creator of the Carpathian art world.

In the summer of 1958, Ilko and Shepa embarked on a 
major art expedition that lasted more than two months. 
Their path passed through Synevyrska Polyana, Synevyr, 
FăøăËè³ļ³�³þÏ�ÓþÏÓÏ�éþ�:ļ³þͻġ�þ³ħéļÓ� Īøăļă͟�9éġ�ŋĝġħ�Ľăĝöġ�
ĽÓĝÓ�ŋåĪĝ³ħéļÓ�Ě³éþħéþåġ͚�ÏăýÓġħéË�ġËÓþÓġ�ăä�ĝĪĝ³ø�øéäÓ͚�³þÏ�
landscapes. Ilko was preparing for the expedition thoroughly. 
Rolls of primed paper were most important on this trip. They 
were glued and covered with an emulsion of drying oil and 
gouache. So to start work he only needed to cut necessary 

äăĝý³ħġ�ăŊ�äĝăý�ĝăøøġ͟�j³éþħéþå�éþ�ħèÓ�ýăĪþħ³éþġ�ĝÓĜĪéĝÓÏ�äĪøø�
concentration, and they had to work quickly until the lighting 
changed.

The travelers stopped at Ilko’s place in Dulovo and there 
ħèÓĿ�ġĚÓþħ�ġÓļÓĝ³ø�ĽÓÓöġ�Ě³éþħéþå�éþ�ħèÓ�³ĝÓ³͟�:øöă�ŋþéġèÓÏ�
about forty works, including portraits of relatives and 
fellow villagers. Anton Shepa took four of his paintings to 
yņèèăĝăÏ͚�³þÏ�ħèÓĿ�åăħ�éþħă�ħèÓ�ĝÓåéăþ³ø�ÓľèéÊéħéăþ�Ͱ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�
ăŊéËé³ø�ÓľèéÊéħéăþ�äăĝ�:øöă͟

Shepa and Ilko visited Richka again in winter that year. 
Later, this village attracted many artists - Malchytskyi, 
Mykyta, Hertz, Habda. Richka has become an important 
plein air center for a lot of artists, and some of them even 
formed themselves as artists thanks to Richka.

:øöăͻġ�ŋþ³þËé³ø�ġéħĪ³ħéăþ�ÏÓħÓĝéăĝ³ħÓÏ�ÏÓġĚéħÓ�³øø�èéġ�
creative achievements, and in 1959 he left Mizhhiria - an 
important period of his life came to an end.

vèÓ�ŋĝġħ�Ľăĝöġ�ăä�:ļ³þ�:øöă�³ĝÓ�³øĝÓ³ÏĿ�Ëè³ĝ³ËħÓĝéņÓÏ�
by an amazing sense of place and accuracy of painting 
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interpretation. The artist - perhaps due to the attention to 
detail as something characteristic - claims the importance 
and uniqueness of the place. In the Mizhhiria region, Ilko got 
ĝéÏ�ăä�ħèÓ�ÓľËÓġġéļÓ�þ³ħĪĝ³øéġý�ăä�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�Ľăĝöġ�ÏÓļÓøăĚÓÏ�
during studying, found his colors and somehow immediately 
got into his landscape style, as evidenced by such works as 
Village of Richka, Winter Morning. Village of Richka, Mount 
Darvaika (1959). Another feature of Ilko’s landscape is the 
expressive plasticity of mountain landscapes and at the 
same time the lightness of the paint layer, as if woven from 
strokes: Geregovyshche (1958), Surroundings of Mizhhiria 
̪̲̮̲ͫͬ͟�:øöăͻġ�ŋĝġħ�Ěăĝħĝ³éħġ�ĽÓĝÓ�ýÓ³þéþåäĪø�Êăħè�éþ�Ëăøăĝ�³þÏ�
in psychology: Uncle Vasyl (1959), Verkhovynets, Petro from 
the Village of Richka (1960).

Ilko returned to his native Tiachiv region, and the Tiachiv 
period of his life and work began. It lasted from 1959 to 1972. 
It was a time of relentless creative growth, achievements in 
monumental art, as well as a time of recognition of the artist. 
Ilko got on his own two feet, got married, got a job and an 

apartment in Tiachiv. In 1968 he was admitted to the Union 
of Artists.

:øöăͻġ�ŋĝġħ�ĝÓåéăþ³ø�ÓľèéÊéħéăþ�ħăăö�Ěø³ËÓ��éþ�̪̲̮̱�ĽèéøÓ�èÓ�
was still working as a teacher in Mizhhiria. Then the works 
of the young artist received positive feedback. He has been a 
regular participant in regional and national exhibitions since. 
The writer Ivan Chendei wrote a feedback on the work of Ilko 
after the exhibition in 1964:

“Among the landscapes, the works of Ivan Ilko from 
Tiachiv stand out for their skill. His painting In the 
MăĪþħ³éþġ�Ľ³ġ�ËĝÓ³ħÓÏ�ÊĿ�³�ËăþŋÏÓþħ�³ĝħéġħ�Ľèă�éġ�éþ�øăļÓ�
with his work, aware of the high duty to take care of proper 
professional culture. Yes, this is exactly what can be said 
about the exhibited works of this young, promising master. 
His Spring polonyna’s convey the mood of the period in 
ħèÓ�øéäÓ�ăä�þ³ħĪĝÓ͚�ĽèÓþ�ħèÓ�ŋÓøÏġ�éþ�ħèÓ�ļ³øøÓĿġ�³ĝÓ�³øĝÓ³ÏĿ�
green, the plowman raises a slice, and the mountains are still 
breathing with cold. The artist managed to convey the breath 
of spring in the Carpathians with colors and drawings. No 

«Mizhhiria skirts», 1959
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less interesting is the Dam - a work of great cognitive value.”1

Artists organized plein airs throughout the region. 
Mykola Hlushchenko, Tetiana Yablonska and others from 
Kyiv often joined the Transcarpathia artists. Ilko took part 
in group plein airs, often accompanied Anton Kashshai 
and Vasyl Burch, but mostly traveled alone. He painted in 
the villages of the Teresva valley - Ust-Chorna, Brustury, 
Nimetska Mokra, Krasna, Pidplesha, Tereshulia, Shirokyi Luh, 
Bedevlia. Then a series of very successful portraits of local 
residents appeared, as well as genre works on the theme of 
agricultural work.

vèÓ�vé³Ëèéļ�ĚÓĝéăÏ�éþ�ħèÓ�øéäÓ�ăä�:ļ³þ�:øöă�Ë³þ�ÊÓ�ÏÓŋþÓÏ�
as a period of creative maturity. Travels through the villages 

of the Tiachiv region opened new color harmonies for him. 
M³þĿ�Ľăĝöġ�ĝÓËăĝÏ�³�ġħ³ħÓ�ăä�³�ĜĪéÓħ�ĚÓ³ËÓ�éþ�ħèÓ�øéåèħͰŋøøÓÏ�
valley of Tereblia: Autumn (1960), Good Day (1965), Vasyl’s 
Yard (1968). The gallery of panoramic works was replenished 
with the pieces Polonyna Hermeneska (1960-2003), View 
from Petros (1965), Mountain Nyva (1966), Polonynka 
Mountain (1967), Kolochava, Polonyna (1968). Applying 
the generalization of forms, contouring of planes and 
their division into spots, the artist achieves an interesting 
ÏÓËăĝ³ħéļÓ�ÓŊÓËħ�Ͱ�MăĪþħ�jĪÏĚøÓġè³�̪̲̯̩͚ͫͬ�qĪþþĿ��³øøÓĿ�
(1961), Wet Day (1965), Iaryna (1968). The piece The 
Beginning of the Great River (1970) reaches an epic sound: 
the dynamism of the mountain massifs is emphasized. 
It seems that the massifs grow in giant folds and rapidly 
converge into the valley, as if protecting the ribbon of a 
mountain stream. Lake in the Mountains (1967) intrigues 
us with its hidden mystery, and it is depicted almost in 
Erdeli’s style. As in the landscapes of Mizhhiria, in Tiachiv’s 
works the artist’s ability to see and convey time and place 
accurately is striking. The vertical canvas Two Spruces (1965) 
is a seemingly simple but surprisingly attractive plot. It forces 
you to focus on its balanced color scheme, rhythm that 
grows evenly, and calm shapes.

��ġéåþéŋË³þħ�Ěø³ËÓ�ÊÓøăþåġ�ħă�ħèÓ�Ěăĝħĝ³éħ�åÓþĝÓ͟�vèÓ�
models were peasants - men and women, often relatives, 
unique types of the old authentic village, representatives of 
the world, which gradually but relentlessly receded into the 
past. The series of portraits, started in the Mizhhiria region, 
was multiplied by new achievements - The Peasant from 
Dulovo, Uncle Vasyl, the kolesar (1960), several versions of 
Old Deket and Storyteller Mykhailo Halytsia from Dulovo 
(1961), Grandfather Yura, Uncle Symko, Aunt Melania, 
Portrait of a young man (1965), Uncle Ivan and Uncle 
Mykola. Shepherd’s Dinner (1970) should be mentioned 
among the genre works. It is painted on a large canvas, has a 
wonderful composition, and is an idealized memory of sheep 
farming.

A lot of works of this period have become kind of 
milestones in Ivan Ilko’s work. They carry remarkable artistic 
experience and at the same time they already contain 
the seeds of new discoveries. One cannot trace any clear 

«Petros Mountain», 1960 ̪͟�ǔɣɰɢɣɩ�ǡ͟�ǌɜɮʇɵɳɜ�ɯɱɮɱɢɨɹ�ͥͥ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɴɿɬɜ�ɲɳɜɞɢɜ͟�ͮ�̩̭̩̲̪̲̯̭͟͟͟�ͮ��͟�̭͟
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éþŌĪÓþËÓ�ăä�ăþÓ�ăĝ�³þăħèÓĝ�ý³ġħÓĝ�ăä�vĝ³þġË³ĝĚ³ħèé³�
painting in his works. Only rarely can you see some distant 
signs of Erdeli’s or Manailo’s approach to painting from 
nature. The teachers only accelerated the formation of his 
own art, and at that time not all the possibilities of artistic 
interpretation of the Transcarpathia world had been used, 
the phenomenon of Transcarpathia painting was still going 
on and gaining strength.

Monumental works

The Tiachiv years were also a period of the monumental 
genre in the creative biography of Ivan Ilko. It happened 
that the artist treated such works as an opportunity to earn 
ýăþÓĿ͚�ÊĪħ�èÓ�³øĽ³Ŀġ�äĪøŋøøÓÏ�ăĝÏÓĝġ�Ľéħè�äĪøø�ĝÓġĚăþġéÊéøéħĿ�
³þÏ�³ħ�ħèÓ�³ĚĚĝăĚĝé³ħÓ�ĚĝăäÓġġéăþ³ø�øÓļÓø͟�9éġ�ŋĝġħ�ăĝÏÓĝ�Ľ³ġ�
to design the club of the Solotvyno salt mine in 1962 - Ilko 
painted a fresco-secco on the wall above the stage. His 
second major work was a mosaic and plaster carving in the 
premises of the Tiachiv House of Culture (1967). The artist 
ĪġÓÏ�øăË³ø�ġħăþÓġ�ăä�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�ġè³ÏÓġ�ħă�ËĝÓ³ħÓ�ħèÓ�ýăġ³éË͟�
He had to perform quite a long composition in the very 
elongated interior of the lobby. The author composed the 
theme of human labor in such a way that the image looked 
like a series of scenes that could be perceived separately, 
without breaking the whole. In the corridor of the second 
Ōăăĝ͚�ħèÓ�³ĝħéġħ�ĚÓĝäăĝýÓÏ�³�ġÓĝéÓġ�ăä�äăøö�ýăħéäġ�éþ�ħèÓ�
technique of plaster carving. His work was awarded a 
diploma of the regional executive committee, and fragments 
of the mosaic were reproduced in a luxurious album about 
Transcarpathia’s art, published in 1973.

Several other objects in Tiachiv were decorated in the 
technique of plaster carving. In the Polonyna restaurant, 
Ivan Ilko and Yosyp Medvid plastered the wall and painted 
it black, and then cut out the contours of the architectural 
motifs with chisels. It was an exquisite openwork 
composition, the idea of   which was prompted by the 
graphics of the Lithuanian artist Stasys Krasauskas.

His largest work was an order in Truskavets - the 

ÏÓËăĝ³ħéăþ�ăä�ŋļÓ�Ōăăĝġ�ăä�ħèÓ�ġ³þ³ħăĝéĪý�ăä�ħèÓ��Ë³ÏÓýĿ�
of Sciences. Ilko invited his colleagues Yosyp Medvid, Yurii 
and Nataliia Hertsiv to cooperate. Sketches were approved 
in Moscow. The work lasted a year and a half. Ilko performed 
four compositions in the marquetry technique (a kind of 
éþø³Ŀ�ăä�ŋåĪĝÓÏ�ħèéþ�ĚøĿĽăăÏ�Ěø³ħÓġͬ͟�vèÓ�ĝÓġĪøħġ�ăä�ħèéġ�
order were comforting for everyone. This project won a silver 
medal at the All-Union Exhibition of Monumental Art.

�ħ�ħèÓ�ġ³ýÓ�ħéýÓ�:ļ³þ�:øöă�ĝÓËÓéļÓÏ�èéġ�ŋĝġħ�ýăþĪýÓþħ³ø�
orders outside Transcarpathia. In those years, the practice 
of building and decorating pavilions at bus stops was 
ġĚĝÓ³Ïéþå͟�$ľĚÓĝéÓþËÓ�éþ�ħèéġ�ŋÓøÏ�øÓÏ�:øöă�ħă��ĝéýÓ³͚�ĽèÓĝÓ�
he has been performing various monumental works for nine 
years. Ilko was working on bus pavilions near Simferopol 
and Hurzuf. He worked on the six stained-glass windows in 
Kerch. Together with Mykola Medvetskyi and Pavlo Balla, he 
worked on a children’s sanatorium in Ievpatoria. There he 
also painted frescoes in tempera (two of them - according to 
F³ġèġè³éͻġ�ġöÓħËèÓġͬ͟�9Ó�³øġă�ĚÓĝäăĝýÓÏ�³�ġéåþéŋË³þħ�³ýăĪþħ�
of monumental work in Khmelnytskyi.

In 1977 a large project was implemented to design a 
sanatorium in the Svaliava region. Ivan Ilko’s last large-scale 
monumental work was a large mosaic in the Uzhhorod 
House of Political Education, made in 1985. This is a typical 
work in the style of socialist realism: pathetic, sublimely 
optimistic, with a compositional center - the leaders of 
the world proletariat in the middle. Currently, as part of 
decommunization, the central part of the mosaic is closed. In 
any case, it is a solid piece of work both in shape and color.

Returning to Uzhhorod

Ivan Ilko felt pretty comfortable in Tiachiv. He had a good 
reputation among colleagues and local authorities. Favorite 
drawing places were easily accessible. In the early 1970s, 
everything changed. He was invited to Uzhhorod as chairman 
of the artistic council of the Art Fund. The initiative obviously 
came from the agitation and propaganda department of the 
Transcarpathia regional committee of the CPSU, which was 
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responsible for the activities of art unions. They were very 
pleased with Ilko’s work in creating the Salt Mine Museum in 
Solotvyno. It was not easy for Ilko to take such a step, but in 
October 1972 he moved to Uzhhorod with his family.

Workshops of the Art Fund of the USSR were organized 
éþ�yņèèăĝăÏ�éþ�̪̲̭̯͚�ÊĪħ�äĪøøͰŌÓÏåÓÏ�Ľăĝö�ÊÓå³þ�éþ�ħèÓ�
early 1950s. Later, this company became a source of regular 
éþËăýÓ�äăĝ�ýÓýÊÓĝġ�ăä�ħèÓ�yþéăþ�ăä��ĝħéġħġ͟�5ĝăý�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�
days as the main artist Ilko undertook to learn everything 
about his new job and to introduce new rules. All employees 
were involved in the execution of orders, the work had to 
be completed on time. Special teams were created for this 
purpose. Some employees of the Art Fund welcomed the new 
initiatives, while some of those who used to have the most 
ăĝÏÓĝġ�ĽÓĝÓ�Ïéġġ³ħéġŋÓÏ͟�vèéġ�Ľ³ġ�ÓġĚÓËé³øøĿ�ħĝĪÓ�ăä�ħèÓ�ýăġħ�
materially attractive monumental workshop.

qħ³Ŋ�ăä�ħèÓ��ĝħ�5ĪþÏ�èÓøÏ�³�ýÓÓħéþå͚�³þÏ�ħèÓĝÓ�Ľ³ġ�³þ�
unsuccessful attempt to remove Ilko from the post of chief 
artist. However, the struggle between the groups in the Art 
5ĪþÏ�ÓļÓþħĪ³øøĿ�øÓÏ�ħă�ŋĝéþå�:ļ³þ�:øöă�Ͱ�ħèéġ�è³ĚĚÓþÓÏ�éþ�
̪̲̰̲͟�vèéġ�ħéýÓ�èÓ�Ľ³ġ�³ħħĝéÊĪħÓÏ�ĚĝăäÓġġéăþ³ø�ĪþŋħþÓġġ͚�
³øħèăĪåè�Ě³ĝ³ÏăľéË³øøĿ�ĚĝăäÓġġéăþ³øøĿ�Īþŋħ�³ĝħéġħ�ĝÓý³éþÓÏ�
a member of the Republican Art Council and a member of the 
expert commission of the Ministry of Culture for almost two 
more years.

Ivan Ilko became a ‘free artist’. On the one hand, this 
made him worry about earning money, and on the other 
hand, it allowed the artist to devote himself entirely to 
art. If we follow only Ilko’s exhibition activities, there were 
exhibitions almost every year from the late 1970s to the 
early 2000s. Most of them were foreign and international. 
Some of the examples are the Biennale in Košice, Slovakia 
(1979), the exhibition “Artists of Transcarpathia” in Moscow 
(1980), a solo exhibition in Uzhhorod (1985), an exhibition 
of Ukrainian art in Berlin (1986), a solo exhibition in 
Mykhailivtsi, Slovakia (1993), a retrospective exhibition in 
Uzhhorod (1998), a solo exhibition at the Ukrainian House 
in Kyiv (1999). In 1995, Ivan Ilko was awarded the title of an 
“Honored Artist of Ukraine”.

Painting won: the formation of the artist Ivan Ilko was 
completed in Tiachiv, and in the following “Uzhhorod” 
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decades his painting style developed and acquired new 
features.

Triumph of the landscape

Ilko’s landscape works in the 1970s are no longer 
characterized by the detail of plans or scenes characteristic 
of his early works. The area of   the planes generalized by color 
increases, sometimes the wide contour is applied: Velykyi 
Verkh, Kostryno, Kamyanitsia stream (1975), Thaw, Clearing sky 
(1978). Many works from 1978 can be attributed to the peaks 
of Transcarpathia painting. Rain Hour in oil enchants us with its 
luxurious plasticity, rhythm, freshness of colors, balance of dark 
forests and light forestless slopes, spots of a warmer tone in the 
background. The Village of Bohdan is elegantly resolved tonally. 
Two horizontal panoramic works with the same name Tereblia 
River Valley tend to Art Nouveau style.

The main trends do not change in the 1980s: the 
generalization of planes continues to dominate - Synevyr Lake 
(1982), The Beskids (1989), a wide contour is used - Winter 
(1982), Winter Motif (1985). His colorful parts sound in a new 
way, some are built on the interaction of accented scenes in 
warm colors with planes of cold tones (Village of Shcherbovets 
(1982), First Snow (1986), Polonyna Gropa (1987)). Some of 
the others are built on intensifying the level of decoration - 
Steepness. Ust-Chorna, Huky (1982), The Last Ridge (1983), 
Spring Waters (1988), and some - on the game of lighting 
ÓŊÓËħġ͚�øéöÓ�jăøăþĿþ³�6ĝăĚ³�̪̲̱̰ͫͬ͟

The 1990s took over the landscape baton from the 1980s: 
they were just as fruitful and had new intonations. In 1995, 
brilliant works were created with a tangible echo of Erdeli’s 
painting tradition. The canvas Sanatorium Karpaty is interesting 
for its masterful “carelessness” in composition and color: easily 
applied paints “leak” with taste, and the canvas also tastefully 
shines in the gaps. The work of the same plan, only more 
“graphic” is the Jay’s cry over the castle of the Earl of Schönborn. 
In the same year, Synevyr Mountain Pass was performed in 
ÊøĪÓ�ħăþÓġ͟�vèÓ�ý³åþéŋËÓþħ�H³þÏġË³ĚÓġ�Ľéħè�6ă³ħġ�̪̲̲̯ͫͬ�éġ�
dominated by a mountainous landscape of the central part, 
solved through a polyphony of green tones. Neresen - in 

«Steepness. Ust-Chorna, Huky», 1982 
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memory of Sh. Holloshi and Mount Menchul in memory of 
Patrus-Karpatskyi (1999) are works of memorial character that 
were performed freely in etude style. Panoramic mountain plots 
continue to appear - Hoverla, Polonyna Hermeneska, Polonyna 
Runa (1999), and works approaching the genre - Good morning, 
Vasylyna (1998), Morning dew ( 1999). Some of his best 
portraits are My grandfather Yura, Uncle Vasyl, kolesar (1999).

In the 2000s, the stroke of the brush and the plastic 
solution of his works in general became more relaxed. He 
created some reminiscences from Dulovo: the pieces Mount 
Zapodryna and Zapodryna-2 (2003). Then there was the 
development of green scores, typical of the landscapes of 
Volovets district - Pikui, Spring. Pikui, Spring Day (2005). This 
period also presented us with works, where he accurately 
conveyed the spring color of the Volovets region - Spring 
Blossom, Cellar, Well, Bilasovytsia Village (2006).

��ġÓĝéÓġ�ăä�ŋåĪĝ³ħéļÓ͚�Ěøăħ�ËăýĚăġéħéăþġ�ͫ5³ýéøĿ͟�:þ�ħèÓ�
Native Land, 1996, polyptych “Wedding”, 1970-2000) was 
growing all the time, and the gallery of landscapes was 
constantly replenished. The artist is faithful to his mission - to 
testify about place and time, about the passing life.

All this treasure requires exposure - and it happens. In 2010 
and 2013, Ivan Ilko’s works were exhibited in the projects of the 
Art Arsenal in Kyiv, arousing great interest. On March 4, 2013, 
a large retrospective of Ivan Ilko’s works on the occasion of his 
75th birthday was opened in Uzhhorod within the walls of the 
newly built Ilko Gallery. A lot of his works were shown for the 
ŋĝġħ�ħéýÓ͟

Exhibition of 2016 “Process. The 60’s” was special: the artist 
Mykhailo Ilko persuaded his father to show the works and 
studies of his youth. Of the more than seventy of his works, the 
vast majority have never been brought before the audience. 
The exhibition became quite an event and was a complete 
ġĪËËÓġġ͟�5ăĝ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ħéýÓ�éþ�ýăĝÓ�ħè³þ�è³øä�³�ËÓþħĪĝĿ͚�äĝ³ýÓÏ�
in appropriately selected frames, these works have spoken 
out loud. In fact, they appeared as a whole strong layer in the 
structure, called the “phenomenon of Transcarpathia painting.”

In March 2018, a retrospective exhibition of works by Ivan 
Ilko opened on the occasion of his 80th birthday. The artist 
called it according to his feelings - “Verkhovyna, you are my 
ĽăĝøÏ͟�:øöă�è³Ï�ÓľèéÊéħÓÏ�èéġ�Ľăĝöġ�ÏÓŋþéħÓøĿ�ýăĝÓ�ħè³þ�ăþËÓ�

in recent years, but this time they sounded special. It was 
as if the time had come when everything had unfolded as a 
holistic process and began to live its own life. Probably, this is 
the valuable quality that indicates the value of the work of art. 
Ivan Ilko has created his art and continues to work, listening to 
himself, keeping the category of place and time as a reference 
point. His best works are part of the multifaceted phenomenon, 
which he calls “the phenomenon of Transcarpathia painting.”

Ivan Ilko remembers his whole journey, all the main events 
and a lot of details. He is a wonderful narrator, and each of 
his stories is a part of the history of Transcarpathia art of the 
twentieth century:

“Each of these personalities had his own, so to speak, solid 
foundation, and I really liked that none of them deviated from 
what they stood on. Neither Erdeli nor Manailo, although 
Manailo was forced to “count the spruces,” and when he 
became freer, he completed a fantastic work. Erdeli couldn’t do 
this, he died.”

“The most valuable thing was the continuity of the 
transmission of artistic contemplation and artistic values   from 
the older generation to the younger one. And even the arrival of 
qăļéÓħ�ĚăĽÓĝ�éþ�̪̲̭̮͚�ĽèéËè�ÏÓþéÓÏ�ħèÓġÓ�ħĝÓþÏġ͚�ÏéÏþͻħ�³ŊÓËħ�
this process. Its roots were deep, so it could not be denied. 
Habda and Shutiev were fully developing their directions. At the 
same time, Mykyta, Dunchak and I were also growing. And it 
Ľ³ġ�³øġă�ÏéŊéËĪøħ�ħă�ÏÓþĿ�ħèÓ�ĚĝăåĝÓġġ�ăä��ÓÏņéĝ͚�FĝÓýþĿħġö³�ăĝ�
Seman.”

“I adhered to the truth, although half a century later 
everything cannot be scrupulously documented. I had 
manifestations of romanticism, but I do not present myself 
³ġ�³þ�ăĪħġħ³þÏéþå�ŋåĪĝÓ͟�:�ĽÓþħ�ħèĝăĪåè�ËÓĝħ³éþ�ġħ³åÓġ�
of development, talked to people to whom I owe a lot. I 
understood that I had to testify about time. The case is very 
dramatic, because the world that has been forming for centuries 
started to collapse. With the destruction of subsistence farming, 
ÓļÓĝĿÏ³Ŀ�øéäÓ�Ľ³ġ�Ïéġ³ĚĚÓ³ĝéþå͚�³þÏ�ĚÓăĚøÓ�Ľèă�øéļÓÏ�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħøĿ�
ĽÓĝÓ�³øġă�Ïéġ³ĚĚÓ³ĝéþå͟�yþÏÓĝ�ħèÓ�éþŌĪÓþËÓ�ăä�ħéýÓ͚�ÓÏĪË³ħéăþ͚�
and the propaganda mechanism, a new generation was being 
formed. I was present in this environment, but I really did not 
want to part with the bright world of carols, stories, with the 
idea of   my homeland, of distant horizons that attracted me. 
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«The river Uzh. The village of Dubrynychi», 1989 

Ivan Ilko in his studio, 2020Ivan Ilko’s studio
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I valued the elements of our identity and, to the best of my 
ability, tried to capture them, and this was the subject of my 
maximum concentration.”

«Hoverla», 1999 48.0938, 24.3012
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“We lived in the aura of this art.
If you were curious and 
had talent, you could not 
ĝÓý³éþ�éþÏéŊÓĝÓþħ͟�vèéġ�éġ�ħèÓ�
‘phenomenon of Transcarpathia 
painting.’ We, that is my 
åÓþÓĝ³ħéăþ͚�ŋþéġèÓÏ�éħ͟
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The energy of landscape painting

Ivan Shutiev is a bright representative of the 
Transcarpathia landscape tradition with a subtle sense of 
color and lyrical states of nature. He is also a master of 
exquisitely colored orchestrated still lifes and the author of 
marinas that are unusual for Transcarpathia painting. His 
best known works are a series of paintings dedicated to 
the old huts of Transcarpathia villages and the outskirts of 
Uzhhorod, and wooden churches of Transcarpathia.

His year of birth (1933) makes him close to the fourth 
generation of Transcarpathia artists. And he belongs to 
ħèÓ�ĝÓĚĝÓġÓþħ³ħéļÓġ�ăä�ħèÓ�ŋþ³ø�Ěè³ġÓ�ăä�ħèÓ�ĚèÓþăýÓþăþ�
of Transcarpathia’s painting. As a consistent supporter of 
the artistic line of Bokshai, Sholtes and Kashshai, Shutiev 
never hid his succession. Having formed his vision of the 
landscape in Bokshai’s landscape school, he developed it 

in his own way, sharpening the contrast, giving rapidity to 
the strokes and striking clarity to the color. His realistic 
painting is permeated with light on panoramic canvases, 
³þÏ�ġ³ħĪĝ³ħÓÏ�Ľéħè�Ëăøăĝ�³þÏ�Ō³ġèÓġ�ăä�³ËËÓþħġ�éþ�Ëè³ýÊÓĝ�
scenes. 

The “prodigy” of Transcarpathia painting quickly burst 
into art, striking with the boldness of color and large, as 
at that time, size of the canvases. His painting is sonorous 
and aimed at victory. The author’s creative power is felt in 
it, sometimes there is a certain juggling of color. Sometimes 
it seems that in this relentless rush the artist did not have 
time to stop, think and, perhaps, apply some techniques 
of a deeper solution. But everything had to happen exactly 
øéöÓ�ħèéġ͙�ġăýÓăþÓ�è³Ï�ħă�ăŊÓĝ�ġĪËè�³þ�ÓþËè³þħéþå�ļÓĝġéăþ�
of the end of the phenomenon of Transcarpathia painting.

Ivan Shutiev
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The future artist was born on October 28, 1933 in 
yņèèăĝăÏ͟�vèÓ�9Īþå³ĝé³þ�ġĪĝþ³ýÓ�ăä�ħèÓ�qĭħĕ�ä³ýéøĿ͚�ĽèéËè�
ħĝ³þġø³ħÓġ�³ġ�Ê³öÓĝ͚�Ľ³ġ�ħĪĝþÓÏ�éþħă�³�mĪġġéŋÓÏ�ļÓĝġéăþ�
in Soviet times - Shutiev. His father, Mykhailo Shutiev, was 
a very skillful and famous carpenter. His work can even 
be seen in the hunting hall of the Shenborn Palace (now 
Sanatorium “Karpaty”). He dreamed that his son would 
follow in his footsteps and acquire the respected profession, 
so that he could earn a good living. His father was elected 
chairman of the Union of Craftsmen before the war. He 
almost paid with his life for this status. With the arrival of 
the “Soviets” he was arrested by security forces along with 
two hundred other “unreliable” Uzhhorod residents. Then a 
ýéĝ³ËøÓ�ýĪġħ�è³ļÓ�è³ĚĚÓþÓÏ͙�ħèÓ�ăŊéËÓĝ�³ġöÓÏ�Ľèă�ËăĪøÏ�
cut glass, and Shutiev raised his hand. He knew for sure that 
he didn’t have a glass cutter with him, but when he followed 
ħèÓ�ăŊéËÓĝ�³þÏ�ĚĪħ�èéġ�è³þÏ�éþ�èéġ�ĚăËöÓħ͚�èÓ�äăĪþÏ͟͟͟�³�åø³ġġ�
cutter. This saved his life. Mykhailo Shutiev had to glaze 
windows in a building occupied by the authorities, and most 
of those arrested were shot in the meantime.

�äħÓĝ�ħèÓ�Ľ³ĝ͚�ÏÓļ³ġħ³ħéăþ�ĝÓéåþÓÏ͙�éħ�Ľ³ġ�ÏéŊéËĪøħ�ħă�ŋþÏ�
both a job and food. Mykhailo Shutiev gathered a few good 
old masters, and they organized the Remmebel artel. Ivan 
was a seventh-grader at a Hungarian school at that time, 
and his duty was to bring lunch to his father at work. While 
his father was having lunch, Ivan painted with charcoal on 
the walls or on pieces of plywood. One day, the artist Vilmos 
Berets, who lived above the artel, found the boy doing this. 
He asked the teenager who he was and asked if he would like 
to learn to draw. “Berets, who was familiar with Mishko-bachi 
(‘bachi’ - a man in Hungarian), the carpenter from Uzhhorod’s 
Remmebeli, began negotiations. Berets was convinced by 
the boy’s talent. It is not a surprise that the father, who in 
his warm dreams sent the boy on one life trip, could not 
immediately switch to another track. And as soon as he 
caught the sparks in his son’s eyes when they were talking 
about drawing, he didn’t object and didn’t keep insisting on 
his idea.”1

His painting is sonorous 
and aimed at victory. The 
author’s creative power is 

felt in it, sometimes there is 
a certain juggling of color.

̪͟�Ƽɱɮɟɱɼ�ǡ͟�ǌɜɮʇɵɳɜ�ɦɨɞɨɹ�ɬɱɮɿɱɳʇɞ�ͥͥ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɴɿɬɜ�ɲɳɜɞɢɜ͟�ͮ�̬̩̪̩̪̲̱̬͟͟͟�
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The prodigy

Ivan Shutiev recalled: “For as long as I can remember, 
I have always loved to draw. My mother said that when I 
was born, I cried a lot, so they put a pencil in my hand, and 
I fell silent. I don’t know if it’s true, but I’ve always been 
fond of drawing ... I was lucky to be growing up when the 
Transcarpathia school of painting was highly respected. 
And I had good teachers.”2 “I am glad to have such great 
teachers and mentors. Although they left us, they remained 
alive for me, and I ask advice from them every day about 
the interpretation of a particular detail, or of the tone or 
composition.”3

The young man was really lucky to have such great 
teachers - after all, at the time of his studies at the Uzhhorod 
School of Applied Arts, all the famous Transcarpathia artists 
were still working. He had the opportunity to communicate 
regularly with Yosyp Bokshai, Adalbert Erdeli, Fedir Manailo. 
I remember a moment from the third year. Erdeli entered 
the auditorium during a painting session and stood behind 
Ivan. The student shrugged, and Erdeli put his hand on his 
ġèăĪøÏÓĝ�³þÏ�ġ³éÏ͚��ăĪ�Ľéøø�ÏÓŋþéħÓøĿ�ÊÓËăýÓ�³þ�³ĝħéġħ͟�vèÓ�
art of Bokshai penetrated deep into the soul of the student. 
This is how he imagined painting, this is how he preferred 
to convey the beauty of nature. Erdeli had the talent of a 
teacher, he could teach, and Bokshai taught by showing. 
Sä�ËăĪĝġÓ͚��ăöġè³é�³øġă�éþŌĪÓþËÓÏ�ħèăġÓ�³ĝăĪþÏ�èéý�Ľéħè�
his human traits and behavior. Shutiev liked to repeat his 
words: “Ivan, you must not do good to people, because there 
will be no gratitude, but never do evil.” This expression is 
useful, but both Bokshai and Shutiev did good more than 
once. Other teachers were also mentioned - the outstanding 
Fedir Manailo and his stormy temper, the wonderful teacher 
Vilmos Berets, who taught anatomy, Ernest Kontratovych, 
who taught well and explained the material in an accessible 
way.

Ivan Shutiev’s remarkable painting talent was already 
noticeable during his years of study, and after graduation 
he immediately took part in the regional exhibition - an 
unprecedented event at that time. His works immediately 
became popular among exhibition visitors and professionals. 

vèÓ�ÏÓŋþéħéăþ�ăä�³�ĚĝăÏéåĿ�Ľ³ġ�ăÊļéăĪġ͟�vèÓ�ĝ³ħÓ�ăä�ġĚĝÓ³Ï�
of his well-deserved success did not slow down.

In 1955 Shutiev graduated from the painting department 
of the Uzhhorod Art School, and in 1956 his works were 
shown at exhibitions in Moscow, Tallinn, and Vilnius. A 
reproduction of 23-year-old Shutiev’s Evening was published 
in the popular All-Union magazine “Ogoniok” together with 
paintings by famous artists Hliuk and Kotska. It was a great 
event that became a powerful stimulus for the young artist: 
it gave him wings, and he set to work with even greater zeal. 
The following year, a series of his best landscapes, including 
Winter in the Uzhanska Valley and March, were a success at 
a youth exhibition in Moscow during the VI World Festival 
of Youth and Students. And then he took part in several 
consecutive republican and all-Union exhibitions, and an 
exhibition in Kyiv in 1961, dedicated to the 100th anniversary 
of Taras Shevchenko’s death. The Union and local press 
reacted to the young painter’s achievements. Quoting the 
poet’s Vasyl Diianych’s article ‘Landscapes of Verkhovyna’: 
“The artist’s new winter landscapes, created this year, are 
characterised by richness of colors and lyrical excitement. 
The painting Winter Morning makes a particularly pleasant 
impression in this respect. There is a lot of light in it. The 
whole spectrum of this light depicts the snow-covered area 
with several huts above the mountain stream. And it acquires 
golden, even festive, and joyful shades.”4

However, fate prepared quite a challenge for him: 
unprecedented success and early fame spoiled the young 
artist. He became arrogant, he had money and, accordingly, 
bad company and alcohol. The amount of alcohol was 
increasing, and it began to defeat the artist. All this ended 
in an extreme way - expulsion from the Union of Artists. 
Shutiev always openly talked about these vicissitudes in 
his life without hiding anything. Then fate sent him one 
more challenge: “There is nothing bad that doesn’t end well. 
Probably, the Almighty sent me a warning - at the age of 
28 I fell ill with hepatitis A. I spent a month and a half in 
the hospital. I read a lot about the disease and it said that 
you can not drink alcohol for 12 years after such an illness. 
I succeeded, and then why start again?” There were some 
äÓøøăĽ�³ĝħéġħġ�Ľèă�ħăăö�ăŊÓþġÓ�³ħ�qèĪħéÓļͻġ�ĚĝăÊøÓýġ͚�ÊĪħ�èÓ�

̫͟�Ǌɱɦɬɜ�Ǌ͟�ǡɞɜɰ�ǖɶɵʅɞ͙�Ƽɮʌ�ɯɨɵɻʌ�ɰɣɯɜʅ�ɰʇɺɱɟɱ�ɢɱɳɱɦɺɱɟɱ͚�ɰʇɦ�ɺɜɴ�ͥͥ�Ǌɱɞɨɰɨ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɵʌ͟�ͮ�
17.11.2012.
̬͟�Ƽɱɮɟɱɼ�ǡ͟�ǌɜɮʇɵɳɜ�ɦɨɞɨɹ�ɬɱɮɿɱɳʇɞ�ͥͥ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɴɿɬɜ�ɲɳɜɞɢɜ͟�ͮ�̬̩̪̩̪̲̱̬͟͟͟

̭͟�Ƽʇʌɰɨɺ�Ƹ͟�ǌɣɩɧɜɦʇ�Ƹɣɳɹɱɞɨɰɨ�ͥͥ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɴɿɬɜ�ɲɳɜɞɢɜ͟�ͮ�̫̪̩̮̪̲̯̪͟͟͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̬͟
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48.8186302, 23.1622247,17
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always positioned himself as a Christian and forgave these 
insults. He could respond to attacks - but, remembering 
Bokshai’s words, he did no harm. Shutiev beat the problem 
Ľéħè�èăþăĝ͚�ĝÓøĿéþå�ăþ�èéġ�ĽéäÓͻġ�ġĪĚĚăĝħ͚�ġèăĽéþå�ŋĝýþÓġġ�ăä�
Ëè³ĝ³ËħÓĝ͟�9éġ�ŋĝýþÓġġ�Ľéøø�ÊÓ�ħÓġħÓÏ�ýăĝÓ�ħè³þ�ăþËÓ�éþ�ħèÓ�
years to come.

Shutiev always warmly remembered the then head of the 
Union of Artists of the USSR, sculptor Kateryna Bielashova, 
who loved the artists of Transcarpathia (apparently, there 
was no such large group of such powerful artists in other 

regions at that time), was keenly interested in the life of the 
local Union and held various events in the region. Shutiev 
spoke about her role in his life:

“The visiting plenum of the Union of Artists of the USSR 
was held in Transcarpathia. Bielashova spoke about Shutiev: 
‘Friends, last year we expelled one of your young artists. How 
is he now?’ Those present hesitated, and Kotska said: ‘he 
no longer drinks alcohol, and is actively working.’ And then 
Bielashova suggested: ‘Let’s go to him.’ An agitated employee 
of the Art Fund came to me and said: ‘Oh, get ready, because 
great people are coming to you.’ I managed to get Tokay 
wine, and the guests came. Bielashova and all our artists 
came. I showed them about a hundred new works. I opened 
the Tokay. Bielashova took a glass and said: ‘Well, friends, 
let’s drink to his talent’ - and then said to Kashshai: ‘Anton 
Mykhailovych, prepare the documents for his restoration in 
the Union’, - and then to me: ‘And you give the word that this 
thing will never happen again’. I say: ‘Kateryna Fedorivna, the 
old story is over.’ And then I was just renewed in the Union.”5

Successful artist

Ivan Shutiev chose his direction in art on his own. He was 
fascinated by Bokshai’s paintings, and as he said himself, 
was literally in love with Bokshai. Immediately after school, 
Shutiev entered the Lviv Institute of Decorative and Applied 
Arts (now the Lviv National Academy of Arts), studied until 
the third year, but could not stand to do this any longer - he 
dreamed of Carpathian plein airs, and instead had to sit in 
classrooms and perform boring tasks. Imagination painted 
its pictures. “I couldn’t be there when Bokshai was walking in 
the mountains and painting. I loved watching this process. 
Of course, it could be risky to leave the university, but I 
decided to be with the giant in art for 5-6 years instead. And 
I didn’t miss - he taught me a lot.”6

“How did I manage to take part in exhibitions as a 
student? This is not my merit. I saw Bokshai as he was 
working all day. See? I accompanied him many times in 
Stavne. He didn’t like anyone around him when he was 
painting, but he loved me. And he wrote a very good letter 

̮͟�ǡɧ�ɳɱɧɯɱɞɨ�ɧ�ɹɶɢɱɦɰɨɬɱɯ͚̪̪̩̰̫̩̪̱͟͟͟
̯͟�Ǌɱɦɬɜ�Ǌ͟�ǡɞɜɰ�ǖɶɵʅɞ͙�Ƽɮʌ�ɯɨɵɻʌ�ɰɣɯɜʅ�ɰʇɺɱɟɱ�ɢɱɳɱɦɺɱɟɱ͚�ɰʇɦ�ɺɜɴ�ͥͥ�Ǌɱɞɨɰɨ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɵʌ͟�ͮ�
17.11.2012.

«The Veretskyi pass», 1969



to Lviv when I entered the institute. I was shown that letter 
- shame on me for all of the praise. I was very lucky to have 
the opportunity to live and breathe the air that reigned here. 
And all our artists took their job very seriously. “7

The artist took an intuitively correct step by choosing 
Yosyp Bokshai instead of the institute. After all he was 
attracted by such painting, he was guided by the desire to 
ÏÓļÓøăĚ�ħèÓ��³ĝĚ³ħèé³þ�ħèÓýÓ͚�äăøøăĽéþå��ăöġè³é͚�³þÏ�ŋþÏ�
his own way in art. After a hard lesson with being expelled 
from the union, he drew all the necessary conclusions, and 
the muse of painting never left him. Success accompanied 
Ivan Shutiev in painting, he was famous and respected 
³ýăþå�ħèÓ��ăýýĪþéġħ�j³ĝħĿ�ġĪĚÓĝéăĝġ͚�³þÏ�èÓ�äÓøħ�ËăþŋÏÓþħ�
in commercial terms.

The artist’s skill grew in the “plein air academy” of 
Bokshai, as well as thanks to the joint drawing in nature with 
Anton Kashshai: “Kashshai is the pride of Transcarpathia, 
such talent is rare. We painted together, I learned a lot from 
èéý͟�F³ġèġè³é�Ľ³ġ�éþŌĪÓþËÓÏ�ÊĿ��ăöġè³é͚�:�Ľ³ġ�éþŌĪÓþËÓÏ�
by Bokshai and Kashshai, but later Kashshai went his own 
way, and so did I. If you have a gift from God, you will do 
your part.”8 But the most important factor was constant 
development. Shutiev was following one more commandment 
of an artist - he read a lot, was familiar with the history of 
art, which was surprising since school.

$ļÓþ�ŋĝġħ�qèĪħéÓļͻġ�Ľăĝöġ�ġèăĽþ�³ħ�ĝÓåéăþ³ø�ÓľèéÊéħéăþġ�
éýĚĝÓġġÓÏ�Ľéħè�ÊăøÏþÓġġ�³þÏ�ËăþŋÏÓþËÓ�ăä�Ě³éþħéþå͟�vèÓġÓ�
features would characterize all his future work. And the artist 
would also be accompanied by ambiguous judgments about 
his art. “The author and his works were immediately talked 
about. Some responded with great approval and admiration, 
others - with doubt and sometimes with barely concealed 
distrust. Since then and to this day, discussions about the 
work of this painter, who became one of the leading artists 
of the region, do not stop.”9

Ivan Shutiev was constantly working, mastering all areas 
of Transcarpathia - Volovets-Mizhhiria Verkhovyna, valleys 
of Teresva, Tereblia, Rika, exotic Rakhiv region and above all 
- Uzhanska valley, a place of pilgrimage for all Transcarpathia 
artists. “Stavne is the Barbizon of Transcarpathia. Everyone 
grew up there. Kashshai’s Winter in the Carpathians, 

Bokshai’s and Hliuk’s masterpieces were born there. And 
I worked there. We studied. We knew how to learn. Now 
all the forests have been cut down there. Erdeli, Bokshai, 
Boretsky and everyone else used to paint in Uzhok.”10

Shutiev’s works were reproduced in professional 
magazines, regularly exhibited at regional, national, and 
all-Union exhibitions. From 1968 they were also shown at 
many foreign exhibitions in Hungary, Germany, Great Britain, 
Canada, Italy, Sweden, and Japan. In 1975, Ivan Shutiev’s 
Still Life with Peaches was included in the mobile Exhibition 
of Contemporary Soviet Painting. Such thematic exhibitions 
traveled throughout the USSR and abroad. The exhibition in 
Japan was a great success. Shutiev even received an order 
äăøøăĽéþå�ħèéġ�ÓľèéÊéħéăþ͟�vèÓ�măý³þ�ŋĝý�M³ņăøéþé�ăĝÏÓĝÓÏ�̪̮�
still lifes from the artist. In the same year he received the title 
of an Honored Artist of the Ukrainian SSR.11

In addition to many solo exhibitions in Ukraine (1958, 
1975, 1982, 1983, 1998, 2001, 2003, 2004), two solo 
exhibitions took place abroad - in Gothenburg (Sweden) in 
1990 and in Debrecen (Hungary) in 1997; both were mainly 
commercial in nature.

In Gothenburg, the Axelson Gallery set the artist the 
task of creating a chamber exhibition that would reveal the 
theme of “Sweden”. The Carpathian artist was challenged to 
paint the sea. And he succeeded. He mastered the unknown 
element, found the means to depict its changing states. 
An unusual series of seascapes was also shown in 1998 in 
Uzhhorod.12 Ivan Shutiev was interested in the wide world 
and the world of art, he always used the opportunity to see 
and learn more: “If you are an artist, you have to see others, 
learn from them.” Shutiev was fascinated by the realistic 
³ĝħ�ăä�9Īþå³ĝé³þ�³ĝħéġħġ�MĪþö´ËġĿ�Méè´øĿ�³þÏ�mÔļÔġņ�:ýĝÓ͚�
Russians Ivan Shishkin and Isaac Levitan, Soviet artists 
Arkadyi Plastov and Mykola Romadin, and had friendly 
relations with Kyiv painters Anatolii Plamenytskyi, Vadym 
Odainyk and Viktor Shatalin. “I have seen and studied 
the great masters of the brush not only in our region. For 
example, when I saw several works by Sergei Gerasimov 
from Samarkand at an exhibition in Moscow, I was under 
ħèÓéĝ�éþŌĪÓþËÓ�äăĝ�³�øăþå�ħéýÓ͟�:�ÓļÓþ�ĽÓþħ�ħă�yņÊÓöéġħ³þ�³�
year later, at my own expense, and made about 50 sketches. 

̰͟�ǡɧ�ɳɱɧɯɱɞɨ�ɧ�ɹɶɢɱɦɰɨɬɱɯ͚�̪̪̩̰̫̩̪̱͟͟͟
̱͟�ǡɧ�ɳɱɧɯɱɞɨ�ɧ�ɹɶɢɱɦɰɨɬɱɯ͚�̫̰̩̬̫̩̪̱͟͟͟
̲͟�ǔɣɳɰɣɟɜͰƷɜɮɮɜ�ǋ͟�ǡ�ɼɶɯ�ɟɜʈɞ͚�ʇ�ɲɣɳɣɢɧɞʇɰ�ɲɵɜɹʇɞ�ͥͥ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɴɿɬɜ�ɲɳɜɞɢɜ͟�ͮ�̫̲̩̱̪̲̱̩͟͟͟

̪̩͟�ǡɧ�ɳɱɧɯɱɞɨ�ɧ�ɹɶɢɱɦɰɨɬɱɯ͚�̪̪̩̰̫̩̪̱͟͟͟
̪̪͟�Ʒʇɬɴɣɩ�ǈ͟�ǎɵɱɳʇɰɬɨ�ɦɨɵɵʌ�ɵɜ�ɵɞɱɳɺɱɴɵʇ�ɰɜɳɱɢɰɱɟɱ�ɹɶɢɱɦɰɨɬɜ�ǐɬɳɜʈɰɨ�ǡɞɜɰɜ�ǉɨɹɜɩɮɱɞɨɺɜ�
ǖɶɵʅɞɜ�ͥ�ǡɞɜɰ�ǖɶɵʅɞ͟�ǀɨɞɱɲɨɴ�ͫɜɮɿɝɱɯͬ͟�ͮ�ǐɦɟɱɳɱɢ͚�̫̩̪̪͚�ͭ�ǎ̪̯͟͟
̪̫͟�Ʒʇɬɴɣɩ�ǈ͟�ǎɵɱɳʇɰɬɨ�ɦɨɵɵʌ�ɵɜ�ɵɞɱɳɺɱɴɵʇ�ɰɜɳɱɢɰɱɟɱ�ɹɶɢɱɦɰɨɬɜ�ǐɬɳɜʈɰɨ�ǡɞɜɰɜ�ǉɨɹɜɩɮɱɞɨɺɜ�
ǖɶɵʅɞɜ�ͥ�ǡɞɜɰ�ǖɶɵʅɞ͟�ǀɨɞɱɲɨɴ�ͫɜɮɿɝɱɯͬ͟�ͮ�ǐɦɟɱɳɱɢ͚�̫̩̪̪͚�ͭ�ǎ̪̯͟͟
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Some of them are Gur-e Amir, Tomb of Timur, Samarkand, 
Bibi-Khanym Mosque, Mausoleum and others. It was 1984, 
but even today I have not lost the impression of what I 
saw.” In the same year, Shutiev created a series of paintings 
dedicated to the architectural monuments of Moscow.

Ivan Shutiev often visited Hungary, and painted in 
Budapest, Szentendre and other cities. He had friendly 
relations with the USSR ambassador to Hungary, a supporter 
of his painting. Many such trips took place during the 1970s.

The popular artist was highly respected in Uzhhorod, his 
works were often bought. He was elected a deputy of the 
ËéħĿ�ËăĪþËéø͚�Ľ³ġ�³�ýÓýÊÓĝ�ăä�åăļÓĝþýÓþħ�ăŊéËÓġ͟�qèĪħéÓļ�
accepted the Soviet system: he was not a member of the 
party, but was able to use his position and the opportunities 
available to the “chosen ones”. Later, he spoke with unique 
“Shutiev’s” humor about various episodes of that time in 
relations with the authorities. In particular, he recalled how 
èÓ�³ÏÏĝÓġġÓÏ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�ġÓËĝÓħ³ĝĿ�ăä�ħèÓ�ĝÓåéăþ³ø�ËăýýéħħÓÓ�
of Ilnytskyi’s party with a request to allocate a car “Volga” 
to him, which he needed for constant trips to the plein airs. 
The secretary had a counter-request - to paint a picture as 
a gift to Brezhniev. When Ilnytskyi asked about the cost of 
the painting, Shutiev, of course, replied that he was honored 
to comply with such a request. He received the Volga by 
bypassing the Heroine of Socialist Labor, Hanna Ladani, 
and some general. “Shutiev will drive in order to paint and 
something will remain, and they will make shift without it,” 
Ilnytskyi summed up.

Shutiev wasn’t often seen in the city. He traveled to 
plein airs throughout the region or worked in a workshop, 
continuing to create his optimistic painting, full of festive 
light.

m³ĚéÏ�Ōéåèħ�ăä�ħèÓ�ÊĝĪġè�

Shutiev’s landscapes tell us about the admiration of 
beauty of nature and admiration of colors which can be 
mixed on a palette and then put on a canvas. This delight, 
creative excitement is based on a passion for color, the 
ability to build his own color version of the landscape. 

Shutiev’s paintings are painted with scope and energy. His 
Ě³ġġéăþ�ġÓÓýÓÏ�ħă�ħĪĝþ�ăþ�øéöÓ�³�Ō³ġè�ăä�ÓøÓËħĝéËéħĿ͚�³þÏ�
everything was beginning to glow, shimmer, and glitter. 
Passion required quick action - and the brush raced across 
the canvas, leaving rapid streaks of strokes, pausing 
ħă�ŋøø�ħèÓ�éþÏéļéÏĪ³ø�³ĝÓ³ġ�Ľéħè�Ě³éþħ͚�ħă�³ĚĚøĿ�³ËËÓþħġ�
³þÏ�ġĚÓËħ³ËĪø³ĝ�Ō³ġèÓġ�Ľéħè�øéåèħ�ġÓĝéÓġ�ăä�ġħĝăöÓġ͟�vèÓ�
movement of the brush geometrized the composition 
involuntarily: the horizontal lines were more clearly read, 
the shapes more obviously coincided to the center or rushed 
from the center, conveyed a curvilinear movement. The 
realism of his works acquired an expressive and decorative 
character. Shutiev’s painting style did not change much 
throughout his artistic career.

The artist was interested in themes which were 
traditional for Transcarpathia art: mountain panoramas, 
“old Transcarpathia” - landscapes with wooden huts, 
haystacks, separate wooden huts and wooden churches as 
the main characters, as well as the forest, rivers and streams; 
ġăýÓħéýÓġ�³�ŋÓøÏ�ăä�ĚăĚĚéÓġ�ăĝ�ĽèÓ³ħ͚�³�ġéþåøÓ�ÊĪġè�ăĝ�ħĝÓÓ�
appears in close-up. These themes accompanied Shutiev 
throughout his creative life.

Decorative appeal and emotional, lyrical power are 
already characteristic of the early works of the artist. It is 
seen in the memorable Evening, reproduced in “Ogoniok”, 
which captures the subtle state of fading of a colorful day. 
It is also seen in the poetic, tastefully resolved winter motifs 
- Winter (1959), Winter in the Uzhanska Valley, Winter 
Măĝþéþå�̪̲̯̩ͫͬ͟�:þ��éþħÓĝ�̪̲̯̩͚ͫͬ�ħèÓ�ÏÓËăĝ³ħéļÓ�ÓŊÓËħ�Ľ³ġ�
achieved by comparing several horizontal stripes of blue 
ăä�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�ġè³ÏÓġ�ͫġÓļÓĝ³ø�ýăĪþħ³éþ�Ěø³þġ͚ͬ�ĽèéËè�³ĝÓ�
perceived freshly and clearly between the white foreground 
ŋÓøÏ�³þÏ�ħèÓ�åĝ³Ŀ�ġħĝéĚ�ăä�ħèÓ�ġöĿ͟�vèÓ�åéäħ�ăä�ÏÓËăĝ³ħéļÓ�ĪġÓ�
of color is demonstrated by the works of the sixties: Spring 
on the polonyna (1960), In the mountains (1961), Last snow, 
Evening is coming (1965), Spring in the Carpathians, Old 
village (1967) and many others.

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, the artist created 
Ľăĝöġ͚�éþ�ĽèéËè�èÓ�ġË³ħħÓĝÓÏ�Ëăøăĝ�³ËËÓþħġ�ÓŊÓËħéļÓøĿ͚�Ľéħè�
a somewhat ostentatious ease: Autumn Forest, Awakening 
of Spring (1967), Under Petros (1968), Kozmeshchyk River 

̪̬͟�Ǌɱɦɬɜ�Ǌ͟�ǡɞɜɰ�ǖɶɵʅɞ͙�Ƽɮʌ�ɯɨɵɻʌ�ɰɣɯɜʅ�ɰʇɺɱɟɱ�ɢɱɳɱɦɺɱɟɱ͚�ɰʇɦ�ɺɜɴ�ͥͥ�Ǌɱɞɨɰɨ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɵʌ͟�ͮ�
17.11.2012.
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«Spring in Polonyna», 1960 «Valley of Diana Svydovets», 1979

«Verkhovyna village», 1960s
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(1969), Sunny (1974). Such works are characteristic of the 
following decades as well. The artist proves his amazing 
decorative feeling and ability with a series of luxurious still 
øéäÓġ�Ͱ�SĪĝ� ³éøĿ��ĝÓ³Ï͚��ĪħĪýþ�̪̲̯̲͚ͫͬ��éøÏŌăĽÓĝġ͚�qħéøø�HéäÓ�
(1970), Asters, Roses (1971), Holiday, Autumn Still Life (1979), 
White Vase, Roses (1980), Bouquet (1989). Shutiev painted 
still lifes all the time: this was an endless song of love, in 
ĽèéËè�ä³ļăĝéħÓ�ŌăĽÓĝġ�ĽÓĝÓ�ĝÓĚÓ³ħÓÏ�ý³þĿ�ħéýÓġ�Ͱ�ĚăĚĚéÓġ͚�
ĝăġÓġ͚�øéø³Ëġ�³þÏ�³ÊăļÓ�³øø�Ͱ�ġĪþŌăĽÓĝġ͟�:þËĝÓ³ġéþåøĿ͚�ħèéġ�
genre accompanied the artist in the 1990s and especially in 
the 2000s.

Another line of the painter’s interest is wooden 
Verkhovyna huts, which quickly disappeared in 
Transcarpathia villages. Initially, they were elements of the 
ø³þÏġË³ĚÓ͚�³þÏ�ø³ħÓĝ͚�ġöéøøäĪøøĿ�ÏÓĚéËħÓÏ�éþ�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�³þåøÓġ͚�
accurately interpreted in color, they became the protagonists 
of the works, also carrying valuable ethnographic 
information - On the Verkhovyna, Countryside, Young 
Pear (1969), Sun of Spring (1971), May (1972), House in 
Podobovka, In the Evening (1973), Hut under the polonyna, 
Huts on the Verkhovyna (1977). These images are especially 
valuable now that the originals are gone, but in Soviet times 
such interests were not encouraged - it was called ‘unhealthy 
fascination with antiquity’ and ‘localism’. The kind and 
extremely delicate Havrylo Hliuk, as the head of the painting 
section of the Artists’ Union in the 1960s, was forced to 
publish from time to time articles about the life of the Union, 
to praise the Soviet government and to criticize someone:

“I. Shutiev’s best works attract with their skill and excited 
lyricism, but, unfortunately, in many of them the same 
old Verkhovyna huts, haystacks and streams against the 
Ê³ËöåĝăĪþÏ�ăä�ýăĪþħ³éþġ�³ĝÓ�ĝÓĚÓ³ħÓÏ�éþ�ÏéŊÓĝÓþħ�ļÓĝġéăþġ͟�
And where are the new huge changes that have taken place 
in the region during the years of Soviet rule?”14 Much later, 
the artist responded to the demand for socialist realism with 
several works devoted to the construction of the gas pipeline 
- Urengoy-Uzhhorod, In the Carpathians (1985).

Shutiev took on various themes, he seemed to collect 
landscapes, gradually replenishing certain series: he painted 
majestic mountain panoramas - Veretskyi Pass (1969, 1995), 

Yablunetskyi Pass (1970), Synevyr Pass (1981), Synevyr pass. 
March, Uzhotskyi Pass (1987); developed the technique of 
depicting water - River, Spring (1970), Mountain River, Black 
River, Svydovets Valley (1979).

And again there are temperamental landscapes of 
villages - Under the Borzhava polonynas, Spring in the 
Carpathians (1970), landscapes - Sunny Day (1971), and the 
works are composed in such a way that there is an illusion of 
ýăļÓýÓþħ͟�:þ��øăăýéþå��ÓĝöèăļĿþ³�̪̲̰̪͚ͫͬ�³øø�ħèÓ�ÓøÓýÓþħġ�ͭ�
the slope of the mountain, the tree that exploded in blossom 
³þÏ�³øýăġħ�ËăýĚøÓħÓøĿ�ËăļÓĝÓÏ�ħèÓ�èăĪġÓ�ͭ�³ĝÓ�ġĪÊôÓËħ�ħă�³�
Ľ³ļĿ�ĪĚĽ³ĝÏ�ýăļÓýÓþħ͟�vèéġ�ħ³öÓăŊ�ĚÓĝäÓËħøĿ�ÓýĚè³ġéņÓġ�
the height of the sky, and the dynamism of the image seems 
to set the clouds in motion.  The horizontal movement is 
given in the work March (1973), which was made in two 
colors. The piece Sunny Day (1974) impresses us with open, 
stunningly decorative colors, active blue and green. The 
piece Spring is a beautifully built mosaic of geometric strokes 
(1974). To present a landscape in this way is to make the 
maximum possible in the decorative approach to painting 
and to reach the maximum of decorativeness within the 
limits of the phenomenon of Transcarpathia painting of the 
XX century. It was no longer possible to go further, a few 
more steps - and it would become a kitsch.

Ivan Shutiev created a lot of works. His painting passion 
had a quantitative indicator, and was also expressed through 
ħèÓ�ġéņÓ�ăä�ħèÓ�Ë³þļ³ġÓġ͟�9Ó�Ľ³ġ�ĚĝăÊ³ÊøĿ�ħèÓ�ŋĝġħ�³ýăþå�
Transcarpathia’s artists to introduce a fairly large format 
in the genre of landscape. First of all, this applies to the 
panoramic works Yablunetskyi Pass (1970, 105×170 cm), 
On the Mountain Pass (1975, 100×149 cm), Evening in the 
Carpathians (1980, 100×150 cm), Autumn Gold 1997, 108×174 
cm), High Carpathians (1980, 120 × 140 cm). The dimensions 
were not an end in themselves, they were dictated by the 
very theme of sprawling mountains, and in this way the artist 
³ËèéÓļÓÏ�ġăýÓħèéþå�øéöÓ�³�ġħÓĝÓăġËăĚéË�ÓŊÓËħ͚�ħèÓ�ý³ľéýĪý�
involvement of the viewer in contemplating the panorama 
of the mountains. The epic system was supported by rapid, 
running lines of plans. Sometimes the artist emphasized the 
greatness of the mountains, using a dynamic composition. 

̪̭͟�ƹɮʋɬ�ƹ͟�ͫɟɱɮɱɞɜ�ɴɣɬɻʇʈ�ɦɨɞɱɲɨɴɶͬ�Ǌɜ�ɲɱɮɱɵɰɜ�ͮ�ɴɶɺɜɴɰʇɴɵɿ�ͥͥ�ǁɜɬɜɳɲɜɵɴɿɬɜ�ɲɳɜɞɢɜ͟�ͮ�
̫̭̩̰͟͟�̪̲̯̫͟�ͮ�ǎ͟�̭͟
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«The Uzhok pass», 1987

«Above Borzhava mountain meadows», 1970 48.7134883, 23.1868434



This can be seen in his works Polonyna and Polonyna Stih. 
Spring (1975), where the horizon line is outlined by a steep 
³ĝË�ħè³ħ�ŌéÓġ�ÊÓĿăþÏ�ħèÓ�äăĝý³ħ͟

Works dedicated to architectural monuments are more 
static and balanced. All Transcarpathia artists admired 
wooden churches, often included them in the landscape 
“frame” or depicted them as the main objects of the works. 
Shutiev also appreciated these old buildings, admired their 
ÊÓ³ĪħĿ͚�³þÏ�ħèÓ�Ľ³Ŀ�ħèÓĿ�ŋħ�éþħă�ħèÓ�³ĝÓ³͟��þÏ�ħèÓ�ħéýÓ�
came when the artist decided to dedicate a whole series of 
paintings to these masterpieces of folk architecture. The 
series resulted in more than a hundred paintings. Shutiev 

felt pleasure and elation from what he had done. There was 
also a pragmatic component - the series was purchased for 
a permanent exhibition in Mukachevo, and reproductions of 
paintings were published in the form of the album “Prayer in 
the Tree” (2007).

In 2011 Ivan Shutiev released a large, luxurious album of 
his works at his own expense. When the head of the regional 
state administration reproached him for not applying for 
funding, the artist replied that he had been walking in the 
mountains for many years and that his knees hurt too much 
to kneel and ask. However, he was sad that the regional 
authority did not congratulate him on his 80th birthday, 

«Greek-Catholic church of St.Spirit in Kolochava-Horb», 1996«Greek-Catholic church of St.Nicolas in Pryslip», 1987
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ĪþøéöÓ�ħèÓ�9Īþå³ĝé³þ�ĚĝÓġéÏÓþħ͟�qèĪħéÓļ�è³Ï�³�ġĚÓËéŋË�öéþÏ�
of humor, retold many witty and sarcastic stories, and has 
þÓļÓĝ�åéļÓþ�ăŊÓþġÓ͟

:ļ³þ�qèĪħéÓļ�ĽăĝöÓÏ�éþ�ļ³ĝéăĪġ�åÓþĝÓġ͚�ÊĪħ�ŋĝġħ�ăä�³øø�èÓ�
was a landscape painter. In this guise, he was lucky to be a 
participant in a great artistic epic called “the phenomenon 
of Transcarpathia painting of the twentieth century” and 
- one of the few artists who ended this phenomenon - 
unfortunately, everything has both a beginning and an end. 
Shutiev created his version of the Carpathian landscape. The 
characteristic features of his painting are the temperamental 
optimistic play of forms, dynamic compositions, decorative 

³þÏ�ÊĪĝþéþå�Ëăøăĝġ͚�ħèÓ�ĪġÓ�ăä�Ëăøăĝ�ÓŊÓËħġ͟�9éġ�Ě³éþħéþåġ�
adorn the collections of many art museums in Ukraine and 
abroad. They continue to bring joy to people. Ivan Shutiev 
appreciated wooden churches and was glad that he was 
able to create a large series of their images. It really was his 
“prayer in the tree.” The Lord, in whom he believed, led him 
through challenges, gave him a happy artistic destiny and 
longevity, and called him to himself on September 23, 2019.

He expressed the most important things in the dedication 
to the album of his works: “I thank the Almighty for the fact 
that I was born in the fertile Carpathian land, for the fact 
that I was gifted with the talent, that I had such wonderful 
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Church of Michael the Arch. in Uzhok, 1745 
(UNESCO world heritage object)
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teachers as Y. Bokshai, A. Erdeli, F. Manailo, V. Berets, E. 
Kontratovych, S. Petki, and that I was lucky to work side by 
side with such outstanding artists as A. Boretskyi, A. Kotska, 
H. Hliuk, A. Kashshai, Z. Sholtes. And I thank God and 
ÏÓġħéþĿ�äăĝ�³øĽ³Ŀġ�ͫ³þÏ�ÓġĚÓËé³øøĿ�éþ�ħèÓ�ÏéŊéËĪøħ�ħéýÓġ�ăä�ýĿ�
life) having a faithful companion next to me - my dear wife.”

“The hut in Stavne”, 1970s
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“Stavne is the Barbizon of 
Transcarpathia. Everyone grew 
up there. Kashshai’s Winter in the 
Carpathians, Bokshai’s and Hliuk’s 
masterpieces were born there.
And I worked there. We studied. 
We knew how to learn. Now all 
the forests have been cut down 
there. Erdeli, Bokshai, Boretsky and 
everyone else used to paint
in Uzhok.”
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Mykhailo Syrokhman (born 1954, Uzhhorod) - Ukrainian 
graphic artist, art historian, associate professor  of the draw-
ing department  of the Faculty of Design and Applied Arts of 
Transcarpathian Academy of Arts.
The leading researcher of Transcarpathian wooden church 
architecture, author of monumental monograph “Churches 
of Ukraine. Transcarpathia” (2000), books “Lost Churches of 
Transcarpathia” (1999), “55 Wooden Churches of Transcar-
pathia” (2008), “Wooden Churches and Belfries of Tran-
scarpathia” (2016), “Builders of Transcarpathian Churches” 
(2019), “Lost Wooden Churches of Northeastern Slovakia” 
(2019, co-authored with J. Dzhoganik), etc.
mÓġÓ³ĝËèÓĝ�ăä�èéġħăĝĿ�³þÏ�ýăÏÓĝþéħĿ�ăä�vĝ³þġË³ĝĚ³ħèé³þ�ŋþÓ�
art, author of more than 30 texts for albums and catalogs of 
Transcarpathian artists and dozens of articles. Winner of the 
ĝÓåéăþ³ø�ĚĝéņÓ�éþ�ŋþÓ�³ĝħġ�ͫ³ĝħ�ËĝéħéËéġýͬ�éþ�̫̩̩̩͚�̫̩̩̲͚�̫̩̪̫�
and 2014. In 2018, he published a book about one of the 
leaders of the artistic avant-garde “sixties” in Transcarpathia 
Pavlo Bedzir, whom he considers his teacher.  
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